Tuesday-Friday

At Tanglewood Camp
Will Be Held Eastern Maine)
Methodist Youth
Institute
The Eastern Maine Methodist
Youth Institute will be held at
Tanglewood Camp, Lincolnville,
June 21-27 according to an an
nouncement made Friday by p^v
Herman Berlew of Orono, camp di
rector. About 100 young people of
high school age will attend the
gathering from
Rockland
to
Greenville representing some 25
Methodist churches in the area.
Tiie camp is primarily a leader
ship school and the program will
be largely cne of enrichment, al
though definite classes in methods
I of work for the local church fel
I lowship groups will be conducted
In addition,, there will be a certain
emphasis cn camp life, such cs
swimming and out-of-door sports.
| For the past ftve years Mr. Ber
lew has been director of junior
High School camps in Maine, be
ing the organizer of Camp Meeh
uwanna at Little Ossippee Lake
East Waterboro, the first such
camp in the State. For the last
three years he has also served as
director of Camp Wakondameca
at Camp Roosevelt. He was for
merly dean of the Epworth League
Institute at Castine, and both bv
experience and training is well
qualified for the duties of direc
tor at the Youth Institute camp.

material teward charitable or reliel
work.
i "Correct Use of the Flag,” Mrs.
Leforest Thursten chairman. Forty
two flags, 35 flag codes, 26 booklets
and one Poster were given to the
Highland and Benner Hill schools.
Manuals have been presented to
pio.cpective new citizens and follow
ing their Naturalization by the
Court 26 have bee presented with
flags. Miss Marion Weidman, chair
man.
"Real Daughters' have been re
membered with cards and gifts cn
anniversaries and holidays. Mrs.
Fred* Carter was chairman.
"National Defense” chairman,
Mrs. Mary Perry Rich, has present
ed at the meetings brief messages
lrom our Washington Headquarters
and from our National Defeme
News, and stressed the basic free
doms,—Religion. Speech, Press and
Assembly and urged the purchasing
cf Defense Stamps and Bonds.
"Press Relations,” Mrs. Charles
Merritt, chairman. About 35 inches
in Tiie Courier-Gazette and Press
Herald have been printed with 18
inches cf large type.
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Savings Bank Annual

Entered aa Second Claae MaU Matter
By The Courter-Oaaette, MS Main Bt.

Fire ln Cushing

money deposited. A very large per
cent of this interest money has been
received by people residing in Knox
County. It is an exceptionally well
managed institution.
FOR INSHORE PATROL
frank W. Fuller, re-elected presi
dent of Rockland Savings Bank

The Navy Recruiting Station at
Augusta, today sent out an urgent
call for men to volunteer for the
inshore patrol Class M-2, of the
Naval Reserve. There is a press
ing need of cooks, seaman, exper
ienced electricians, motor machin
ists, also seaman who can qualify
as strikers for signalmen and
quartermasters and men with
a working knowledge of diesel en
gines. Candidates must be be
tween 17 and 50 and should apply
at their nearest Navy Recruiting
Station as soon as passible to All
the many vacancies now available.

of the
parkland Savinga Bank held Wed
nesday the following officers and
trn 'ccs were elected. F. W. Fuller
president Edward J. Hellier trescu:er. Annie B. Blackington and Sid
un H. Pierce, assistant treasurers,
Prank W. Fuller, Nathan F. Cobb,
Arthur L Orne, William A. Glover
and Jer c me C. Burrows, trustees.
All cf the officers and trustees
were re-elected except Mr. Burrows,
who is a new member of the Board,
filling the vacancy caused toy the
Try a can of “Slick”, the slickest
death of William W. Spear.
The Rcckland Savings Bank dur all purpose cleaner In town. Cleans
ing its 74 years of serving tjie pub walls and paint like magic. At
lic has paid $3,848X176 interest on your Sunoco dealers.—adv.
At, the 74th .annual meeting

DIM OUT ORDERS
EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 11

Now. therefore, I Sumner Sewall, Governor of the State of
Maine, do promulgate the following rules and regulations to have
the force and effect of law forthwith:
1. The term “coastline’’ in these regulations means the na
tural shores of the mainland and islands of Maine, including all

bays, harbors, coves, estuaries, and indentations except in the
fcllowing cases, where the coastline shall be an artificial line as
defined below:

FIGHT FOR AMERICA
Fight for America—buy War Bonds
and Stamps.
Help give America -ships, planes and
tanks.
Fi'.’ht for America—America Must Win.
Fight to the finish—Never give in.
Don't let tiie enemy thro' land, sea
or sky.
Fight for America— until you die.
Vou do your best boys—we'll do the
rest boys.
Fight for the U.S.A.

We're on the side, boys- where might
Is right,
Wi re in this war beys—and we must
fight.
We'll stand behind you—we'll give
our best Until we win boys—we'll never rest.
'So you keep fighting—we’ll pray for
you.
We'll buy Bonds and stamps—'tUl
Victory's ln view
You do your best—boys—we’ll do the
rest boys.
Fight for the U.S.A.
Mrs. John Ames
8outh Union.

There are two Colorado rivers in
<he United States, one in Texas
and the other flawing through
Arizona into the Gulf of Mexico.

too?
'ublic Health and
sing fully met and

to be.

(1) All rivers in Maine—the line of the bridge nearest the sea,
except where such bridge is more than three miles inland from
the actual or artificial coast line.
(7) Frenchman’s Bay, Maine—a line extending from the town
of Winter Harbor to the town of Bar Harbor.
(8) Blue HUI and Jericho Bays. Maine—a l'.ne extending from
Bar Harbor Head Light on Mt Desert Island to the town of
Stonington.
(9) East Penobscot Bay, Maine—a line extending from the
town of Stonington to Mullen Head, North Haven Island.
(10) West Penobscot Bay, Maine—a line extending from
Standin Point, North Haven Island, to Owl’s Head Light.
(11) Waters between West Penobscot Bay and Muscongus
Sound, Maine—a line extending from Marshal Point Light
arcund southern ends of Hooper, Otter and Muscongus Islands
prolonged to Pe tnaquid Neck.
2. Lights that shine directly seaward.

a. All lights of every nature located to the seaward of the
coastline as defined in paragraph 1 above and all lights of every
nature located within three miles of the coastline as defined in
paragraph 1 above shall be shaded or shielded by such means
as will prevent such lights from forming a part of illumination
capable of silhouetting a ship at sea. Inside lighting shall be
so regulated as not to shine d rectly on the inside of the window
shade or screen.
b. In addition to the general provisions of paragraph 2a
above the following specific measures shall be taken in the
same area:
(1) All display and advertising signs and 1 ghts which shine
to seaward shall be extinguished.
(2) All highway lights along the shoreline, including those on
streets perpendicular to the shoreline, which are visible from
the seaward shall be extinguished permanently or screened
effectively.
(3) The lighting of all shop windows and amusement places
shall be so regulated that no direct lighting is visible from sea
ward and shall be so sh elded as to prevent skyglow.
<4> All exterior lights such as porch lights, theatre lights,
and other sim lar outside lights visible from seaward shall be
extinguished.
<5) Vehicles moving where lights are visible fro m seaward
shall be driven at reduced speed and. with a minimum of lighting

all, perhaps to a
>hones, for exatn-

:d except in a few

a new house, you
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Chairmen of the Convention of
the Maine League of Women Vot
ers to be held in Rockland May 21
and 22, met Tuesday afternoon at
the home of Mrs. Horatio Cowan.
The purpose of the session was to
meet with the State president. Mrs.
Marden DeShon of Portland, to
complete plans for the convention.
Mrs. Cowan, president of the
hostess

League,

b
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ire, and that every
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(1) The cities of Portland and South Portland. Maine.
(2) The cities of Biddeford and Saco, Maine.
(3) The town of Kittery, Maine.

TO TRAIN FOR

FRUIT BASKETS

Attendant Nurses
APPLY

Choice Fruit, carefully packed,
tastefully arranged, promptly
delivered

Brunswick Hospital

DEFENSE STAMPS

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

220 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 627

NAUM & ADAMS
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SUMN31 SEWALL,
Governor of Maine.

Associate Editor, MRS. WIILIAM O. FULLER
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[EDITORIAL]
A number of years ago, when the Span
ish
war was at its height, the CourierIS THIS
Gazette was firm in its declaration that the
THE
BEGINNING? next war would be fought most effectively
from the air. It was no new or marvelous
discovery on our part, for it must have been apparent to
everybody who was following the course of events, but fe*’.
evein, of the big dailies were especially stressing that belief,
and were continually emphasizing the importance and neces
sity of more powerful naval armadas. Nobody needs to be
told today how airplane superiority has determined the result
of battles in the far East. Abolition, or even curtailment of
Navies, would, of course, be worse than folly, but we note in
a recent edition of the New York Times that a movement Is
likely in Congress to limit. If not eliminate the construction
of capital ships. This opinion was voiced by Senator Harry
Byrd, a Virginia Democrat, who said that emphasis should be
put on construction of aircraft carriers, rather than battle
ships. This marks the beginning of a campaign which may
gather much strength, and which is destined to open new
eyes every time a bomber circles over a $75,000,000 battleship
and sends it to the bottom. The latest world war is bring
ing a new order of things.
Casualties in the British Empire's
THE WAR’S armed forces for the first two years of the
HUMAN
war were 183.550, of which 48,973 were
TOLL
killed, Clement Attlee, Secretary of State
for Dominion Affairs, disclosed in reply to
a question in the House of Commons. Other casualties, ex
cluding deaths from natural causes, included 46,363 wounded;
58,458 prisoners of war; and 29,756 missing. These figures
bring home mere vividly the horrors of the great struggle in
which the world is now engaged. It would be even more inter
esting to know the extent of the losses sustained by the Axis
powers, but these figures may never be known. What a ter
rible toll to lay at the door of one man—what man we leave
for the reader to determine.

Looking ahead always for the betterment of Rockland High School’s educaSCHOOL
tional facilities is that institution’s highly
COURSES
efficient principal, Joseph E. Blaisdell. From
the High School column published on an
other page, we learn that he is to establish three new courses
for the coming year and they sound like instruction which
should accord with the wishes of many parents. The new
courses are: Machine shop work, an elementary course in
aeronautics and distributive education in tiie Commercial
TIMELY

Department. All sound projects.

The Northern Maine Pair Association

announces the cancellation of the fair
which was to have been held next fall in
CANCELLED the city of Presque Isle. The reasons are
two, and both are cogent ones—war con
ditions and the nearness of the fair grounds to an Army air
field. The public is being brought to a speedy realization
that the war is changing all modes of living and recreation.
ANOTHER
FAIR

Among the millions who view with concem the gasoline-rationing plan, those farVERSUS
sighted gentry, political managers, are
VOTES
leading a chorus of protest. From national
chairman to election district captain, irre
spective of party, they see clearly what will happen if It is
not possible to transport the voter to the polling place when
election rolls around.
Candidates in country districts will be able to make their
rounds by horse and buggy, but comparatively few farmers
travel nowadays unless by car. Their frame of mind, if they
are unable to get as much gasoline as they think “they are
entitled to, is likely to be one of hearty ill will toward poli
ticians of all kinds. In the cities, organization workers will
be able to get enough fluid to round up those on their lists, but
there will be grumbl ng, nevertheless. Possibly long before
November Mr. Ickes will have found that the oil shortage is
not nearly so severe as was supposed, and that it will be pos
sible to relax restrictions. Rubber, however, is another mat
ter. If tires are so badly worn that they cannot be used
longer, there seems little prospect that substitutes can be
found in time to help candidates. Indications are that many
voters will turn out in the resentful spirit that managers
dread.—Herald Tribune.

GASOLINE

Saturday Night, May 16

TWO DAYS ONLY—MONDAY AND TUESDAY

(By The Roving Reporter)

Renewing his subscription to The
Courier-Gazette George A. Brew
ster says: “We are glad to have it
come Into our home. It brings the
home news, and does not carry
liquor advertisements like most pa
pers do. May: it always stand for
the worthwhile things.”

I am indebted to Mrs. George E.
Merrill of 12 Orne Square, Salem.
Mass., for a group photograph of Co
H members taken at Chickamauga
during the Spanish War, and print
ed in this paper some years ago.
Through Courier-Gazette clippings
sent to her by a friend Mrs. Mer
rill read with interest items about
Miss Anna Ccughlin and Miss Lottie
McLaughlin. The former she de
scribes as “a grand English teacher.”
Miss McLaughlin was a classmate.

Ls aLso a dentist and a barber. Fact!
During his years of residence at
Criehaven, where he is again mak
ing his home, it was his kindly and
accommodating custom of cutting
hair, not only for his fellow towns
men, but for residents of nearby
islands. He probably didn’t douse
their heads in Florida water or give
them an egg shampoo, but nobody
was ever heard to kick, not even
when the shears pulled a bit.
“Rash” Crie's brother was a dentist,
and from him the genial Mr. Crie
learned to extract teeth—with or
without pain, according to the pa
tron’s desire.

Gas rationing is going to be
tough on the hitch-hiker. Some
thing ought to be done about it.
Waldoboro is going to be cater
pillar-conscious this Summer. No
where else in my travels have I seen
as many nests as there are in that
good old Medomak town.

“No beach fires at night” will
matter not a mite to your true clambaker. A clambake should be an
all-morning cook, a grand gorge for
at least an hour and a half at mid
day, and a long, lazy afternoon.—Ed
I just couldn’t get alcng without the Pointer in the Boston Gl:be.

Mrs. M. R. Zwicker, who was
among these receiving The Cou
rier-Gazette as a bride’s gift, for
wards her subscription for another
year, with the remark—“I find that
news from home.”

And what of the night, Mr. Ex

The Courier-Gazette accepts the
best wishes of Mrs. Hattie Burton
of Billerica, Mass., who writes that
she has had this paper ever since
she can remember, and “cannot
get along without it.” She adds:
“I sit down and read it al^ even
the advertisements, and am proud
that my home paper has no adver
tisements of whiskey and beer. Of
course we miss the third paper but
know that we will have to do with
out a good many things.”

My item about “Rink” Skinner
moving the well frcm Vinalhaven to
Rockland failed to include his
characteristic remark: “And I never
spilled a drep.” Nobody else could
have performed that feat but
“Rink.”

Writing from Allston, Mass. Mrs.
Arthur Corbett says:
“Your paper is read with great
interest in our home, as it brings
us all the latest news from home.
The first thing my Maine friends
say, when calling on my home is,
‘Has the last Courier-Gazette ccme
yet?’ ”

Well known as he is to the read
ers of this paper, it is very doubt
ful if many of them knew that
Horatio D. Crie, former commis
sioner of Sea and Shore Fisheries,

pert?

When I wrote a little item tho
other day about Fred Green come
down from Boston on a flying trip
and sailing home with a canoe I was
not prepared for the rejoinder he
makes in the fcllowing note to “Dear
Keeper cf the Kitty:”
“Thanks for crediting an old head
with romantic young ideas but there
was no mandolin in the car and
the trip was made because lt was
the only opportunity in sight before
the gasoline embargo closed in, with
its background of uncertainty as to
just how strict and far reaching it
might toe. As for the canoe, that is
a tribute to the pulling power of
Courier-Gazette advertising. I saw
the craft listed in ycur “For Sale”
column, wanted it for fishing pur
poses, and closed the deal by mail.
A friend of mine negotiated for an
other canoe which was advertised
in your sheet. Incidentally this ad
vertising of your product is free. I
might add that, to the credit of
Maine, the goods were Just as rep
resented when I took possession.”
One year ago: The trawler Har
riet N. Eldridge was launched from
the M:r3e yard in Thomaston.—
John Burgess was elected president
of Knox Aerie of Eagles.—Mrs. Eu
gene Barter, formerly of Rockland,
died in Brockton, Mass.

ful tales as to why Johnny so and
so should have an X, or at least &
B-3, card instead of the A card
which his own application, that he
Tired Teachers Listen To personally filled out showed him to
be enitiled to. In keeping with all
Tearful Tales — Will
sections of the rationed area, some
Straighten Out
persons have cards to which they
are not entitled and others have not
The task of registering the car received a card high enough to al
owners far gas rationing ended last low them to do business or get from
night, and lt fell upon the already their homes to work.
overworked teachers cf the schools
According to officials, the system
to do the job and listen to the woe- will be gradually smoothed out and
persons entitled to gas will receive
it and the chislers, who are already
at work, will get only the amount to
which they are entitled.
1 No figure is available this morn
ing as to how many motorists regis
tered, but one can be sure that every
car licensed s also registered for its
The necessary forms and copies share of gas.

Gas Rationing

BENEFIT CHILDREN’S ACTIVITIES

OU
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The Black Cat

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor. FRANK A. WINSLOW

DANCE
At ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL GYM
MUSIC BY

BUD CLARK S NINE-PIECE BAND
8.30 to 12.00
ADMISSION 30c, including Tax
52-lt

h

BOWE S

GAS STATION
OPERATORS

ef the regulations governing the
handling of gasoline during the
present emergency, may be ob

UJH6D

VICTORY
’

tained at the Office of the Ra
tioning Board at the Post Office.

,$ mon

If you can’t get new screens this
' year, try our new screen enamel.
Restore your screens to like new
appearance “with the greatest of
At your Sunoco dealers.—

ease.”
adv.
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YOUR FAVORITE POEM

THE LOBSTER POT

A BIG CAST OF STARS

All street l'ghts shall be shielded from skyward progres

May 5. 1942.

U.S. War Bonds

GIRLS WANTED

,

sively as funds and materials for this work
’
Wattage of unshielded street lights shall be reduced wherepra
ticable. All unshielded street lights which are found to be un
necessary for public safety shall be extinguished.
4. These regulations apply to all plants not government owned
cr operated, whether or not those plants are engaged in w
production.
5. Installations and establishments owned or operated by tne
Federal Government are excluded from these regulations.

mpany

announced

A Dime Out of
Every Dollar in

c. The locations and communities specified in P*™*™***
and b above, shall be governed by the following rules to addition
to the rules stated in paragraph 2 above:
(1) All advertising and display signs and lights shall be
extinguished.
.
(2) All display lighting in shep and store windows shall oe
reduced to the maximum extent consistent with protection from
burglary.
<3) All outside lights, excluding street lights and all skylights
which throw direct lights to skyward shall be either extinguished
or effectively shielded.
(4)

has

her committee chairmen: General
chairman, Mrs. Oliver W. Holden;
credential committee, Miss Doro
thy Lawry; hospitality, Mrs. Law
rence Miller; reservations and
tickets, Mrs. Fred Snow; floor
committee and pages, Mrs. Fred
eric Bird, publicity. Mrs. Robert
Bums; program, Mrs. Keryn ap
Rice.
Invited guests are: Governor
and Mrs. Sewall, Mayor and Mts.
Veazie, Mrs. Ralph W. Emerson,
President of Maine Federation of
Women’s Clubs; Mrs. Sarah Mc
Cafferty, president of Business and
Professional Women; Mrs. Har
Mrs. J. Marden DeShon of Port
riet D. Gray, president of Maine land, State president of the Maine
Women’s Legislative Council; and i League of Women Voters.
Harrison Lakin, guest speaker.
Mr. Lakin is able to speak from tional League at an emergency
first-hand contact about such dan Council session held in January
ger zones in today’s world as the adopted a program for All State
Far East, the Near East, Central Leagues compose of units in each
Europe and the African Colonial
Empire. Haile Selassie, Lawrence locaj League, meeting every two
of Arabia, Liza Khan, Dictator- weeks to discuss broadsides on
Shaw of Persia and Sun Yat Sen current topics issued by the na
are only a few of the romantic tional League.
To date the broadsides have
figures of modem history whom
consisted
of such topics as Why
he has known personally.
Buy
Defense
Bonds? Bigger and
Actual experience in the con
Better
Taxes;
This is Rationing;
duct of foreign affairs and sev
Two
Fronts
—
War
and Past War;
eral years in the Department of
Civil
Defense
and
Brakes on In
State, Washington, have provided
flation.
In
addition,
State and
Mir. Lakin with a unique equipment
for interpreting in authoritative local broadsides have been issued.
manner, both social and political The League feels that citizens un
derstanding of government is
movements in foreign countries.
greater
in wartime than in nor
At the afternoon session of the
convention a wartime service mal times and in addition to its
already assumed,
round table will be held. Those usual tasks of
which would
participating with the State chair abandonment
weaken
government
in any par
man, Mrs. DeShon, will be the ticular during wartime,
mem
local chairmen;
Mrs.
Albert bers are endeavoring to the
help
in
Greenlaw of Augusta League; Mrs.
terpret
government
to
the
widest
Herschel E. Peabody, Bangor;
M!rs. Edward iH. Snow, Bluehill; possible public.
public is invited to attend
Mrs. Herbert J. Moss, Cumberland theThe
banquet. Reservations may be
County; Mrs. Horatio C. Cowan, made
Mrs. Fred Snow. The
Rockland;
Mrs. Henry Rand, banquetwith
is to be held at the Hotel
Southwest Harbor and Mrs. May- Rockland.
belle H. Brown, Waterville.
The round table will be a dis
cussion of Why a League Wartime
Service Program? How can it be
Remember Bataan
most effectively carried on? Of
Invest
what shall it consist? The Na

(6) Parked veh cles shall use no lights.
.7) Railroad trains when standing or proceeding where their
lights are visible to seaward shall have all curtains.
cab curtains on engines, pulled down on the seaward side; shall
have all lights extingu shed in cars not equipped with curtains,
and shall dim engine headlights.
3. Lights which add to the skyglow in the following areas:
This paragraph applies to the following:
a. All amusement resorts and parks and places of similar na
ture within the area spe cifled in paragraph 2a above.

>ur local Business

e as possible.

Convention Of State Organization
In Rockland—Prominent Speakers

compatible with safety.

it affect you? Per-

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

WOMEN VOTERS ARE COMING

j. C. Burrows Elected a Destroys Albert Stone’s
Trustee — The Bank’s
House. — The Occupant
Fine Showing
Escapes Through Window To Annual
Fire destroyed the home of Al
bert Stone of Cushing Monday
Mrs. Stone and chikhren were at
the home of her parents at the
time. ‘'Ned" Stone, brother of Mr.
Stone, who was in the house, made
his way to safety by a window,.
He sustained cuts from the glass
and was taken to Knox Hospital
for treatment.
i The house burned flat, also a
wood' shed and garage. Nothing
was saved.
Mrs. Stone and children had
returned early that day, from Ma
tin ic Island where they had
spent two weeks with Mir. Stone.
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Plus
On the Screen

GUY KIBBEE
to

“Scattergood Rides
High”
No Advance
to Prices

CYRIL SMITH
Late Star of Rudy Vallee’s Program

JEAN CLARK
Imitator of Bird Calls and Whistler

You'll want a new

ON THE WHARF AT

car, etc*, so add

FRIENDSHIP. ME.

THURSDAY, MAY 14

safety and profit

SHORE, SCALLOP, FISH

AND STEAK DINNERS

we give savings.

VIRGINIA TULL

Dancing Team
AND MANY OTHERS
A SHOW YOU CAN’T AFFORD TO MISS

Also A La Carte
Meals Served

Amateur Sophie Tucker

JOE SMITH AND DAUGHTER

Opened For the Season

to your account
often... have the

Rockland Loan & Building Association
18 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME-

From 12.00 Noon to 8.00 P. M.
ROOMS FOR TOURISTS
Pbone Waldoboro 19-2
—A

_2 .... .

. .— 52— ■

If I had my life to live Main I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The lose of them
tast<*s ls a loss of happlnem.—Charts.
Darwin
*

WHAT CAN I GIVE THEE BACK?
What can I give thee back. O liberal
And princely giver, who hast brought
the gold
And purple of thine heart, unetalbed.
untold.
And laid them on the outside of the
wall
For such as I to take or leave withal.
In unexpected largesse? Am I cold.
Ungrateful, that for these most mani
fold
High gifts, I render nothing back at
all?
Not so: not cold—but very poor In
stead.
Ask God who knows.
For frequent
tears have run
The colors from my life, and left so
dead
And pale a etuff, it were not fitly
done
To give the same as pillow to thy
Head.
Go farther! let lt serve to trample on.
—Elizabeth Barrett Browning

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette. Fridav. Mav 15. 1942
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HE QUITS SENATORIAL RACE 1

Divorces Granted

TWICE-A-WEEK

If the Son therefore shah make
you free, ye shall be free indeed.—
John 8:36.

him. The parties were highly suc
cessful. Dick saw to that. The
fourth annual party for the rod
and gun boys scheduled for next
A Former Rockland News month at Grand Lake has been
Writer Said To Be Head cancelled1 because of the trans
portation problem created by the
ed For the Wars
war.
“We’ll miss that grand and
Bill Geagan, who directs the glorious get-together but we’li miss
Bangor* News’ fine sports depart Dick and his news releases a
ment, pays a well deserved' tribute whole lot more. s^Jut he’ll be back
a former Rockland newspaper and if while he’s away he serves
The rift between the residents of During the meeting, Rhama E.'
his country just one-half as wel!
Vinalhaven and these of the ether' Phfitrick of Rockland proposed ma^
.
three Penobscot Bav Islands was that the steamer Virginia be bought
Word comes see ping i
as he served- his State he'll be
three Penobscot Bay Islands was frQm
a dlesel Augusta that Dick Reed, livewire draped with medals when he does
aPParently widened Wednesday engine installed and put on the run harvester of fish and game news return. And I, for one know he
when the committee from Vinallia- ' when the Vinalhaven & Rcckland for the Maine Development Com will.
“So long, and best of luck old
ven failed to attend a meeting held Steamboat Company ceases servic mission, will soon haul the dust
, shawl over his typewriter and topper.”
at the Knox County Trust Company 40
Islsnds.
The Virginia was built in Bath in
doWT1 *h® trail 10 Join Uncle
The Courier-Gazette endorses
director’s rooms fcr the purpose cf
Sams armed forces.
all that Bill Geagan has said, with
conferring with one another on the 1909 and is 66 feet in length and 18
“From coast to coast we who
t____ ___ of_ buying
_
_a ___
possibility
hull and Toot, in beam. She was used lor pen the outdoors pieces for the , a phis mark, but cannot help fee 
ing that Dick’s real mission would
diesel engine to> supple
supplant the North ipany years on the Kennebec River
prints are going to miss i be as a war correspondent,
Haven cn the run after June 1. !and wa* cn the n® between Bath public
The North Haven greup, it was
Boothbay Harbor, down the those well written and timely news for which he certainly has the
stated at the hearing held recently Sasonca River, the last cf her active releases mailed out by the hustling nerve, the courage andi the ability
before the Maine Public Utilities days. Her bol’ers were condemned curly head. Always on the hop, like
Commission, favors the construc a few vears ago and were removed a barefoot buck-and-wing dancer
TO HIGHWAY COMMISSION
tion of a landing for the Vinalhaven from the hull. Since that time, she on a hot stove, Dick was here,
Former
State
Representative
there
and
everywhere
all
over
the
passengers and freight on the Vi has been tied to a Portland pier.
Merle
P.
(Burgess
(Democrat of
State
in
his*
search
for
news
of
the
Mr
Philhrick
proposed
that
the
nalhaven side of North Haven
Rumford),
member
of the Old
Thoroughfare, requiring the Vinal used diesel engines from the Sears doings of fishermen and hunters
haven residents to truck their yacht be purchased and installed in ir. the inland tracts and along the Age Assistance Commission, slight
ly more than three years, nomin
freight and transput passengers a the hull which is said to be in gcod coast.
ated by Gov. Sewall to the Maine
conditicn
and
sound
although
she
“
It
was
the
restless,
fast
talking
distance of nine miles, the length
is a smaller boat than the Nortn Dick who made most of the ar- State Highway Commission to
of the island.
1 rangements for the annual fishing succeed Leon O. Tebbets (Demo
The Vinalhaven group is strong Haven.
ly against this move, maintaining The gasoline driven 65-foot yacht, party fcr newspaper barb and crat of Waterville), resigned
that the community furnishes the Mione, owned by Mr. Philbrick, was bullet editors. He met the out-of- Tebbetts relinguished his duties
lions’ share of the revenue cf the proposed as a second boat to be used state boys on the train at New because of ill health, the Gover
steamer service and should be given , during the Summer months to fill York and traveled with them to nor said. Burgess, proprietor of a
the utmtost consideration, in the in the two trip schedule required the spot selected for the piscatorial grocery store at 'Rumford Center,
arrangement of the proposed new by the government on the mail slilndig.
To Aroostook’s great served one three-year term as oldschedule. They ask that the land contract.
Fish River Chain, the gorgeous age assistance commissioner and
Mr. Maxson of the Post Office Rangeley region, and to majestic about six months ago was reap
ings be made at the Vinalhaven
Department is expected in Rock Moosehead Lake we went with pointed by Gov. Sewall.
dock as In the past.
The committee appointed by the land today to confer with the com
Rockland Chamber cf Commerce Ls mittees on the taking ever of the
MASSAGE AN OLD INDIAN
comprised of Herbert Newbegin as mail contract should they be suc craft such as the Virginia.
REMEDY
The
island
people
say
that
the
chairman and Charles H. Berry and cessful in forming a company to
Rheumatism, Joints and Stom
Ray Eaton. Committeemen present operate the island freight and pas price pf $50,000 asked for the North For
Haven is excessive in view of ihe ach Trouble, and Internal Diseases
from the island towns were: Swan’s senger service.
not named here. With money back
This mail contract pays in the fact that she will need extensive guarantee
Island, Harry A. Johnson, Howard
if not satisfactory.
boiler
repairs
within
a
few
years
Rich and Frank E. Bridges; Ston vicinity cf $15,000 yearly and would
J.
N.
MAILHOTTE,
Massagist
ington, Reuben Cousins and Rcbert pay the major part of the operat and would be an expensive craft to P, O. Box 103,
Union,
Main*
operate,
taking
that
expense
into
ing
costs
of
the
line,
as
it
Ls
now
Maguire; North Haven, Lloyd F.
51*54
Crockett.
proposed, using a small diesel driven consideration.

Good Luck, Dick

WOULD BUY THE VIRGINIA

—The Primary Candidates

The May term of Knox County !
Superior court which adjourned 1
■
lBy V-4-l
J at 11.15 a. m. Tuesday, costs $765.32 I
of which amount the sum of
Prom the office of the Secretary I County Commissioner—two to 'be
$350.06 was paid to Jurors; crim of State has been obtained an offi- ' nominated—George E. Boynton of
The Devil’s Foot, a novel. Author inal costs amounting to $123.56, cial list of the candidates who will Camden, Alfred C. Hocking of St.
Christine Weston. Published by and the rest was for general bills. be voted for at the Primary Elec George, A. Everett Libby of Vinal
• e e •
Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York.
haven and Willis R. Vinal of
tion, June 15.
Christine Weston, whose home is
Seventeen divorces were decreed.
Reaching an eleventh hour de Rockland
In Maine, was bom in India, and The list follows:
cision, Representative Lloyd P.
Representatives to Legislature*—
she carries into her colorful think
Myrtle B. Ames from Franklin D. ) Crockett of North Haven decided Ralph P. Conant, Alan A. Grossing much of mystery with poignant Ames, both of Rockland, cause of to withdraw from the State Sena man and Cleveland Sleeper, Jr, of
skill of emotional boldness. 'This Is cruel and abusive treatment. Ct:s- torial race, and to seek a renom Rockland, William T. Smith of
felt by persons who have intimate | tody of Ivy L. Ames, minor child ination for a fourth term ln the Thomaston, Milton' C. Stephenson
knowledge of true New England, to of said parties, granted to Myrtle Hcuse. This leaves the Senator of Union, Charles P. Dwinal of
be misleading and far from au B. Ames until further erder of ial contest a two-mrn battle be Camden, Harry C. Edgecomb of
thoritative interpretation. That, Court. Wilbur for libellant.
tween Senator Albert B. Elliot of Appleton, and 'Lloyd P. Crockett
however, takes nothing from, the
Leah Loud jof » Rockland frcm
„
i
Thomaston
and iRajTnond E. and Arthur E. Emerscn of North
power of her art as a novelist and
d
Thurston of Union.
Haven.
absorbing writer.
cruel and
abusive
treatment.
KNOX COUNTY
Democrat
In “The Devil’s Foot” she deals Libellant may resume her maiden
with intensely dramatic situations, name of Leah M. Nash. Tirrell for
State Senator — Elisha W. Pike
Republican
with life in the raw and deep emo libellant. „
of Rockland.
J. WBley Laird .rom Marsuerlte
tional events that are a part of most
County Treasurer — George M.
women’s years; some take them as V. Laird. bo-.h ot Rockland, cause ol Thurston of Union. fU>mo"d E' Snow of South Thomaston.
nature’s laws and And no fault, cruel and abusive treatment, BurSheriff — James M. Williams of
Register of Probate—Charles L.
while others dramatize their fate rows for libellant.
South Thomaston.
Veazie
of
Rockport.
with temper—unrest and difficult Madell I. Ames of Camden from
Oounty Commissioner — William
County Treasurer—Earle C. Dow
landings. This author, like many Prank D. Ames of parte unknewn,
F. Packard of Camden and Rus
of
'Rockport.
3f the modern novelists, relishes sor cruel and abusive treatment. Cus
Register of Deed's—Albert Wins sell W. Staples of Rockport.
did, loose picturing of life. She tody of Prank D. Ames, Jr., minor
'Representatives —Richard Whit
makes events excessive in almost child, granted to Madell I. Amps low of Rockland.
ney
Feyler of Thomaston, Percy iR.
Sheriff
—
C.
Earle
Ludwick
of
until the further order of Court. C.
eery situation drawn.
Bowley
of Warren, William F.
Rockland.
This novel shows a growth worthy P. Dwinal for libellant.
Cook
of
St. George.
Oounty
Attorney
—
Stuart
C.
Bur

Constance M. Witham from Clay
the brilliantly opening mind the au
LINCOLN COUNTY
thor portrayed in her first adven ton R. Witham, both of Rockland, gess of Rockland.
ture in the art of book writing. Her cruel and abusive treatment. Cus
Republican
standards of life would not lose if tody of Elmer Robert, minor child,
State
Senator
—Clifford »H. Buck
lifted several degrees. I predict granted to Constance M. Witham
of Southport and Alden C. Stilphen
time will accomplish just that, then until further order cf Court. Butler
of Dresden.
her characters will live and breathe for libellant.
Register of Probate — John P.
Altena E. Athern from Maurice G. To Be Given Next Wednes*
a life of esthetic sensibility rather
Kelley of Boothbay Harbor and
than her standards of today. Life Athern, both of Rockland, extreme
day By “His Girls” and Harvey R. Pease of Wiscasset.
is made up of struggles, perils, emo cruelty. Libellant is permitted to
resume
her
former
name
of
Altena
County Treasurer — John N.
tions, adventures and conflicts. The
Admiring Townspeople
Glidden of Newcastle.
world is watching for the best E. Brown. Smalley for libellant.
Carmelita E. Danielson from The girls’ basketball teams at
Register of Deeds — Edith H.
weaving into the perfect tapestry.
There Ls much to admire in this Miauritz L. Danielpon, both of Rockland High Schocl, both of the Rines of Wiscasset and Austin E.
Rockland, cruel and abusive treat
Trask of Newcastle.
book
K.S.P.
ment. Custody of Morita M. age 2 past and the present day are ten
Sheriff — Ralph W. Miller of
The Days Between, author, years, minor child, granted to Car dering their coach, William J. Sul Waldoboro and Robert B. Watte of
Elizabeth Foster, published toy melita E. Danielson until further livan, a testimonial banquet at the Boothbay Harbor.
Harper and Brothers, New York. order of Court. Burrows for libel High School gymnasium next Wed
County Attorney — Harold W.
This is a romantic novel of the lant.
Hurley of Boothbay Harbor.
nesday
night.
The
affair
ls
in
Catherine A. Malllard of Rcckland
Last Days of France, with six per
County Commissioner—tE. Ashley
recognition of “Bill” as a coach who
sons fleeing from Nazi-occupied from Edwin E. Malllard, commorant has given unselfishly of his time Warter, Jr, of Waldoboro.
Paris. The story is filled1 with of Portland, desertion. Custody of and knowledge to the girls’ basket
'Representatives—W. Lloyd Byers
frightful situations with many Catherine M.. age 3 years, minor ball teams of Rockland High School of Newcastle, Philip M. Bryer of
child, granted to Catherine A.
thrills and skill in the telling, Maillard
Boothbay, James B. Perkins of
until further order of for the past 20 years.
characters are all of importance, in Court. Burrows for libellant.
Twenty first string teams have Boothbay Harbor and Chester A.
triguing and exciting in its back
Swett of Boothbay Harbor, Ed
Dorothy M. Hilt of Warren from played under his skillful coaching
ground of shelter in old and aban William J. Hilt of Union, cruel and and Innumerable second teams and ward B. Denny, Jr. of Damaris
doned chateau. All were used to abusive treatment. Custody of Ann subs have been brought to first cotta.
luxurious home comforts and were Camilla, minor child, granted to string abilities by his work and help.
Democrat
ill equipped to endure the life they Dorethy M. Hilt until further order They are all turning out that night,
State
Senator
—James L. Bryne
met and were unable to shake, of Court. Burrows for libellant.
as many as can be reached cr can
of
Damariscotta.
you will read this with absorbed
Lolita M. Drinkwater of Rock get here, along with many of the
Register of Probate — Nathaniel
interest.
land from Edward W. Drinkwater townspeople, to honor one cf the Bryant
of Nobleboro.
This book has already been pur of Pleasant Ridge Mich., cruel and outstanding coaches cf girls’ bas
Sheriff
—Joseph N. McKown of
ketball
in
New
England
and
one
who
chased by a movie house and will abusive treatment.
Wilbur for
Boothbay
Harbor.
has the longest record of successes
soon be seen in pictures, skill libellant.
Representative
— Alton G. Win
that
any
Rockland
High
Schoo
’
fully told story for Summer
Madeline V. Chase from Leo C.
chenbach of Waldoboro.
reading—K. S. F.
Chase, both of Rockland, cruel and coach in any sport ever had.
abusive treatment. Wilbur for libel
Dollars Want You, author Mar lant.
garet Hewes publisher, M. S. Mill
Mona Davis of Rockland from
Co.. Inc., New York.
Keith Davis of Waldoboro, cruel and
Twenty women entered The Wo
This author recognizes that liv abusive treatment. Burrows for men’s Sweepstakes recently bowled.
ing is both a science and an. art libellant.
Five string high total was won by
Anna M. Grafton of Rcckland Ann Jacobs. 445; second high total,
and that the very same inimitable
laws cf cause and effect, which from Elbridge D. Grafton of Thom Nathalie Belle 438; high single. Max
govern the external world, also gov aston, cruel and abusive treatment. ine Mitchell, 114; consolation, Na
ern our personal world. Our wis C. F. ■‘Dwinal for libellant.
omi Elliot, 339. From the 20 con
Alvin E. Gray of Camden from testants , the eight high were left.
dem or our ignorance is the vital
test that counts. Here is a mes Mary Gray of Detroit, Mich., de Jacobs, Belle, Mitchel, R. Feyler,
sage most timely for successful liv sertion. H. C. Buzzell for libellant. Elwell, G. Peyler, Sprowl and An
Thelma G. Reid of Rockland derson, of these the four high (3
ing through this strenuous period.
The author tells us that love anc from Ronald P. Reid of Hartford, strings) were Jacobs 246. G. Pey
imagination are the mainsprings of Conn., cruel and abusive treatment. ler 253, Mitchel 256 and Belle 251.
life, so keep yourself wound up and Libellant is allowed to resume her They entered the semi-finals with
watch your motions, your life is the maiden name of Thelma G. Wilson. high going to Jaccbs 442 and second
"SUPER-RIGHT"
result of your thoughts, so it’s best Burgess for libellant.
to Belle 420 making Jacobs the
to harness your thoughts, and do Katherine P. Mcody from George champion of Orient Alleys for one
not live in the past; don’t be a poor C. Moody, both of Rockland, adul year.
receiver, and a hundred other tery. Tirrell for libellant.
Eleanor O. Athearn from Glen
don’ts, then just as many “do’s.’
or
HIGH SCHOOL LEAGUE
It’s a book worth the study of every Athearn, both of Rockland, cruel
Weather permitting Vinalhaven
man and woman who have not and abusive treatment. Custody cf
built their lives up to the desire of Louise F., minor child, granted to High is playing Rockland High
their hearts. A little study of per Eleanor O. Athearn, until further at Community Park this after
sonat problems that may be of order of Court. Wilbur for libel noon. Thomaston plays in Cam
HEAVY STEER BEEF"
den.
vital help along our highways of lant.
living.
Next week’s games are:
YOUR
Tuesday — Thomaston at Vinal
Rubber consumption for military
CHOICE
Carey Brown. Author Marguerite purposes involves far more than haven and Lincoln Academy at
POUND
McIntire. Published by Farrar & tires for vehicles; it is in these addi Rockland.
Rinehart Inc., New York.
Friday—Rockland at Thomaston
tional fields that synthetics hold the
^Porterhouse, New York Slriou,
Again we find Maine is the locale greatest promile. Flexible hose for and Camden at Lincoln.
Sirloin Bottom Round,
for a human interest story, full up many uses, gas mask parte, self
with the undernourished underpri sealing airplane fuel tanks, airplane One office building in Germany
vileged, hard-working and rather de-icers—the list is a far longer and is built to resemble a steamship.
"SUPtR-RIGHT"'—Heavy Steer Beef
prone to the squalid life!
Chuck POT ROAST lb33c
In the Brown family of this story more imposing one than could be
SUPER-RIGHT”—Heavy Steer Beef
itemized
here.
In
this
list,
how

If
you
can
’
t
get
new
screens
this
one member, a daughter, Carey
ever,
are
implications
of
important
year,
try
our
new
screen
enamel.
Rib Roast
lb 27c
Brown, seemed to be a throw-back
SUPER-RIOHT"—Heavy Steer Beef
in temperament, and ambition for outlets for the synthetics—implica Restore your screens to like new
better things, and encouraged by a tions that will, more and more, be appearance “with the greatest of
Thick End cSf?,'D,»33'
wise, but rather crotchety grand come realities as production of syn ease.” At your Sunoco dealers.—
"DUPER-RIGHT”—FRESH NATIVE
adv.
mother, she tried for higher attain thetics gets into stride.
Broilers
LB29C
ment in her life. Thus the story is
BBBSM=——------- FRESH NATIVE ROASTING
built around this fine girl’s struggles
Chickens
for atmosphere of better quality not
alone for. herself but for her shift
SUNNYFIELD SMOKED
less family.
Shoulders 6,.ov,8,b
This struggle Is the key to the
/SUPER. RIGHT”
deep interest that holds the reader
Ducks FRESH.
YOUNG
ln laughter and tears; with poig
PLUMP
LB 21*
nant and absorbed pleasure. In the
pages of vital understanding this
WATCH THE
author pictures clearly a huge strata
of human beings. A book of light
SPEEDOMETER
reading to absorb attention from
the fields of infested battle away
from hate and war work. Those
ON WASTE
who know Maine ■will give it
thoughtful reading for the atmos
phere she created in this story.
Tzy

A Banquet For “Bill”

Penobscot Bay Run

bu

3

O National defense is putting the brakes

&
z

NEW
TELEMONE DIRECTORY
<*iag to w*ul
Last chance to make changes
ia listed names and addresses.
So if you are moving or expect
to move soon, or if you want
additional listings, d on* t delay!

E',rPMpNF PUHNiSS QfhCF

ec,

for

Smelts

FANCY

Arrivals at tiie Fe;
tht* week have tei
7000 redfish and mix)
Arthur B. Sawyei
Pearl Trask. 2000;
Capt. Fied Gray, 3!
36,000; (Surprise, 3<X.
50,00; Nova Girl, lt
12,000; Capt. Tom K

The Maud Huppe
Rankin street has
•by Mr. and Mrs.
chenbaugh who will

Miss Rachel Rob|
ant’s Harbor is en
office of the BicknG
ing Company.
Willis I. Sullivai
his position with
Company and Ls to
ploy of Sncw Shipy:

♦*

v

i

now that everybody is talking about

MLss Carolyn Ai,

Rockport is employ^

of the M. & G Spc

, Aurora Lodge F,1
fer the Fellowcraft
tonight.

George Rees or|
supervisor of the
Employment Servic
at the Rockland! ol
days.

PUBLIC
• Now, and after May 18th (when ceiling prices become effective), all
A&P Super Markets and A&P Food Stores will continue to give you
real lo wprices on fine foods every day, just as they have been doing.

TUESDAY.)
At 6.(81 <

V. F. W. HAL]

• The new "ceiling price” regulation will not alter in any way A&P’s
low price policy. This means that every day at A&P you will continue
to get the best foods the markets afford at our lowest possible prices.
• And here is another important fact to remember. FOOD PRICES WILL
NOT BE IDENTICAL IN ALL FOOD STORES on and after May 18th.
Prices will continue to differ in food stores on the same articles—just
as they have heretofore.

OUR CUSTOMERS SAVE MONEY
A&P, during the last eight years, has made big reductions in its oper
ating costs. These savings have been passed along to our customers,
so that today they have 9 c more of every food dollar to spend than
they did in 1933.

*
It is A&P’s policy to continue to conduct its business as economically
as ppssible, thus to give you the utmost for every food dollar you spend
at A&'P Stores.

05c

Shrimp

on needless spending. You must do your
part.
Pay your bills by check. The check
stubs are little "stop signs" | that pull
you up before you spend too much.
The record of your expenditures is
right before you. Necessary obligations
axe met without wasted time or energy
merely by a few strokes of the pen.
We welcome the accounts of respon
sible persons who want to handle their
financial affairs in a safe, orderly manner.

An ambulance whi :
the property of tiie I)
and sent wherever
passed through Mai
day this week and a
attention. It was
money raised in Mail)
adian Legion and
delivered in New Y< i

tonight at 7.30. All,
have parts in tiie u|
asked to be present

STEAKS

COOKED
LOBSTERS

1st Sergeant Fred I
aston, formerly attaci;
F 240tli C.A.C., is hoi i
furlough from Camp
where he is attached
ters Company of tl
ment Depot.

Knox Lodge of O(
hold a rehearsal of

SELFSIRWCE

ROASTS

May 16 Knox Pomoi
Oeorges Valley Grange
May 17 —Rockport—
servance at Baptist C
May 18—Warren Pas
Town Hall.
May 19—Rockport 4.
Xgsn. meets at Baptist
May 19—Lincoln Con.
men's Clubs meets at
In Waldoboro.
May 20 - Thomaston
••China” at Federated
May 21 — Camden
Speaking Contest at O
May 21-22 league of
State Convention at H
May 22 -Camden—Vi
by piano pupils of Mrs
at Episcopal parish h;
May 30—Memorlal Li
June 11 —Vlnalhavt i)
ment exercises at MeiJ
June 11 —Thomaston]
Alumni banquet and
June 14- Flag DayJune 28-Openlng of
wood (YWCA) at Llm

iEffective next Me
of the night show
and Strand Theatre!
and 8.45 p. in. The
be the usual hour

The Orient Alleys

YOUrt

TALK OF

At the May Term of Superior
Court, Which Ended
Rep. Crockett WiH Seek Fourth Term In House And Equip Her With Diesel Engine For the
Tuesday

Book^ Review $ |

CALL

r Tuesday-Friday

PENNY
Following with

Auspices Pleasant)

BE
AMERICAN LE
THOM/
EVERY MOI
7.30 o'
TWO CENT
Many Special Ol
With $60.00 Spe
and $2
$5 to any winni
or

Auspices Williai

South H<
WOODCOCK
With Billy Deal

EVERY S
Admission 25c a

BENEFI

t.

25c

[. 0. 0. F. HA

LD

1'5‘

MAKATI
DOOR P

PLENTY Ol

STRAW
BERRIES
TENN
Vit. C

QUART
BASKET

HAM, BEEF.

VEAL I

15*

( FRESH—VITAMINS A. B. C. G

SUPER M ARKETS

6reen Beans 2 .LBS 19*
VITAMINS Ct G

White Celery

BCH
FANCY WAXED—VITAMIW C

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY

Cucumbers

1 U®

2 FOR 15*

CALIFORNIA NAVEL

Rockland

Camden

Union

Oranges

Vinalhaven

2 doz 39*

NOW!
_

*11

■— |(V*

orient aubjcct te market change*.
reserve the right ta Unit quaotiti**-

FUNER)

THE GREAT

TEA COMPANY

Ambulan
TEUI
$90 or 781

119-112 LIME
ROCKL

Tuesday-Friday
parties were highly sue-1
)ick saw to that. The
wai party for the rod
ays scheduled for next
Grand Lake has been
because of the transproblem created by the
miss that grand and
t-together but we’U miss
his news releases a
re. xPut he’ll be back,
ile he's away he serves
just one-half as -well
ved his State he’ll be
h medals when he does
nd I. for one know he

and best of luck old
jurier-Gazette endorses
11 Geagan has said, with
•k. but cannot help fee;'ick’s real mission would
war correspondent,
he certainly has the
courage and the ability
[WAY COMMISSION
State Representative
Burgess (Democrat of
member of the Oldnce Commission, slightin three years, nominiv. Sewall to the Maine
lway Commission to
in O. Tebbets (DemoWaterville), resigned,
elinguished his duties
ill health, the GoverJurgess. proprietor of a
re at 'Rumford Center,
three-year term as oldnce commissioner and
months ago was reap
Gov. Sewall.

GE AN OLD INDIAN
REMEDY

itisin, Joints and Stomi, and Internal Diseases
lere. W'th money back

not satisfactory.
ILHOTTF, Massagist
[0.3,
Union, Main**
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Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Friday, May 15, 1942

TALK OF THE TOWN

May 16 Knox Pomona meets with
Georges Valley Grange. Appleton.
May 17 —Rockport— Centennial ob
servance at Baptist Church.
May 18—Warren-Fashion Show at
Town Hall.
May 19—Rockport- -Lincoln Baptist
Aaen meets at Baptist Church.
May 19—Lincoln County Union Wo
men's Clubs meets at Baptist Church
ln Waldoboro.
May 20
Thomaston— Lecture on
•China” at Federated Church.
May 21 — Camden — Junior Prize
Speaking Contest at Opera House.
May 21-22-League of Women Voters
Bta'e Convention at Hotel Rockland
May 22 Camden—Victory Program
ov piano pupils of Mrs. Ruth Collemer
at Episcopal parish house.
May 30—Memorial Day.
June 11 —Vinalhaven— Commence
ment exercises at Memorial hall
ime 11 —Thomaston— High School
Alumni ba'nauet and ball.
June 14—Flag Day.
June 28 -Opening of Camp Tanglewuod (Y W C A.) at Llncohivllle Beach.

asSUJ?*"? P?oned his former

-r thP Sll8ty
Shop Wednesday that he has been
transferred from Fort Kncx, Ky.,
to Pine Comp. Fourth Army Divi
sion, New York.
Richard Knowlton, private in the
Aviation Technical Corps, is spend
ing a ten-day furlough at his Rock
land home.
Arthur J. Clark of Hope has
been appointed Justice of the peace
for nis fourth seven-year term.

Denniston Grant, who is to man
age the Samoset Hotel this Sumwas in the city the first of the
week looking over his new charge.
Mr. Grant is manager of the
Miami Beach Surf Club in Florida
and has been assistant manager of
Copley Plaza in Boston. He cornea
to Rockland Breakwater again
June 1, and then on will be at
the hotel until the season closes.

Chapin Class will hold its monthly
supper Tuesday at 6 o’clock, fol
lowed by the annual meeting. Offi
1st Sergeant Fred Libby of Thom cers will be in charge of the supper.
aston, formerly attached to Battery
Attendants and operators of
F 240th C.A.C., is home on a 10 day
gasoline
filling stations are noti
furlough from Camp Edwards Mass,
where he is attached to Headquar fied that the forms and copies of
ters Company of the 3d Replace the regulations governing gaso
line handling may be obtained at
ment Depot.
the office of the Rationing Board
An ambulance which will become at the Post Office.
the property of the United Nations,
The dragger Mary M., of Glou
and sent wherever most needed,
passed through Main street one cester is at Snow Shipyards for
day this week and attracted much repairs.
attention
It was bought with
money raised in Maine by the Can
BORN
adian Legion and cost $1400, as
Kirkpatrick—At the Mlllman Nurs
ing Home, Springvale. May 12. to Mr.
delivered in New York.
and Mrs. Sidney Kirkpatrick of San

ford, a son- Terence Earl.
Arrivals at tlie Feyler fish plant
Reynolds — At Camden Community

this week have teen: Muskegon,
7000 redfish and mixed grcundflsh;
Arthur B. Sawyer, 7000; Capt;
Pearl Trask, 2000; Islander. 4000;
Capt. Fied Gray, 3500; Helen B.,
30.000; Surprise, 3000; Carlannsul,
50.00; Nova Girl, 1009; Jacqueline,
12,000; Capt. Tom Polk, 8DC0.
Effective next Monday the time
of the night shows at the Park
and Strand Theatres will be 6.45
and 8.45 p. in. The matinees will
be the usual hours.

Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows will
hold a rehearsal of the first degree
tonight at 7.30. All members who
have parts in the degree work are
asked to be present.
The Maud Hupper residence on
Rankin street has been purchased
by Mr. and 'Mrs. Benedict Win
chenbaugh who will occupy it soon.

Miss Rachel Robinson of Ten
ant's Harbor is employed in the
office of the Bicknell Manufactur
ing Company.

Willis I. Sullivan has resigned
his position with the State News
Company and is to enter the em
ploy of Sncw Shipyards Inc.
Miss Carolyn Andrews of West
Hockport is employed in the office
of the M. & G. Sportswear factory.

Aurora Lodge F.A.M. will con
fer the Fellowcraft degree at 7.30
tonight.
George Rees of Bangor# field
supervisor of the United . States
Employment Service for Maine, is
at the Rockland office' ior several
days.

PUBLIC SUPPER
TUESDAY, MAY 19
At 6.00 o’clock
V. P. W. HALL Water St.

PENNY BEANO
Following with Special Gaines
Auspices Pleasant Valley Grange
52-lt

BEANO
AMERICAN LEGION ROOMS
THOMASTON
EVERY MONDAY NIOHT
7.30 o’clock
TWO CENTS A GAME
Many Special Games Next Mon.
With $60.00 Special Cash Prises
and $2 Door Prize

$5 to any winner in 9 numbers
or less
Auspices Williams-Brazier Pm$
52Ftf

South Hope Dance
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
With Billy Dean and his Violin

EVERY SATURDAY

Admission 25c and 35c, tax incL
148-Th-tf

BENEFIT BEANO
I. 0.0. F. HALL. SAT. 8.15

MARATHON $5.00
DOOR PRIZE $7.50

PLENTY OF GROCERIES

Hospital. May 9. to Mr. and Mrs. Wal
ter Reynolds of Rockland, a daughter.

MARRIED
Babbldge-Ostaszewslci—At Kockland.
April 30. Charles E Babbidge of Rock
land and Mary Ostaszewskl of Stam
ford. Conn.—By Rev. J Charles Mac
Donald.
Nadeau-Nash - At Rockland. May 12.
Francis L. Nadeau and Leah N. Nash,
both of Rockland—By Rev. Charles
Marstaller.
Leonard-Pearse—At Camden, May 11,
Carlisle A. Leonard and Marlon F.
Pearse, both of Camden* — By Rev.
Melvin H. Dorr. Jr.
Colson-Gerow At Rockland. May 9.
Percy Colson and Mildred Gerow. both
of Rockland.—By Rev. J Charles Mac
Donald

DIED
Jones—At Union. May 14. Callnda E.
Jones, aged 82 years. Funeral Satur
day at 2 p. m. at Waltz funeral home.
Waldoboro. Interment ln family lot,
Waldoboro.
Armstrong — At Camden, May 9.
Myrtle Banner Armstrong, aged 40
years. 6 months, 16 days. Burial ln
Thomaston.
Poole — At North Haven, May 10.
Lucy D.. widow of William Poole,
aged 79 years. 4 months and 17 days.

IN MEMORIAM
In memory of our dearly loved
Allison whose happy nature always
brought happiness to all with whom
he came ln contact—a smiling face,
a friendly handshake and a world of
good fellowship. Gone one year and
our hearts cherish his memory with
great love.
The Edgar Rackliffe family and
Madelyn.

IN MEMORIAM
In memory of Mary Grierson Baum
who passed away May 14. 1989.
As we loved her so we miss her.
Thoughts of her are always near;
Loved, remembered, longed for always,
Bringing many a silent tear.
Lovingly
remembered
and
sadly
missed by her daughter, Mrs. Emery
Niles, her granddaughter, Mrs. Hen
ning Johnson and her great-grand
daughter. Miss Harriett Johnson. *
CARO OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere ap
preciation to our many friends and
neighbors for their many acts of klndne» and the beautiful floral tributes
sent during our recent bereavement.
Mrs. Nellie V. Crooker, Sebra Crook
er, (Frances Crooker.
Washington.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all our friends
and neighbors for the many kindness
es shown us, and the floral tributes,
at the loss of our son and brother
Leslie L. Steward, who died April 20;
and especially to Mr. Russell for his
kindness.
Mr and Mrs. Arthur L Manks, Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Johnson. Mr. and
Mrs. Myron Drinkwater and family. *

CARO OF THANKS
We extend our appreciation to all
neighbors and friends tn Camden.
Rockland and St. George for the
floral tributes and kindnesses at tbe
time
cd our
recent bereavement.
Gratitude ls also expressed to the Ma
sonic Lodge.
S. W. Hastings and family

Be Careful! Our Forests Are
Vital To Victory! Our 20 million
acres of timberland destroyedi by
fire each year mean a huge toes
to our war equipment. See the
American Weekly Magazine with
the May 17th Boston Sunday Ad
vertiser.
52*lt

BINGO
FRIDAY NITE, SPEAR HALL, 7.45
Given Away, Dinner, $1—1 each and
Beautiful Hand Made Table and
Scarf Set; 24 Evening Games.
52* lt

NEW JOHNSON
OUTBOARD MOTORS
We have a few on hand. The fac
tory says we will get no more for
the duration.
Gas Cans and Funnels for the
Fisherman

Rockland Lions

BASEBALL
TODAY AT 1.30 P. M.

VEAL DINNERS
52*1$

PANY

RUSSELL

BURPEE’S

FUNERAL HOME

FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

• CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.

TELEPHONES
<M er 781-1 er 781-U

v

118-112 UMEROCK STREET
vjj ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 662

—,—.—

Thomas Sweeney 28. first officer
of a coastwise oil tanker, is safe at
Fort Lauderdale. Fla, following the
sinking of his ship by enemy action
somewhere off the scuth Atlantic
coast of the United States this week.
Sweeney, who was home on fur
lough a short time ago, is a member
of the Naval Reserve and has folloowed the sea for the greater part
cf his life since graduation from
Thomaston High School. At one
time, he worked as a member of the
crew of the Monhegan boat under
Capt. Earl Starrett. Thomaston, and
later went on tlie C. J. Mallory line
vessels and rase from the ranks to
the grade of third officer in a short

*

VS.

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, widow of
the late Dr. William EHingwood,
presented the Knox County Gen
eral Hospital with a framed pic
ture of the doctor on National
Hospital Day, Tuesday. The por
trait was hung in the lobby of the
hospital during the day and is now
in its permanent location in the
doctor’s room. Dr. EHingwood was
for 25 years a member of the staff
of the hospital, specializing in
diseases of the eye. ear, nose and
throat.

A meeting of all persons inter
ested in soft ball will be held at
Perry’s coal office Sunday afterneon at. 3.30.
Recent arrivals at the F. J.
O’Hara fish plant have been:
Helen Mae 1st, 22,000; Notre Dame.
50,000; Iva M. 68.000; Jeanne
D’Arc, 50.000; Helen Mae 2d. 66,000.

The hull of the old schooner
Annie B. Mitchell, is on the ma
rine railways at Snow Shipyards.
Inc. for repairs which will allow
The first certificate of award her use in raising the sunken
in Rockland for over 90 percent barge, Cullen, 16, in Portland har
participation by the payroll de bor by Capt. John I. Snow.
duction plan of the purchase of
Glen Arnold, assistant petroleum
War Savings bonds and stamps
coordinator
for New England
was presented yesterday to Man
ager Harold Jackson of the local will be the Rotary Club’s guest
Armour & Co. branch by Dr. E. speaker this afternoon.
L. Scarlott, chairman of the city
Miss Eliza Steele will be the
committee for War Savings. The
Armour employes participate 100 speaker at the meeting of the
percent in the effort. Several other Rockland Kiwanis Club Monday
local firms will shortly receive night. Her talk is expected to
cover the work of the Rockland
these treasured certificates.
District Nursing Association. The
club bulletin is offering congratu
Lina Carroll will be hostess at
to Mr. find Mrs. Charles
a game party Monday at 2.15 at lations
H.,
Berry
who celebrate heir 19th
Grand Army haU under the aus wedding anniversary
May 17 and
pices of Ruth Mayhew Tent. At who on the 18th will
celebrate
the 6 o’clock supper, special guests Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cummings
will be entertained, Department
President Courntney Hinckley and their 24th anniversary.
Department Inspector Mary Brag
The trawler C. W. W., owned by
don, both of Richmond. All offi Captains Charles Carver. Sumner
cers are requested to be present Whitney and Lew Wallace, which
for the annual inspection and
wear white. At 730 Friday night was only recently launched at the
Camden Shipbuilding & Marine
a rehearsal will be held at Grand Railways,
Inc. at Cainden and has
Army hall.
not yet had an opportunity to
make her first trip to the banks,
The office of the Captain of the was taken over by the Army at
Port for Rockland of the Coast noon yesterday where she lay at
Guardi was moved yesterday from her fitting out berth at the F. J.
the third floor of the Post Office O'Hara dock. Government officials
building formerly occupied, to the had inspected the boat several
offices over the McLoon Sales & times since her launching and had
Service once occupied by Lincoln expressed their intention of tak
E. McRae. All business of the ing it as soon as official orders
Coast Guard such as the issuing could be obtained.
of identification cards for persons
working or about the waterfront
The Alibert H. Newbert Associa
will be issued from that office. The tion will meet tonight at Masonic
office will be settled and ready Temple. A picnic supper will be
for business Monday morning.
served.

Try a can of “Slick”, the slickest
The Ladies’ Aid of the Littlefield
Memorial Church will meet in the all purpose cleaner in town. Cleans
vestry Friday at 7.15.
walls and paint like magic. At
your Sunoco dealers.—adv.
The members of the Rockland
High School Band will be tendered
a banquet at the high school gym
nasium tonight by the Band
Mother’s Club.
SAT. NITE, SPEAR HALL, 7.45

BIG BINGO

There will be a special meeting Given Away, Chicken Dinner, $20—
of Rockland Lodge F.A.M. Tuesday 1 each, and 32-Piece Set of Dishes;
night at 7.30. The entered ap Big Prizes on Evening Games. 52* It
prentice degree will be worked on
three candidates.

Brigadier Pickering

The great work accomplished by
the Salvation Army in far corners
of the world 'was eloquently de
scribed at Wednesday’s meeting of
the Rockland Lion’s Club by
Brigadier Pickering, who was in
the city for the purpose of con
ducting special services at the
local barracks.
“The Salvation Army,” said this
earnest speaker, “keeps up to the
moment in its endeavor toedo good.
The war was not made for the
Salvation Army; the Salvation

The power yacht Nathan Dyer of
North Haven has been taken over
for patrol work by the Navy and
to be fitted for service at Snow
Shipyards.
The United States Employment
Service, Rockland office, has calls
for able bodied rough carpenters,
and can use a number of them at
once. Second maids and cooks are
wanted at once for Summer em
ployment. Local (fish plants are
calling for additional experienced
fish cutters.

Lieut. Richard Irving, formerly
employed at Silsby's Flower Shop,
has been transferred to Pine
Camp, N. Y. from Fort Knox, Ky.
He is attached to the 4th Armored
Division.
The annual meeting of the Knox
County Association for Rural Re
ligious Education will be held in
the Methodist Church, Rockland,
Saturday at 730 p. m. There will
be reports from the officers for
the year ended, and. election of
new officers, with the transaction
of any other business that may
properly come before the meeting.
Exhibits of work done by the stu
dents will be there and a discus
sion by some of the teachers con
ducted by Miss Hazel Lane is
planned. All interested in such
a work are urged to be present
and hear about the effort that is
being made by this Association.

Buy Your Monument
THROUGH THE NEW
METHOD
AT A NEW LOW PRICE!

lo
ti im

Ralph A. Glendenning, Prop.
20 Lindsey St., Rockland
Tel. 1216-W
A Card er a Catt Win Bring
43-tf

SHOW TIMES

Single Evening Show al 8
Matinees Saturday at 8.30
Sunday at 3
SATURDAY, MAY 16
DOUBLE FEATURE

“RIDERS OF THE_
TIMBERLINE’’
With

' WM. BOYD, ANDY CLYDE
Also on the Program

“BLONDIE’S
BLESSED EVENT”
with
Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake

SUN.-MON., MAY 17-18
BARBARA STANWYCK
GARY COOPER

“BALL OF FIRE”

49c
.

Ib
Ib
Ib
Ib

Fowl, milk fed,
Pot Roast, boneless,
Spareribs, corned,
Minced Ham,

29c
39c
25c
23c

FANCY

29c

LB.

BRISKET
LEAN
MEATY

LB.

Pig’s Liver,
Bacon, sliced,
Tripe, honeycomb,
Frankforts,

Ib 21c

Ib 31c
Ib 25c
Ib 23c

Well Rooted -

K37CX;

Ib.

FISH STICKS
FRESH COP TONGUES

STRAWBERRIES
STRING BEANS,

BACON
Ib.

Pits 25 tia«s
■ere seap<
right
dirty
spots

FULL OUA&T
BASKET

LB.

19C
15c

LOBSTERS

2 qts 19c

F^Y

LB.

NEW POTATOES,

5 B» 27c

SWEET POTATOES,

5 lbs 29c

Maine Shore Alive

27c

LB.

Evap. Milk
Silver Dust
Miracle Whip
Peanut Butler
Baker’s Vanilla
Lunch Crackers
Dividend Coffee
Sunbrite Cleanser 3 - IOC
Gerber’s
Foods 3 2Oc
LAND O’LAKES
or NESTLES

IP~G SOAP 2.9c
44^

SALAD
DRESSING

Gelt the dirt
Protects
the skin

p*. for

Smooth and
Creamy

MIA CMP

Keep cool this

I Ik

for

2 et btl.

Summer and lick
one suit

2 45

Berlin and Tokio would like lo
see every man in Knox County
hot and bothered this Summer.

SPRY
$ • b. CAN

Don’t let them! Keep cool in
the head as well as the body.

If. 2'/a lb. bee

BABY

two enemies with

STAYS SO
FRESH ANO
r. SWEET

Economical
Pack

W-e —a_
1 Lb. CAM

71c 25c

Chopped

Aim every effort at Victory and
remember that a man who’s hot
under the collar can’t get in
there and pitch like the chap
who is cool and collected.

We have a fine array of cool
clothes for helping Knox Coun
ty men kill heat and llirohito
with one cost.

Sparklet Brand Frosted Foods

TROPICAL
WORSTED SUITS
$25.00

$2.00 to $3.00
SLAX SUITS
$5.00 to $8.50

GIANT

.

.

KELLOGG'S

All Bran

3 for lOc
I5
box 18c
12
12c
ol

DAVIS

Baking Powder

ol

g >4

DOLLY MADISON FRESH

14C
| Potato Salad 2ib, 257|
15 ol

Cucumber Pickles

DELICIOUS
Vegetables

3"-25c

MAINE *

Sardines

Qfr

.is
8 ol jar I I C

Apple Jelly

Tomatoes

tins

GREGORY’S
TEL. 284
418 MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND.

29«

Tomato Soup
10/2 ox.

5c fie

«
N & Beans
B •’
Pork

Rfj

dC tins I ^C

big smoke

pure

SPORT SHIRTS
$1.00 to $3.00

TO WIN
THE WAR

BY POPULAR REQUEST—WE ARE AGAIN FEATURING THIS WEEK
COMPLETE ggw

SAILOR STRAW HATS

Rockland Marble &
Granite Works

CORNED E
CHUCK ROAST

dJansies!

SUGAR CURED-SLICED-RINDLESS

/\l I

TEL. WALDOBORO 100

DO ALL YOUR FOOD BUYING AT OUR MARKETS

zp

3,o"’ 25c

\'’v^

WALDO THEATRE

'

’

Washington, D. C.,
of The Courier-Ga
Metropolitan News
15th street, North
58* tf

STORES

CHOICE

SCOT-TISSUE

ENJOY SOKE
TOMORROW

Visitors in
can get copies
zette at the
Agency, 603
West—adv.

Tuesday, May 19

•FCY. DESSERT PEACHES
LARGE TENDER PEARS
FRUIT COCKTAIL

| Salt Porlt

For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, Tel. 844—517
Main street. Complete Philco line,
—adv.
80-tf

RUMMAGE
SALE

MONDAY, MAY llth THRU MAY 16th

SOFT STRAW HATS
$1.50 to $6.00
Under * new system wg now
ran buy monuments finished and
ready for lettering and setting.
Save en Freight.
Save on
Labor. Save on Time.
Ask us fer details of this
Money-Saving Plan!
AU Work Absolutely Guar
anteed.

land.

Robert Hills is employed at the
yards of the Camden Shipbuilding
and Marine Railways in Camden.

For a short time, he was ashore
and associated in the insurance
business with his father-in-law,
Louis A. Walker. During this time,
he was skipper of the Red Jacket
Ship of the Sea Scouts which he
Army was made for the war.”
The Lions listened with much helped to organize.
interest as the visitor briefly de
D.U.V. Beano at GA R. hall. I
scribed what the organization has
52-lt i
been doing in localities much in Monday at 2.15.—adv.
the day’s news—Shanghai, Finland
(where it has taken care of a
horde of evacuees), Australia,
Burma, the African Congo, and
Kingston, Jamaica.
Seated beside the guest speaker
was Adjutant Thompson, who
looks so deligently after the local
interests of the Salvation Army.
Other guests were Alan L. Bird,
and -Lions William E. Berger of
Camden and Arthur Spofford of
Stonington.
William Romanoff, manager of
MANSFIELD’S STORE
Park Theatre, was introduced as
421 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
a new member, and is undergoing
a course of intensive training for
52* lt
his initiation next week.

A dance for benefit of children’s

night at the Rockland High School
gym; music by Bud Clark’s NinePiece Band. This is the last
school dance of the season.

time, transferring to the tanker
service of a large oil company over
a year ogo.
At the time of receiving his first
license, he was the youngest offi
cer in the American Merchant Ma
rine with an unlimited license and
has proven himself, according to
his superiors, a capable and effi
cient officer.
He comes from a seafaring fam
ily, his father Patrick Sweeney,
having followed the sea for the
greater part of his life as an offi
cer and is now making his home at
Sailor’s Snug Harbor, Staten Island,
N. Y.
He is married to the former Vir
ginia Walker and they have a
daughter, Patricia, three years of
age.
Mrs. Sweeney and their
daughter make their home in Rock

PERRY’S

activities will be held Saturday

BAY VIEW ST., CAMDEN, Ml.
TEL. 464

56-52-53

He Landed Safely

Eloquent Speaker Tells Of Thomas Sweeney Was First
Officer On a Torpedoed
Salvation Army Work—
A New Member
Tanker

AT COMMUNITY PARK
VINALHAVEN HIGH SCHOOL

A. L. ANDERSON

HAM, BEEF, CHICKEN and

Page Three

.

O
dt ,a
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PRUDENCE

Corned Beef Has*h
ARMOUR’S
RQYAL«,«,

tall
tin

23 C

ASST.
package "****

.

SIX RULES FOR
SUGAR RATIONING

.

AS PUBLISHED BY OFFICE
OF PRICE ADMINISTRATION

FRANCO-AMERICAN

Macaroni .
FRANCO-AMERICAN

Spaghetti .
friends

1 - Bring your Ration
when shopping tor

Indian Pudding

MP

Book*
sugar.

Tasty Cottage Cheese 2 ib. /OC

2 - Each stamp entitles you te
buy a fixed emount of sugar
during each rationing period.

| Jrankforts

3

BULK

___

QUICK COOKING

Tapioca

COOK’S MACARONI OR

Spaghetti

23c"j

25c
.1 lb. pkg. I OC
3 pis**

•

.

r>.

•

•

SLICED

Spiced Hem
BLENDED

Apple Sauce

ib.

•

3Vc

. 2 tint I VC

NATIVE FROM LOCAL FARMS
FEATURED THIS WEEK
A A>’1

- Stamps meet be detached in
the presence ef your grocer
- loose stomps cannot be
used.

4 - Buy sugar et regular ietervals.

5-

Get no more than you need
- don't waste.

6 - Co-operote with yeur f re
make rationing work.
cer

HERE’S YOUR CHANCE
TO HELP IN THE FIGHT

T Page FouF
WALDOBORO

I

Defending the Pacific Coast

MRS KXXTDBK MTULOg
Oorretpoodeak
£ £ ££

VINALH,

Seeing is BefieviOg

WARREN
££££

✓zvS

ALENA L. 8TARRE7TT

OPTICAL SCIENCE,
BY ENABLING US
TO SEE THE
♦INVISIBLE*

Correspondent

,<•

£ £ ££

Tei arr

Tuesday-Frida'

Tuesday-Friday 5

P~c* 'c~'l Pc: rier-Gazette, Friday. May 15, 1C42

Td. «

Mrs. Fannie Burns who has
been visiting her son Lewis Bums
in Cambridge, N. Y., has arrived
at her home here. She was ac
companied here by Mr. Burns
who returned Thursday to Cam
bridge.
Mrs. George Brown and daugh
ter Isobel of Boston returned
Thursday to their home after a
visit with Mrs. Brown’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Welt.
MTs. Loomis Young visited Mon
day in Portland.
David, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney, Jr. has returned
from State Street Hospital in
Portland where he has been a
patient.
John Wood, a student at Notre
Dame University is spending two
weeks’ vacation with his mother,
Mr... Oliver Wood.
Miss Frances Simmons spent
Monday in Portland as guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Simmons.
Mrs. Dora H. Yorke was hostess
Thursday to the Susannah Wesley

zs x*
Xs

MRS. OSCAR
Correspond
✓X ZS
XX
Z"

SENTERfCRANE'S

Telephone

Visitors last Friday at the home
QUALITIES OF
of Mr. and Mrs. N. W. Eugley were
WAR MATERIALS,
Herman Kelleran and Miss Mina
Woodcock cf Cushing. Supper guest
IS SPEEDING UP
was Mrs. Alice Gordon.
for your
THE NATION'S
Miss Ruby F. Starrett, student
ALL OUT EFFORT.
nurse at the Eastern Maine General
Hospital In Bangor tore the muscles
and separated the bones in her left
shoulder while on duty. She will
be incapacitated fcr several weeks.
Vary its mood from casual
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Kelleran of
to dressy—with blouses as
Cushing accompanied by Mr. and
attractive and beautifully
Mrs. Newell Eugley visited Sun
made
as these. From Clas
day with Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Eug
sic
shirts
—to Spring rab
ley in Nobleboro.
bit
bow
styles, all will
Mr. and Mrs. Abbott Spear of
Newtcn Centre. Mass., were week
catch your eye!
Z
end guests of Mrs. Spear’s father,
Forrest E Spear.
Passed by Censor
Pvt. Douglas Starrett connected
home and abroad, >1,000,000.000 will with the military intelligence com
\ »<'
V, have been vastly improved since be spent in 1942-43. When it is munication service In the Portland
the Japanese attack on Pearl Har complete there will be a Canadian Harbor
Fortifications,
passed
bor. The Bofors anti-aircraft gun army overseas of two corps. A Mother’s Day with his parents, Mr.
STRIPES
in this photo is one of many, all division now in Canada will be and Mrs. Ernest G. Starrett.
(j>IM LIGHTING BRINGS ABOUT
equipped
as
an
armoured
unit,
manufactured in Canada, which trained and sent overseas. Another
Assisting the teachers in the gas
MUSCULAR RELAXATION;
SHEERS
stand ready to blast away at the army tank brigade will be created rationing this week, were Harold
CHAMELEON'S
THAT'S
WHY
LOVERS
first sign of an enemy raider Be for use with infantry divisions. De Beggs, Rev. L. Clark French, Dana
Society.
EYELIDS ARE FUSED
% I. ✓
• y
Mrs. Celia Gross, a member of cause of the deafening noise which fense of east and west coasts have H. Smith Sr., and Chester Wyllie.
LIKE MOONUGHT/
PASTELS'
TOGETHER TO
the faculty of Gorham Normal accompanies the rapid fire of the been placed under two commands.
E. S. Carroll Is confined to bed
AID IT IN
School spent the week-end with 6un. the cease fire order is given Air. Iand and sea services in these after a bad fall the full length cf
SEEING
QUICKLY
her sister Mrs. George H. Coombs. the trigger man by a yank of the areas, as well as in Newfoundland, stairs at his home Tuesday night.
rope
which
the
soldier
at
left
holds
THE
PREY
FOR
have been placed under the single No bones were broken apparently,
MLss Mae Braun of Waterbury,
ITS UGHTNING
Conn., is spending a week with in his hand. To equip and train the command of the senior officer in the but he received a severe shaking up,
o
army which guards Canada at area.
Miss Ella Rider.
and was ^ruised about the body. So
TONGUE.
Mrs. F A. Brummitt of Boston
heavy was his fall that a part of
is now at her Friendship street Creamer. Urban Borneman, George
the door casing at the foot of the
NORTH
WALDOBORO
tS^HY ARE SOAP-BUBBLES COLORED? BECAUSE LIGHT RAYSy
Salmi, Melvin Townsend. Russell
stairs,
against which he fell, was
home.
Mrs.
Marion
Cook,
Mrs.
Marie
ENTERING FROM BOTH SIDES OF THE THIN FILM,
torn away.
A special meeting of Good Luck Creamer and Ernest Fitzgerald.
Girls’ basketball, Elizabeth Jame- Pinkham and Miss Ruth Burn
Rebekah Lodge will be held May
SMASH
EACH OTHER INTO TINY RAINBOWS,
“
The
Divine
Imperative"
will
be
heimer motored Sunday to Port
ACCORDING TO THE BETTER VISION INSTITUTE.
18. Mrs. Lilia Sprowl. Warden of son, Madeline Rines. Madeline land
the morning topic Sunday at the
and
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
the Rebekah Assembly of Maine Genthner, Lottie Hahn, Inez Hil A. Burnheimer at the Eastland ho Congregational Church. Vesper serv
will be an honor guest. Supper ton, Elizabeth Fitch, Barbara tel where Mr. Burnheimer is being ices will be at 4 p. m. and church
Picinlch, Clarissa Miller and Nel treated by a specialist for a long school will meet at 9.30.
will be served' at 6.30.
SOUTH THOMASTON
WEST WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Harris MdLain of lie Moody.
Rev. George S. Bolster of Brewer,
time illness. He is much improved.
Mr.
and Mrs. William Little of
At
the
People
’
s
Church
prayer
Douglas
Richards
was
presented
Melrose, Mass, were week-end
secretary of Eastern Maine, will oc- meeting will be held tonight at 7 ' South Bristol and Mr. and Mrs
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Hight
of
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harlan with a letter and a bar as man Madison were visitors Saturday mupy the pulpit Sunday at the Bap with Rev. F Ernest Smith officiat
McLain and Mrs. Cora McfLain ager of the boys’ team and Louise night and Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. tist Church fcr both services. ing. Sunday School will begin Sun George Boggs and son of Waldo
boro were guests Sunday of Mr
Mrs. Thurlow Vannah and Young received the same award Warren Pearl’s. On return they Church school will be at 12 noon. day at 10 o’clock.
and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach.
as
manager
for
the
girls.
Althea
daughter, Phyllis and Mrs. Percy
Special music has been arranged
called
on
Aubrey
Sidelinger,
a
for

Harold David and1 Elmer Win
Miss
Susie
Sleeper
who
spent
Marstins of Augusta were callers Hilton and Arthur Kennedy won mer employer of Mr. Hight.
for the services.
capaw
have employment at the
the
Winter
in
Rockland,
has
re

Sunday at the home of Mr. and class numerals as assistant man
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Carroll of turned home.
Bath
Iron
Works.
Wesley
Mank
will
go
Tuesday
to
agers.
Mrs. Herbert Standish.
Auburn,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Mrs.
Arnold
Standish was
Orland,
where
he
will
operate
a
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«,e graduating class will leave
L;?15 for a trip to New York, goI; by bus from Rcckland. They
, ;f ervations at Hotel Piccadil|‘,nNfw Y:rk city.
V Cook Sholes returned Tuesday
.j, Rockland
jjp I. R. Smith and Mrs. H. W.
."(i were in North Haven Wed7‘, y to attend the funeral of M.s.

\ *♦;

/ **V?

[turned from Iewiston.

x i landers 4-H Club met Wedsrday with its assistant leader,
yr- Scott I itt’.efield.
Dcnald York was home from
rjrrrien for over Sunday.
'\lrs. Ronald Gillis returned
Thursday to North Haven having
yen guest cf her mother Mrs. Edith
p

final

Fred Jordan and Charles Mitchell
; Rockland were in tewn Wednes
day.
Mr and Mrs. Edward Monaghan
turned Monday to St. George.
The blackout Monday was sucesrful All stations reported satis'action. as the result cf the mobili
zation of their units. The ambuiances were cn hand, demolition
■quads were ready for duty and
tmergency hospitals
in working
order.

Mbs Nathalie Smith of Falmouth
is guest of her aunt. Mrs.
Oscar C. Lane.
Miss Elizabeth Pease entertained
a group cf friends, at cards Mondr,. I.unch was served.
Mr- Alfred Creed visited Tuesday
in Rockland.
David Duncan Jr. recently re
turned frcm Portland.
The Senior Ctass announces its
commencement exercises June 11 at
. o'clock in Memorial hall. Class
zo'.l is: Carolyn E. Alley. Albert Ames
Kenneth Anderson,
Ada Bray,
Miidred Brinkworth. Marion Brown,
Ellen Burgess, Audrey Ccombs,
Helen Dyer. Alice Erickson, Rich»d Geary, Evelyn Hopkins, Murv Hcpkins. E’eanor Hutchinson,
Marion Johnson, Ruth Morton. Mary
Jol.iv n. Astrid Rosen, Floyd Robirtson, Jean Strachan. Marguerite
and Marjorie MacDonald.
preside,
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NORTH HAVEN

Each day I choose tho
truly nutritional foods
In Nabisco Shredded Wheat you
have a 100% whole wheat food,
a good source, per ounce as eaten,
of the energy-appetite Vitamin
R„ and other important food val
ues. Its keen, refreshing flavor
blends deliciously with milk and
strawberries or other fruits. Gtue

331 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
She offered him wealth, title . . .
and a cold, demanding love. Frances
Farmer as the beautiful aristocratic
Isabel and Tyrone Power as Ben
jamin Blake in Darryl F. Zanuck’s

FRIENDSHIP
Teachers who have been engaged
in gas rationing this week are:
Ralph Wincber.paw, Llewellyn Oli
ver, Elizabeth Winchenpaw, Mrs.
Ruth Shattuck and Mi?s Margaret
Simmcns.
Mrs. Hatt e Wotton has returned
from a visit with her daughter, Mrs.
Nellie Brazier in Danvers, Mass.

exciting film, “Sen of Fury,” the
story of Benjamin Blake. Gene
Tierney heads the featured cast
that includes George Sanders and
Reddy McDowall.

NO SUGAR NEEDED!

Mrs. Helen Sanderscn and son

Richard and Miss Beverly Hastings
of Wollaston, Mass., passed the
week-end at the heme cf Capt. and
Mrs. Melvin Lawry.
Mrs. Josephine Lawry and daugh
ter Eda have returned from a few
days’ stay in Portland.
Mrs. Olivia Hoffses has employ
ment In Thomastcn.
Mrs. Percy W nchenpaw who has
been seriously ill, is much improved.
Rev. Walter Smith, new pastor
at the Methodist Church, deliv
ered an inspiring sermon Sunday.
The Methodist Ladies Aid met
Tuesday at the cottage of Mrs Wil
bur A. Morse. Mrs. Gertrude Oliver
gave a report of the Ma ne Con
ference in Waterville to which she
was a delegate. These ctficprs
were elected: Mrs. Walter Smith,
president: Mrs. Gertrude Oliver,
vice president: Hattie M. Wotton,
secretary; Adelia Jameson, treas
urer; Helen R. Simmons, chair
man wcrk committee; Agnes Win
chenpaw, Hattie Morse and Al ee
Simmcns, helpers; Susan Wotton
and Olive Ncyes, sick committee. Ice
cream and cake were served by the
hostess assisted by Elizabeth Davis
and Eda Lawry. The next meet
ing will be May 19 with Mrs.
Hattie Wotton.

I

an appendectomy two weeks ago.
The
Finnish
Congregational

Church was beautifully decorated
with flowers in honcr of Mother’s
Day Sunday and services were di
rected by Miss Eva Jchnscn. Rev.
I Alex Raita was guest speaqer. Mrs.
Tempi Torpacka and Mrs. Eva
Raita gave readings and Mrs. Doug
las Merrill of Rcckland sang “The
Old Rugged Cross” accompanied by
I her mother. Mrs. Emma Johnson
who presided at the organ during
the services. Coffee was served by
Mrs. Matilda Pikkarainen. Mrs.
Saima Autio and Mrs. Lempi Torpacka.
Kusti Pakkala

Funeral services were held May 6
for Kusti Pakkala at the heme of
his daughte- and son-in-law Mr.
and Mrs. Mathew Torpacka. Serv
ices were conducted in Finnish by
Rev Samuel Nevala who preached
the funeral sermcn and Miss Eva
Johnson who spoke briefly and ^ng
“Kun Sota Loipi Maallinen” (When
Earthly War Is Raging”).
The many beautiful flcwers in
cluded a large floral pillcw from
neighbors and friends. Bearers we e
John Neimi. Karl Niemi and An
drey Kalliokoski of this place, and
Walter Anderson of Friendship. In
terment was in North Parish ceme
tery where a brief service was held

PEANUT BUTTER
CORNED BEEF ^?LIBBY'S
CORNED BEEF BRAND

12-OZ.
TIN

FINAST SLICED BEEF
FISH CAKES EDUCATOR

3tt-oz
JAR

DDCCEDVCC

12-OZ.
TIN

21*
ni<
XI

12-OZ.
TIN

rasp, or straw.

PURE
MIRABEL
HARTLEY'S
IMPORTED

MACARONI
£ Photo, Courtesy. Rumford Baking Powder

HE scarcity of sugar needn’t
mean a ban on baking. Here
are two brand new recipes that
don’t use a single spoonful and
since Rumford is an all-phosphate
baking powder there is no after
taste whan used in sugarless
recipes:

T

Sugarless Muffins
% teaspoon salt
•i cup sifted
U cup prepared
flour
>4 cup cornmeal
apple
1 egg, well beaten
3 teaspoons
•j cup milk
Rumford Bak
% cup honey
ing Powder
3 tablespoons melted shortening

Sift together flour, cornmeal.
Rumford Baking Powder and salt.
Wash, pare and cut apple into
eighths. Remove core and cut cross
wise in very thin slices. Combine
egg, milk and honey. Add to dry
ingredients, stirring only enough to
dampen well. Stir in melted shorten
ing. Fold in apple. Fill well-greased
muffin tins % full and bake in a
moderately hot oven (400°F.) for
20 minutes. Yield: 12 muffins.
Quick Loaf Bread
*i cup sifted
sj teaspoon salt
flour
Its cups whole
Sti teaspoons
wheat flour
Rumford Bak- 1 cup corn syrup
ing Powder
tj cup milk
'4 cup chopped nut meats (optional)

Sift together flour. Rumford
Baking Powder and salt. Mix with
whole wheat flour. Blend corn syrup
and milk, add to dry ingredients
and mix well. Stir in nut meats, if
used. Bake in a well-greased loaf
pan (8x4 inches) in a moderate
oven (350°F.) for 1 hour and 15
minutes. Cool before cutting.-Yield:
1 medium loaf.
by Rev. M~. Nevala.
The deceased was born in Kauhava. F.niand. 78 years pgc. He had
lived in this country 50 years. Be
fore coming here 12 years ago to
make his home with his daughter,,
he lived at Copper Cliff, Canada.
He is survived by his wife Eliza
beth, daughter and -scn-in-law,
Lempi and Mathew Tcrnacka, here;
daughter. Mrs. Gerald O'Brien. Ot
tawa, Can., sons John A. in Ccpper
Cliff and William E. in Connaught
Station. Canada; 16 grandchildren
and 4 great grandchildren; brother
in Canada and a brother in Michi
gan. HLs grandson , Melvin Tor
packa, radio man, 1st class, came
here from Brston to attend the
t une "a 1.

HOPE
Capt. John Wilson. Jr. is at home
for a few days visit with his family.
A party was held in his honor
Monday night at his home.
A whist party will be held to
night at the Grange hall.
The blackout Mcnday was suc
cessful.
The Red Cross will meet this
afternoon at the Grange hall for
sewing.
Members of thc Thimble Club
will tack a quilt Monday at the
Grange hall, meeting at 2 o’clock.
Several frcm here received their
home nursing certificates Thurs
day in Camden. A soc al hour was
held after the exercises.

MAYONNAISE Hn«t-24* ^40*
SALAD DRESSING B^T «3V
FRENCH DRESSING «-«» 8BOT.
,o°tz12*
VINEGAR ™T
U C 32-OZ.
BOT.
PINT
WHITE VINEGAR
BOT
2-OZ.
STUFFED OLIVES S 2 BOTS
8%-OZ. Afl
QUEEN OLIVES
JAR

PINK SALMON
BAKER'S VANILLA EXTRACT £tz 3T
WHEAT CEREAL SPRAY 2’k°Z 13
KELLOGG'S variety cereals ?kc 21
CORN FLAKES SPRAY
* °GZ 5
QUAKER CORN MEAL J£z 8'
BAKING CHOCOLATE
pkg 11
CAMPBELL'S TO“£iTO
^18

TOMATO JUICE
STRAWBERRIES
JUICY RIPE BERRIES
FOR SHORTCAKES

(Vitamins A-C-G)

1 9‘

2.5.

1

a<t

FINAST—MADE WITH
U. S. No. 1 CRADE PEANUTS

30-OZ,
FRUIT SALAD FINAST
TIN X/
FRUIT SALAD FINAST *
FRUIT SALAD DEL MONTE
FRUIT COCKTAIL EVEREADY
DOLE'S PINEAPPLE CEMS
FINAST
PRUNE PLUMS IN HEAVY
SYRUP
RICHMOND
PEACHES SLICED
or HALVES

FHITE SPRAY
AGHETTI and ELBOWS
8-OZ
SANDWICH SPREAD
TUMB.
18-OZ.
GRAPEFRUIT S
TINS
2
46-OZ
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE FLORIDA
Unsweef.
TIN
ORANGE JUICE Florida 2 18-OZ
TINS
46-OZ.
PURE APPLE JUICE
TIN
32-OZ
MIXED PICKLES BANQUET
SWEET
BOT.
SOUR PICKLES BANQUET 32-OZ.
BOT

CLOVERDALE

2-LB.
ROCKWOOD'S COCOA PKG
TABLE SYRUP TRBKEER 2 12-OZ
BOTS
PANCAKE FLOUR SPRAY 20-OZ
PKC.
SEEDLESS RAISINS 2
1-LB.
MARTINI
SUNSHINE CRACKERS
PKG
FANCY
7%-OZ. ^7<
RED SALMON ALASKA
TIN
Xf
TIN
TEN-B-LOW ,CiiSrxEAM

3^17

FINAST

STEAKS
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Baked by NABISCO . ^NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

BEST TENDER CUTS
(Vitamins A-B-C-C)

CUT FROM HEAVY CORN-FED STEER BEEF

JERSEY—LARGE BUNCHES (Vitamins A-B1-C)

ASPARAGUS

RIB ROAST

BUNCH

FLORIDA (Vitamins A-B1-C)

SAresue^/e-SfuresMMs/
REPLACE SUGAR-USING DESSERTS
WITH TASTY HEALTHFUL CAIN-DRESSED
SALADS!

Try CAIN'S SANDWICH SPREAD - Tosfy/ Tangy/

LB

BONELESS OVEN OR POT ROAST (Vitamins A-B-C)

ORANGES
CALIFORNIA ICEBERG
LETTUCE

LAKE SIZE

DOZ

(Vitamins A-C)

HDS.

33*
19*

3 -19‘
19*

(Vitamins A-C)

-3339'

BONELESS CLEAR HEAVY STEER BEEF (Vitamins A-B-C)

FRESH NATIVE (Vitamins A-B-C-C)

LARGE CREEN LEAVES (Vitamins A-B1-C-C)

SPINACH
WHITE CRISP
CELERY

CHUCK ROAST
FACE RUMP
DUCKLINGS
FOWL
BROILERS

J^BCHS

FULL PODS (Vitamins A-B1-C)

GREEN PEAS 2 >19*

FANCY-LARCE-6-LB. AVERACE

(Vitamins B-C-C)

LB

FRESH NATIVE-2 to 3-LB. AVERACE

(Vitamins B-C-C)

LB

READY TO EAT-WHOLE or HALF (Vitamins B-C)

COOKED
HAMS >39<
DAIRY DEPT. VALUES
MILDLY CURED CORNED BEEF (Vitamins A-B-C)
MILD CHEESE EASY CUT S * .31
LEAN
ENDS
>33‘
SKINLESS—FINEST INCREDIENTS (Vitamin C)
LOAF CHEESE FOR SANDWICHES .31
FRANKFURTS
IDEAL FOR SANDWICHES (Vitamins B-C)
EGGS F,KK”
- 41
MINCED HAM LB
PURE LARD
LB.
BROOKSIDE
1-LB
• 33‘
FRESH HALIBUT
BUTTER FANCY
ROLL'
CREAMERY QUALITY
u
g<
FRESH MACKEREL
FINAST-all
24’4-LB O 7c
FLOUR AROUND
BREAD FLOUR
BAC OZ
LUX FLAKES
2 LARCEJC
24<A-LB.$|21
PKCS
GOLD MEDAL
Stott ProduRts
FLOUR
BAC
KITCHEN TESTED
RINSO
9< 2
MIXING
1-LB
TOWELS
SPRY QUICK
LUX TOILET SOAP 3 ■« 20*
SHORTENING
TIN
EASY
2 ROUS 17*
ClAfABI
z
c
RINDLESS
TEAR
BAR
10
C
JYVAN
O
SLICED BACON SUCAR CURED
WALDORF
LIFEBUOY Si'/
3 BARS 20C
TISSUE1 4 ROLLS 19*
1 LB 4-OZ. io<
LARCE
BREAD ,o,de's-y,e- both
SILVER DUST
24
c

4J

U.S. HUM U

BIC 46-OZ. 1
TIN

PORTERHOUSE-N Y SIRLOIN-CUBE-BOTTOM ROUND

floatinc
SOAP

or Long Loaf enriched

2

LOAVES

c

LARCEJCc

spmkacl

!OUS

TALL 1-LB.
TIN

FANCY ALASKA

PRIME HEAVY CORN-FED STEER BEEF (Vitamins A-B-C)

t

4-ss

22‘

PURE MIRABEL

MARMALADE
MARMALADE

the full name—.Nabisco Shredded
JTbeat.

'j/fatrttn

FREE PARKING SPACE
FOR CUSTOMERS

rnc jeh w c j

IANGE
9x475 or 19x500
rler-Gazette
50-52

<■■■■
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Neil Simpson of Crihawen who
has been attending schcol here, has
returned home.
The Sea Coast Mission boat Sun
beam, arrived May 8. with Mr. Bcusfield, Mr. Willliams and Prof. Brad
shaw of Bangor Theological Semi
nary. Mr. Bousfield shewed two
reels of moving pictures last Friday
at the church. Prcf. Bradshaw
gave an illustrated lecture Saturday
cn “Beauty Spots of Maine” with
coloired slides. He delivered the ser
mon Sunday at the regular evening
service.
Mrs. George Belcher was here
ever one boat, returning last Friday
to Melrose, Mass., where Mr.
Belcher has employment. They ex
pect to return tc Matinicus in June.
Fred Tripp and Guy Wilson of
Criehaven were callers on the Island
Sunday.
The registration for sugar cards
was held in the schoclhouse May 6.
with Mrs. Teel in attendance.
A blackout was observed here May
11 from 9-9.20.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ames spent
several days recently in Rcckland
where Mr. Ames was having work
done on his engine.
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Mrs. Esther Ames has returned
Air raid wardens, Axel Nelson,
from Somerville, Mass., accompan
ied bv her mother, Mrs. Campbell. Toivo Johnson and Alfred Harjula
report Monday’s blackout as being
109 percent complete.
TENANT’S HARBOR
M s. Rcbert Carey has returned
Miss Helen Gilchrist has arrived frcm a visit in Massachusetts.
home after spending the Winter
Mrs. Hjalmar Schilt who has been
in New York and Florida.
seriously ill for many weeks, is im
Mrs. Charles Coolbroth is visit proved.
ing her daughter, Mrs. Jennie
Mrs. Korppinen, oldest resident,
Winsor of North Weymouth, Mass. bedridden for many years, is fail
Mrs. Helen Perry, R.N. of Rock ing.
land was employed at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. William Harjula.
the late Wiliam J. Hastings for a children David and Neil motored
few days.
to Bath and Brunswick Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. George Winsor of with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lunden
North Weymouth, Mass., were re of West Rockport and were guests
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. l at dinner of Mr. and Mrs. William
Charles Coolbroth.
1 Duley, later visiting Mr. and Mrs.
John Morris and Edwin Whee'.er Edwin Harjula in Brunswick.
are shingl ng the rcof of the Odd | Mr. and Mrs. Neil Neilson and =on
Fellows hall.
Paul of Portland spent Sunday wi»h
Mrs. Ella Davis is to remain at Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nelson.
the home of the late Enoch I. Cook I Miss Ina Anderson is home from
whom she cared for the past few Knox Hospital where she underwent

MMSS/SM
WAXJOBS

FIRST NATIONAL /
Let First National shew you hew te save meney by thepping the medern way. easy
Self-Service selection fer theusends ef super-values. Roch-bettem prices en merchan
dise carry the Vameus First National Guarantee ef Quality—satisfaction fer you er yeur
meney refunded. Came in today and

business trip to Rcckland.

Harry Whitmore
and
[daughter Mrs. Fred Howard of
[Portland are guests of Mrs. Floyd
I Duncan.
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Beverage
Lent Wednesday to Meriden. Conn.
1'jhere they have employment.
Mrs Austin Joy and son, David
Camden are guests cf her par| ft Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Stone.
months.
The subject of Rev. B. F.
Clarence Waterman visited his
Springer at the Sunday morning
■on Corp. Clarence Waterman. Jr.
| hi week in Portsmouth. N. H. service will be "Using Our Wealth
. The new address nf P F C. Har- Wisely.” Music will be furnished
Lld Joyce is 89th Field Artillery, by the mixed choir w th a special
!1<”29100
Postmaster A,PD., Box selection. Sunday school will fol
low. In the evening the pastor will
|&>7. San Francisco, Cal.
Baptist services will be held talk on “The Turning Point” and
Sunday at 11 o'clock by the pas- the young people’s choir will lead in
The subject of the sermon congregational singing and give a
lv We Esteemed Him Not.” special select on. The instruments
iSunday S’hool convenes at 10 will also be used for a selection
I’ lock Christian Endeavor meets during the offertory. Prayer meet
| ‘f 6 30 and the evening song serv ing will be Wednesday, and Chris
I e at 7.30, topic to be. “The Great tian Endeavor meets Friday. Miss
Virginia White to be the leader.
I Rattle.'' At this service there will
■
i clarinet solo by the pastor,
The Amazon river is noted for
due; by Coricc and Elaine Gillis,
nd selections by the Young; Peo- its 12 tributaries, each of a thou
sand or more miles in leigth.
s chorus.
Mrs.

mwnucES^
mec/i/m

the

mainland Capt. T. B. Thompson.
USN., cf the Coast Guard told
Smbh^nf^M™
Mar?aret
Chase
taTln thi Mame Mrs' Smith had
™ f
,UP with the °oast Guard,
especially in regard to Isle au Haut
enatP A Th?mpscn said that the
Co“t Ouar<l had carefully consid
ered the request and recognized the
importance cn receiving reports
pooie.
P:®sf’;e sources. Mrs.
\[;5 Andrew Gilchrist was hes- smith had urged that thc islands
Thin “day to the Night Hawks. might be very useful in observing
Ncn rate's met Thursday app:each ef hostile craft, bv air or
water. Capt. Thompson said that
Mrs Blanche Kittredge.
W Sanbcrn has Teturned from It is possible some pre-arranged sys
r;fit with his son D\ Heibert tem of rockets, flares cr signal fires
I jnborn in Waterville.
y„. might fill needs.
News was received this week' cf
birth of a son (Donald Jr.) to
MATINICUS
and Mrs Donald Jchnscn, in
Vance
Bunker,
sen of Mr. and
Cpfepstpr. Macs.
Harold Bunker is in Knox
j jc.-ppb Headlev was in North Ha- Mrs.
Hospital receiving medical treat
Wednesday to conduct, funeral ment
for. serious burns .from het
r iees for Mrs. Lucy Poole.
water
on his shculder and arm.
1 Pr'd Chilles is home from WMtMr.
and
Mrs. Dc-ian Ames made
1 ;ic Mass, fcr a visit with his
a
trip
to
Rockland
recently.
-ents before leaving fcr his final
filiation fcr the Army having
Bernard Raynes of Owl’s Head
spent several days recently with his
called ro the service.
f One division cf the discussion grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Dalton
,.r!p "We” met with Mrs. Prances Raynes.
isr.ith Tuesday successfully using
Mr. and Mrs. Orris Prilbrook visi
6 7 Question Box” to bring out the ted friends cn the mainland over
7ft of c:-operation influence, on the week-end.
, / cal eristence and to study the
Mrs. Clement Hill was in Rock
. i.nique of credit unionism. An land last Friday returning Saturday
ver group met with Dr. Ralph with Mr. and Mrs. Leon Young who
ire to study credit union tech- spent the past few months in Rock
land.
jque and ideology.
#
Mr and Mirs. Keith Carver, have
Emery philbrook marie a recent

7
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That Was Burden Of Arguments UsetfAt
Thomaston Town Meeting

Mrs. Forrest Closson of Sears
Mr. and Mrs. James Carney,
Watts Hall in Thomaston, was had taught for eteht years under
port is guest of Mr. and Mrs. O. H.
daughters Glennice and Barbara
Mr. Sturtevant, stated that she had
Gray.
and Virgil Burns, returned' Mon packed to capacity Tuesday night only
the greatest respect and ad
day after spending a few days lor the special town meeting held miration
Griffin Gribbel of Philadelphia is
for
him
and
that
she
was
with Mr. Carney’s sister Mrs. M. in an attempt to clarify the strike l forced to SDeak against him for per
spending a few days in town.
A. Kyle and cousin Dr. John Kel situation which developed in Thom sons who did not care to appear in
Miss Mary Reed of Philadelphia
liher, Marlboro, Mass. They called aston High School two weeks ago public and speak for themselves.
has arrived in town.
enroute on Mrs. Carney’s sister over the failure ot the town school She stated that the students were
The Philathea Class will meet
Mrs. Margaret Pratt at Dover, board to re-elect Principal Lewis injuring cnly themselves in con
Friday night at the Baptist parlors.
N. H.
C. Sturtevant and the subsequent tinuing the strike and urged them
Refreshments will be served,
Miss Josephine Stone returns appointment of Garnold Cole to to return to school.
i Good Cheer Class held its last
Saturday after spending the past succeed him and Stephen Laven
Mrs. Bertha Hastings asked why
meeting Tuesday at the* home of
the school board was not present
week with her sister and brother- der in turn to succeed Cole.
Miss Helen Rich. Election cf offi
As a whole, the speakers present to answer to the charges brought
in-law Mr. and Mrs. Harold Watts,
cers resulted thus: Jocelyn Christie,
ed their claims clearly and without I by the town folks. Rcbert Llbbv
le-elected president; Bessie Bowers
Belmont, Mass.
secretary and treasurer; Evelyn
The Friendly Circle met at. the any calling of names or undue ■ replied to her that the school board
had been mailed letters toy the town
Thompson, assistant secretary; and
home of Mrs. Evelyn Snow Tues anger.
The children of the High School j selectmen requesting their presence
Corinne Sawyer, collector. Plans
day afternoon with 13 members who
had been on strike and who
Mrs. James Carney made several
, were made for a picnic early in
present. It was decided to hold were the
reason fcr the meeting be
June, to be held at Jessie Hosmer’s
the annual memorial flower and ing called, filled the balcony to i sharp remarks, likening the dis
camp. The sick committee is Agnes
lood sale, Friday at 2 o’clock. The overflowing, and although Chief of charging cf Mr. Sturtevant to the
Witham, Naoma Mayhew and Jessie
flower committee is Miss Margaret Police Chester Vose had been as j throwing away of an old toy. When
Hosmer.
Ruggles and Miss Rita Smith, signed to watch them, there was no j referring to certain maiden ladies
1 The canteen class went into ac
while those in ^harge of the food call for his services at any time. ! who had interested themselves in
tion by serving those on the ration
are Mrs. Edna Young and Miss The youngsters cheered the persons the discussion and the published
letters leading up to the meeting
ing tocard at the Congregational
Nellie Gardiner.
who spoke in their favor and main she stated that ‘“an old maid's chil
Lieutenant-General Brehon B. Somervell
parish house recently.
George E. Oilchrest, the town’s tained a respectful silence when aren are always said to be brought
At the IMethodist Church, Rev.
CitnuMuJir of tii,n U. A'Mtw/-Vervuo Of
genial tax collector has resigned an opposition speaker had the floor.
up best.”
Henry
Beukelman, pastor, worship
and has accepted a position at the
The meeting opened with the
Mrs.
Forrest
Stone
brought
out
Sunday
will be at 10 30*o’clock with
U. S. Naval Base, Rockland as election of Richard O. Elliot as
it was not in keeping with the
“Hardship and Suffering For a Pur
personnel man. Bids for collec moderator as has been the custom that
principles of democratic government
pose” as Mr. Beukelman’s theme.
tion of taxes for 1942 will be re in Thomaston town meetings for that the largest turnout for a town
The choir will shaie in the worship.
ceived by the board of selectmen many years past.
From sketch by James L. Burns
meeting in years should be for a
The evening service will begin at
He read the second article in the show like this rather than the seri
not later than Monday at 7 p. m.
7 o’clock and the subject cf the
warrant
which
called
for
the
elec

Miss Letitia Creighton went
ous business of the regular town
pastor
’s sermon wiil be “Building
I
Ihe
heme
of
«
her
son-in-law
and
Tuesday to Lake Mahopac, N. Y. tion cf a committee from the towns meeting held each March where the
a
Christian
Vocabulary.”
daughter,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
where she will be manager of the people to confer with the school officials, with whom the voters were
Community
Hospital: Miss Hazel
Priest.
board on the strike matter and to now finding fault were elected. She
Wooden Bowl Tea Room.
Next Sunday marks the 100th an Witherspoon has returned home;
what
instructions,
if
any,
the
vot

Kenneth Johnson of Ports
ft ft ft ft
stated that had the voters taken
niversary of the organization of the a daughter was born. May 9 to Mr.
mouth, N. H. spent Mother's Day ers would give the committee.
more interest in the election of a
' Baptist Church, and recognition cf and Mrs. Walter Reynclds of Rock
IJDA
G.
CHAMPNEY
Edwin
F.
Lynch
who
acted
in
the
with his mother, Mrs. James Car
school board, a situation such as
j that fact will toe made in all the land.
Correspondent
place of Marston Simmons, who was new exists could have been averted
ney.
Mrs. Walter Trecarten who passed
’ services on that day. At the 11a. in.
called
away
on
business
at
the
last
ft
ft
ft
ft
Mr. and Mrs. Orvel Williams
After a few moments in which
the
Winter in New Hampshire is
service,
Rev.
J
S.
Pendleton
execu

went to Togus Lake, Augusta moment gave a very clear talk and some of the ladies present had it
tive secretary of the United Bap at the home of her sister. Mrs. Percy
Tel. 2229
the
voters
of
the
town
could
have
Thursday, returning the same day
out verbally. Representative Wil
tists of Maine, as guest speaker will Hopkins.
accompanied by Mrs. William’s well rested there for he presented liam T. Smith presented a motion
deliver the anniversary sermon.
The library will be closed Monday
the
situation
the
same
as
it
stood
at
A
surprise
party
was
given
Sat

mother Mrs. Winfred Tabbutt and the end of the meeting after nearly for the election of a committee of
There also will be special music by and Tuesday for Spring cleaning
seven to confer with the school urday night fcr MLss Barbara Noyes the choirs of the Church. At the
her sister Miss Annie L. Bunker two hours of arguments.
Myrtle Banner Armstrong, 40,
board and find out just why Mr at the home of her sister Mrs. Al 7 p. m. service a history of the died Saturday. Funeral services
who will remain for a ivsit.
The
touched on Principal Sturte Sturtevant was “fired.”
bert Korpinen of Rockland. Miss church will be read and the pastor, were held from Good funeral heme
Mr. andi Mrs. Wilbur Strong, vant’s long and faithful service and
Miss Mary McPhail took the floor Noyes received many gifts. These Rev. C. V. Overman, will deliver the Monday and burial was in Thom
Walter Strong of Miami Florida the fact that when he first came to
and Mrs. iRuth Strong returned Thomaston High School he was and warned against shearing tlie attending were: Mr. and Mrs. By message.
The anniversary theme aston.
Wednesday after attending the fu able to bring order out of chaos, and school board of the power whien ron Rider, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Mo will be carried out also in the mid
Piano pupils of Mrs. Ruth Colle
rong.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fino
Harris,
Mr.
week service Thursday night. It is mer will present a Victory Program
neral services of Mrs. Strong’s was recalled, several years later, had been given it by election.
and Mrs. Aubrey Wentworth, Mr. hoped that many letters may be at the Episcopal Parish Hcuse, May
neice, Betty Warren in Water from Ellsworth, where he had The motion was passed and
and Mrs. Byrcn Haining, Mr. and leceived from former members of 22 at 4.30 o’clock. The public is in
committee
comprised
of
Edwin
F
ville.
taught after having resigned at
William T. Smith Frank Mrs. Martin Hamalainen, iMr. and tlie Church as well as non-resident vited.
The last meeting of the third Thomaston, to repeat the same Lynch,
Brown,
Percy
Williams, Fred Bum Mrs. Edward Noyes, Mr. and Mrs. members to be read at this service.
The Baptist Church School will
class home nursing course will be thing. He believed that he should ham, Mrs. Bertha
Hastings and Ben Morong, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Mrs Annie Deane has returned to convene Sunday at 9.45; worship
held Friday at 7 in the rooms over be retained as principal cf Thom Mrs. James Carney was
Payson,
Mrs.
Flora
Noyes,
Miss
appointed
Camden after spending a week with will be at 1 lo’clock. Music will in
the National Bank.
aston High School.
Beulah Barbour, Miss Virginia her nephew, Commander Howard clude an anthem by the Young
and elected in rapid order.
Capt. and Mrs. James Creighton
Taking up the qualifications of
Following much discussion, the Noyes, Miss Arlene Nelson, Ono
Peoples choir and a sclo by Robert
returned Monday after spending Mr. Cole and Mr. Lavender, he fa committee was directed by vote of Nelson and Albert Korpinen. Miss A. Tribou.
George
Crockett
resumed
his
du

Joy. Evening service of song and
the Winter in Miami and Fort vored the election of some other the meeting to confer with the Noyes left Thursday fcr Victorville,
Lauderdale, Fla. They also visited man as principal, other than Mr. school board and report to the town Calif., where she will become the ties at the postoffice Monday after message will be at 7 o’clock. Chad
avae class will meet at 8 o’clock.
their son John in Waterloo, Iowa. Cole, if the services of Mr. Sturte at a special town meeting to be bride of 2nd Lieut. Chester M. Ryer. a week’s illness
Prayer and praise service will be
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot K. Wash vant could not be had. He cited called as soon as the committee sen of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ryer of
Thursday at 7 p. m.
burn of Old Orchard- Beach are the short teaching experience cf was ready to report.
Rockport. Lieut. Ryer is now sta
Fourteen members were present
spehding a few days with Mr. and Stephen Lavender and the fact that
During the closing moments of tioned at Victorville Air Base.
at
the Mctor Corps meeting Tues
he
has
not
taught
for
several
years,
Mrs. Robert W. Walsh.
the meeting, State Commissioner of
day
at the Opera House, and close
Special
communication
cf
St
Edgar Libby, accompanied by feeling that he was using the teach Education Harry V. Gilson was Paul’s Lodge F.A.M. will be held
order
drill was held under the di
ing
position
as
a
stop
gap
in
his
in

Mrs. George H. Peters motored
called to the stand, and at the re
with work in the Entered
rection of Margaret Eckman. The
Saturday to Boston. Mrs. Peters surance business until the business quest cf the majority of voters tonight
blackout was discussed, suggestions
Apprentice degree.
remaining and Mr. Libby return picked up a little.
present told them just what could
and criticisms being offered for im
The
annual
mother
and
daughter
Several speakers voiced practical be dene under the circumstances
ing Sunday.
proving the wcrk. Lt. Dora Pack
banquet
of
the
Trytohelp
Club
was
ly
the
same
opinions,
altered
a
little,
It turned out to be just nothing.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will
ard makes a special request for all
held
Tuesday
at
the
BaptLst
vestry.
meet Wednesday afternoon. Busi perhaps, in seme respects as to the According to Mr. Gilson, the school
UNITED
members to be present at the next
The
tables
were
attractively
deco

manner
of
presentation.
board once elected and sworn into
ness meeting at 5; supper at 6,
meeting Tuesday as it is important.
Miss Christine Moore stated that office is a powerful group with wide rated with vari-colored candles and
STATES
with these housekeepers; Mrs.
She
also asks that they report
flowers,
with
pansy
boutonnieres
as
she
had
expressed
her
opinions
of
powers. Its decisions will stand,
Marie Singer, Mrs. Theodore
DEFENSE
promptly
at 7.30.
favors.
Following
the
covered
dish
the strike in a letter to The Cou unless they wish to rescind them,
Rowell, Mrs. Evelyn Perron, Mrs. rier-Gazette
At
the
monthly meeting of the
supper,
a
short
program
cf
reci

which
covered
her
BONDS
John Paulsen and Mrs. H. S. Kil views. She told the voters at large with the town voters having only tations appropriate to "Mother” was
Y.M.C.A. "ooard cf directors held
an appeal to the legislature.
born.
last night it was decided to hold
that they had placed the powers of
Mr. Gilson’s explanation of the given by these guest daughters, Ma
STAMPS
Mrs. Kenneth M. Roes went operation of the schools in the
the annual meeting June 3 at which
ricn
Lane,
Helen
and
Louise
Priest,
Wednesday to Portland to spend hands of the school board and that law dampened the ardor of the vot Nancy and Hope Cunningham,
time new directors will be chosen
the day with her brother Charles they should rely upon its judgment ers somewhat but they ordered the Judith Rhodes. Mrs. C. V. Over
This
meeting will also be the open
committee to find out why Styvie
W. Brown, enroute to Boston in the matter.
ing gun of a fund raising campaign
man read a one-act play, “The
was
fired
and
report
back
to
them
where she will call on MLss Helen
to paint and repair the building.
Wrong Package,” and group singing
Mrs. Ruth Wallace insisted on
| June 4, 5 and 6 will be tag days and
Stetson a patient at the New Eng knowing why it was that the schcol at the earliest moment.
was enjoyed. Next Monday night
all money raised will be ear-marked
land Deaconess Hospital.
the club will meet at the home of
board had chosen to ignore a peti
for paint and repairs.
A sedan with Pennsylvania tion from 230 signers in the town for
Mrs. Edith Buzzell.
Courier-Gazette
Want
Ads
Work
At a recent meeting of Pedigreed
number plates, driven by Mrs. H. the retention of Mr. Sturtevant and
Nelson Dale Rhodes, son of Mr.
Pedalers plans were made for sevL. Crosby of Philadelphia was in that if he could not be employed
and Mrs. Steward Rhcdes, enter Wondersl
collision with a truck, driven by that a teacher from out of town,
tained a group of friends Tuesday
Henry Erickson "Wednesday aft other than Mr. Cole be employed.
afternoon in observance of his third
ernoon, damaging the left front She asked this question repeatedly
birthday anniversary.
A color
mudguard of the truck and the throughout the meeting and could
scheme of pink and yellow was used
rigiht side of the sedan. The ac get no answer that satisfied her.
in the table* decorations and a large
Miss Rita Smith, who said she
cident occured in front of the Pub
birthday cake furnished the centerlic Library and was investigated
piece at the refreshment hour.
by State Police Offler Henry President of the Union Pacific
These present: Judith Rhodes.
Roper.
Betty Rhodes, Edgar Rhodes, Bar
Railroad for nearly 20 years. On
bara Rhodes, Billy Ingraham,
The Lincoln -Bcptist Association to New York City, Philadelphia,
Wendy Dew, Dennis Dew. and
meets in the Baptist Church at Washington, D. C., and Cleveland
Frederick Stoddard of Rockland.
Rockport Tuesday for an all day where she gave six Bible lessons
Others bidden but unable to be
session.
in three days at a conference with
present were Ann Ingraham and
A second town meeting in regard the Baptist Missionaries from the
Harold Crockett. Nelson was gen
to the school situation will be held Philippines. From there she went
erously remembered with gifts.
Wednesday at 7 p. m at Watts hall to New York City to speak to 12,000
when reports will be heard from the at the Day of Prayer, and to Tor
Frederick Lane has returned to
committee which conferred with the onto,
Hollis after spending the week-end
Canada
where
she
spoke
at
school board.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
We can all co-operate in the war effort by giving care and
Archie Hilton who was out on a banquet of 700 ladies of the
Harry Lane.
attention
to the things we now possess, thus making major re
parole from the State Prison, has Auxiliary of the Canadian Mining
placements
unnecessary. Take an inventory of your household
Miss
Roberta
Holbrook
was
at
been returned to the institution for and Metallurgy Association.
goods and come in and see our wide variety of victory aids that
home from Livermore Falls to
Then
she
went
to
Chicago
and
having threatened to kill his di
will help ycu SAVE WHAT YOU NOW HAVE!
spend the week-end with her par
vorced wife and children. He was Belzona, Miss, and back to St. Paul
ents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Holbrook.
brought back Wednesday by Gerald to be with Carl, Jr. on his birth
CAPE COD
CORNING SERVETTE
Among these from Hanbor Light
PROMOTED—Lieut. Col. Flor
S. Murch. State Police officer who day and also to visit with her son
Chapter
O.EJS.
who
attended
Visit

found Hilton hiding in the woods in Russell Gray who is helping to ence A. Blanchfield, assistant to ing Officers’ Night at Wiwurna
PICKET TYPE FENCE
build boats for the Government, Col. Julia L. Flikke, superinten
Wells.
Chapter,
Waldoboro
Tuesday
were
Thomaston’s
participation
in with headquarters at Deluth, Minn, dent of the Army Nurse Corps, Mrs. Amy Miller. Mrs Orra Burns,
the county-wide blackout Monday and to Rochester, Minn, again to
took a prominent part at the first Mrs. Louise Holbrook and Mr. and
was successful. Incidents were: an visit Dr. Gray's family at their
meeting of the A.N.C. in Wash Mrs. Russell Staples. Mrs. Staples
incendiary bomb fell at Dana’s, new home on “Sunny Slopes,” he
the station of Warder during
having
gone
with
10
doctors
of
ington recently. She served over filled
West End. major fire and one cas
the
conferring
of the degrees.
ualty; liquid poison gas at corner the Mayo Clinic of the Naval Unit
seas in. 1917-18 and since 1920
Miss
Hilda
Wall,
R. N. wh: is em
on
the
Pacific
Coast
at
Corona,
of Pleasant and Main; high ex
has had many stations, including ployed at the Saratoga Springs <N.
Complete Set 79c
plosive bomb at Leach's, major fire, Cal. where they turned a large
Beautiful glasses—12-oz. size.
Army hospitals in China and the Y.) Hospital is ^recovering at that
25 Feet in Roll
hotel
into
a
Naval
Hospital.
While
one casualty under wreckage; Gor
Suitable for cold drinks. Each
institution from a surgical opera
Philippines.
don Reed had a fallen aircraft waiting for this hospital to be
set of 6 in a cardboard carrying
tion performed last week.
$3.29
on his lawn, pilot killed; incen completed they went up the West
case.
•Steadfastness
an
Essential
Vir

Painted
white,
made from
ern
Coast
as
far
north
as
Seattle,
diary bomb at Tllson’s; time bomb
tue” is the theme on which Rev. F.
wood.
Most
attractive.
Use
at corner ol Green and Hyler Wash, and Corpus Christi, Texas
For Your Defense Garden
Ernest Smith, pastor of the Metho
streets. These incidents were ail on the South, then to the Central
around
flower
beds
or
on
a
HIGH
WHEEL
Call us for dist Church will speak at 11 o’clock
carried out during the blackout. part of the United States and on
border.
GARDEN CULTIVATOR
Sunday. At the 7 p. m. service the
There were three motor corps am to the Atlantic Coast. Five of the
tha low ash r*d-mark*d hard caal
theme will be “With Passion Thev
bulances and Davis ambulance 10 doctors sent out expect to be
Told the Story.” The week-night
DICTATOR LINE
which took care of the casualties in Boston this week and plan to
service
will
be
held
in
the
vestry
spend
the
week-end
with
Mrs.
Last chance to
after the all clear. After the com
at 7.30 Thursday night.
pletion of the blackout the entire Gray at Pleasant Point.
buy a real silk
In the Lewiston Journal maga
personnel met at Watts hall to
I
casting line, 25
In the Churches
zine section under date of April 11.
discuss same.
yards, black
Federated Church. Sunday School
appeared an excellent picture cf
Mrs. Catherine Smith of Vinal
the “Evelyn W. Hinkley” under
will
be
at
9-45;
worship
at
11,
sub

waterproof.
$3.49
haven is spending a few days with
which was the notation, “Evelyn W.
ject, “The Rock and the Sand”;
Complete with moldboard
SPOOL
Mr. and Mrs. James Carney.
Hinckley, four masted schooner,
plow, 2-inch and 4-inch shovel
The new fishing draggeT Growl anthem, “I Will Pray the Father”
built at Bath, Ca.pt. Ge:rge W.
and combined rake and sweop.
49c
er” will be launched from Gray’s by Lorenz. Evening service will be
Lane, skippen” Capt. Lane is a
at
7,
subject
“
On
Setting
Oneself
Boat Shop. Saturday at 1 o’clock.
ife-long and valued citizen of this
FLOOR SANDER TO LET
This dragger is 70 feet long, 1714 to Pray.”
town. He retired several years ago
St.
John's
Church.
9
a.
m.
Holy
foot beam and 9 feet 2 inch draft.
after a long and interesting experi
GARDEN SEED IN BULK—NEW FRESH STOCK
It was built for John Salvadore, Eucharist.
ence in sailing vessels. The picture
St.
George's
Church.
Long
Cove,
Fairhaven, Mass, and will go to
CHECK OUR LOW PRICES
was cne cf several used to illustrate
TEL. 255
New Bedford, Mass. A few years 2.30, Evensong.
a storv entitled “Capt. Joe York Re
Baptist
Church:
Sunday
'School
5
PARK
ST.,
ROCKLAND,
ME.
ago the late Jonah Morse of
calls Days of the Six Stickers and
Damariscotta built a 76 foot fish will be at 9.46; worship at 11, sub
Shipwrecks He Weathered.”
■
51-52
ject
"A
Divine
Presence
”
;
anthem
ing dragger for Mr. Salvadore.
Misses Gladys and Mary Tolman
“Panis
Angellcus”
by
Cesar
cf
Rockville are visiting their sister,
An Active Season
Franck, sung by the senior and
Mrs. Ernest Crockett, for a few days.
Mrs. Carl Gray arrived Tuesday junior choirs, Dudley Harvey,
Commander Howard A. Tribou,i
after spending the Winter thus: trumpeter, Beverly Kirkpatrick,
PAINTS • STOVES •KITCHENWARE
Medical Corps US.N. who has been 1
She .visited her son Dr. Howard pianist and Mrs. Grace Strout, or
" FORMt PLY VEAUE’S ”
''268
at his home on West street fcr ten ’
Gray in Rochester, Minn., then ganist; offertory “Andante Rehgiodays,
returned
Thursday
to
Portsj
to St. Paul to visit another gon so” by Phome. Christian Endeavor
44! MAIN ST.
RCCKLAND
mouth.
Carl Gray, Jr., and from there to meets at 6; church at 7, continua
her old home at Omaha. Neb. tion of the morning topic; soloist,
Mrs. C. R, Wheatley cf Cleveland,1
where the late Mr. Oray was Laverne Patterson.
Ohio is visiting for a few weeks at

ROCKPORT

yiCTORY
BUY

yiCTORY
private first class
troski of Fort Lyons vil
ents. Mr. and Mrs. L f
-Tuesday and Wednesdl

BUY
UNITED
STATES

DEFENSE

BONDS
AND

STAMPS

It will cost money to defeat our enemy aggressors.
Your Government calls on you to help now.

Pledge today to buy Defense Bonds regularly. Make
every pay day Bond Day by participating in the Pay
roll Savings Plan.
,
Bonds cost $18.75 and up. Stamps are 10/,25/,and up.

The help of every individual is needed.

‘

Do your part by pledging to buy your share every
pay day.

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Wondersl

James Moulaiscn. l:|

and Clarence Butler
over the week-end fitral "Electric School at

Mrs. Ella Hyland w.
the parish supper Iasi
Undercroft of St. Pet
Church. She was ass
Carrie Hcuse and Mi
Mirs. Ricihard T. E
sons, Tenney and Bar
are spending a week \
ents, Mr. and Mrs. L
Winter street. Her hi
Commander Spoffon
with the Navy, some’
pacific while she am |
returned to this con
their heme in Ma'.der.

Mr. and Mrs. Franc
have come from Nev
few intensive days
Summer work at tl|
Summer home on tht
above Cainden.

WAR NEEDS MONEY!

eral bicycle >rips during the com
ing weeks, the first to be Sunday
when, a supper excursion to Hos
mer’s Pond is scheduled The Mo
bile Canteen has offered to serve
supper at Harcld Corthell’s cottage
at 6.30. The cluib will leave Brown’s
Market at 5.45. It is necessary to
know in advance how many will
make the trip. Ethel Oliver or
Frank Leonard may be notified.
The Club will attend the morning
services Sunday at the old church
in Lincolnville Centre, having been
invited to attend by Robert Morris,
student pastor at the church. Serv
ices start at 11 and the bicyclists
will leave Camden at 9 o’clock from
Brown’s Market. A Sunday excur
sion to Islesboro is also being
planned in the near future, the
Pedalers having been offered the use
of a log cabin for a club room while
on the island.

Mr. and Mrs. Elmeil
pf Cambridge. Mass, i f
week at their Mirror 1

Mrs. H Nelson M
turns to her Portland
alter a week spent \
McLoons.

Beech stree|

Dougall received mui
tuition

while here am^

friends that till lit?
of Rockland as well a
Spencer

Foundatk

Individually
designt i
for all needs Mrs
tosh, 235 Broadway

ad'V.

ATTACK!
ATTACK!
ATTACK!

Visit Lucien K. C
second floor, 16 Schc
Fellows Block, City,
Coats and Cloth Coat
prices.

America's attacking on both the
fighting front and the home front
today!
We’re giving the Axis a bitter
taste of what's to come.
We’re fighting the inflationary
6th column that blows prices sky
high here at home, too.
And every one of us who saves
at least 10% of his pay in War
Bonds is an important soldier in
the attack!
' Join the attack yourself!

harmony
directed by you/

The masterly rendition of an
intricate symphony depends upon
every musician playing his part
correctly. Likewise, physical har
mony depends upon
the correct function
ing of each separate
organ in your body.

Discordant or ill-health re
quires the skillful direction o
your physician. Using the modern
facilities of medical research, he
will keep your body in
tune, and help you to

LUCIl
16 SCHOOL
N. B.

health harmony.

Phone

yiiDs

FOR YOUR

HOUSEHOLD GOODS

CORNER DRUG STORE, INC.
TEL. 378
MAIN AND LIMEROCK STREETS,

ROCKLAND, ME.

WHERE QUALITY AND ACCURACY PREVAIL

1 "

SAVE WHAT YOU NOW HAVE

A. P. Blaisdell

Mill N STH flRDUJH REo.

SELIm/^A

WANT'ADS

Tel

892

JKJ

Rtl

TODAY AND »

wahdis;
JC

X

u

X
c
NEW MARCH
AMERICA’S NI

California Jr. Syi
LATEST PARAMi

SUN.-MON

First impression! count. Good, bad or indifier*

eat, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make
first impressions.
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
classified instantly by the Appearance of your
name in the corner. Which is more impressive—
three lines of black type on a government tramped
envelope, or a ’’private” envelope with an attract*
ive design that ties in with your letterhead?
Let us figure on your next envelope order and
submit some’’corner card” ideas. We may be
able to save you some "voney, too.

BOB H01
MADELEINE

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

MARCH ON
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An Army Cadet
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' Tuesday and Wednesday.
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I Mrs. Seth Low returns to New
1
James Moulaiscn, Richard Fisher York after a busy week with many

and Clarence Butler w$re heme I friends and relatives in Rockland.
ve; the week-end from the Cen
tra: Electric School at Lynn, Mass. ! The annual meeting cf the ConI gregational Woman’s Association
t
Mrs. Ella Hyland was in charge of will be held Wednesday May 20 at
...e parish supper last night in the 3 o’clock’in the parlors. Devotions
Undercroft of St. Peter’s Euiscopal will be led toy Mrs. David Beech..
Church. She was assisted by Mrs. Tea will be served by Mrs. Clarence
Cai'ie Hcuse and Mrs Alice Soule. Munsey chairman assisted by Mrs.
Hervey Allen, Mrs. Roland Ware,
and Mrs. Joseph Emery, Sr. It is
Mr«. Richard T. Spsfford and requested that each committee
son- Tenney ar.d Barry of Hawaii chairman have a written repc-t of
are .-pending a week with her par- the work done by her committee
| ents Mr. and Mrs. Louis Pietroski, during the year, to be read at this
i Winter street. Her husband, Lieut, meeting. The nominating commit
t commander Spofford, is on duty tee consisting of Mrs. Carl Moran
I with the Navy, somewhere ln the chairman, Mrs. Esther Howard, and
! pacific while she and the children Mrs. Eva Hellier will present the
B returned to this country to make list of hew officers for the fuming
then home in Ma'.den, Mass.
year. Tffe would like to make this
a large meeting so everyone please
Mr and Mrs. Francis H. Bickford try and attend.
have come lrom New York for a
j few intensive days of planning
Mrs. Edgar Chapman of Stone
I summer work at their beautiful ham,
Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Everett
I Summer home on the Belfast road, Leiscomto and Mrs. Alice Sawyer of
D e Camden.
Bar Harbor and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Perkins of Northeast Harbor, were
Mrs. H. Nelson McDougall re in the city Saturday to attend the
turns to her Portland home Monday funeral services for Everett Hig
after a week spent with the John gins, formerly of Seal Harbor.
Mt Loons, Beech street. Mrs. Mc
Dougall received much social at
Mrs. Carrie Sherer Swett and son
tention while here among her many Charles, who have been spending
friends that still like to claim her the Winter in Florida, have returned
Rcckland as well as Portland.
home.

I
tnemy aggressors.
Ip now.
regularly. Make
at ing in the Pay-

re 10/, 25/, and up.

led.

»

\your share every

Spencer

Garments

Foundation

individually
designed;
supports
foi all needs. Mrs. Mona Mcln-

ti :i, 235 Broadway, Tel. 22-M.—
61*54

adv

'ACK!
iTTACK!
ATTACK!

4*

at their Mirror Lake cottage. ,

I

Y!

*

Sergeant Charles Barter of Fort
M and Mrs. Elmer S. Bird, 3d, Lyons, Portland Harbor, was heme
i ,,{ Cambridge, Mass, are spending a this week on a short furlough.

,V((

Vu.lt Iaicien K. Green & Son’s
second floor, 1C School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
prices.
9-tf

,
attacking on both the
front and tht home front

1

Our Splendid Line of

\

Richard Robarts was the guest of
friends in Camden during his
parents absence.
lb

Cloth Coats and Suits

Lieut. James P. Moran of An
dover, Mass., was guest Wednesday
of Miss Dorothy M. Sherman, Ma
sonic street. He w’as accompanied
here by Ralph M. Cowan, who was
the guest of his parents Mr. and
Mrs. H. C. Ccwan, Talbot avenue.

i

for Summer Wear has
been sharply reduced.

51250'

Tcnian Circle was entertained
Wednesday night at the heme of
Mrs. Levi Flint.

and upwards

dant or ill-health rehe skillful direction o'
sieian. Using the modern
uf medical research, he
will keep your body in
lime, and help you to
health harmony.

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
FURRIERS

16 SCHOOL ST,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 541

Phone 541 For Our Guaranteed Fur Storage Service.
Called For and Delivered

N. B.

Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gregory
have returned from East Braintree,
Mass., where they passed a few
days with relatives. They were ac
companied here by Mr. and Mrs. W
H. Oxtcn who will be their guests
for an extended visit.

Albert Larcombe and Mr. and
Mrs. Ardie M. Johnson have re
turned home after a delightful
week’s vacation in Elmia, N. Y.
They visited many points of in
terest, among which was the State
Park at Watkins Glen, N. Y.

To the Woman In
Need of a
Coat or Suit

[giving the Axil a bitter
|what s to come.
I fighting the inflationary
nn that blows prices iky
j at home, too.
kery one of us who saves
I 10% of his pay in War
an important aoldier in
Ik !
le attack yourselfl

LeRoy A. Bohn, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Frederick Bohn of Clarendon
street who is a member of the class
of Army cadets taking the basic
training flight course at Maxwell
Field, Ala. He recently completed
preliminary training at Worcester,
Mass, and was ordered to MhxweU
Field to continue the course of in
struction. He is a graduate of
Rockland High School in the class
of 1938 w’here he was prominent
in athletics, taking part in foot
ball, basketball and baseball.

Miss Jenzia Ccoley of Haddon
field, N. J., has been in the city this
week in the interests of the Ban
Leslie Dow has gone to Deer croft Schoci.
Island, called by the Illness of his
mother.
Mrs. Ernest Blackington of Ban
gor
was the week-end guest of her
MLss Katherine L. Keating, Me
chanic street, will entertain the mother, Mrs. Esther Howard, Ran
members of the Browne Club of the kin street.
First Baptist Church at her home
Private Fred Hartt of New York
tonight.
who ia stationed' at Dow Field,
Mrs Charles E. Gross of Ellsworth Bangor is a week end. guest ot
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Harriet Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred Knight.
L. Merriam. Park street.
Elmer Trask has recently un
dergone a successful surgical op
eration at Knox Hospital.

Good News

* -«.

Pvt. Maynard R. Wiley, is visit
ing his wife (Mary Richards) while
on 10 day furlough from Charles
ton Army Airport, Charleston, S. C.
Mrs. Corinne Edwards and Mrs.
Susie Lamb were in charge of the
covered dish supper served by the
Rounds Mothers’ Class in the Con
gregational vestry Wednesday niglit

Members cf the Opportunity Class
of the First Baptist Church met
Wednesday afternoon
in the
church parlors for a tacking bee.
rt£P'

inc.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Miss Mildred Gillette, who has
opened her ccttage at Glenmere,
was in the city today to meet her
sister, Mrs. Edward Wheaton of
Lexington, Mass., who is also down
__r a long Summer enjoyment cf
their delightful new home.
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PREVAIL

<3»ARK
ROCKLAND

TONIGHT

TODAY AND SATURDAY

“COUNTRY STORE”

ian be

GRAND AWARD

TODAY A SATURDAY

Mrs. Anne Dean Marriner cf
Portland spent the week-end with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. O.
Dean. Mrs. Marriner recently re
signed her position with the Worn
Projects Administration to take a
Civil Service appointment in the ac
counting Division at the U. S. Navy
in Portland. Mr. Marriner has en
listed in the United States Navy
and is a yeoman in the Navy
Recruiting Office, Postcffice Build
ing ln Boston.

NOW SHOWING
TWO HITS

Chap. > Dick Tracy vs. Crime, Inc
SUNDAY ONLY
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d or inHiffipfu
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NANCY KELLEY
RICHARD GREEN
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Plus
“YOU’RE IN THE ARMY NOW”
JIMMY
PH^
DURANTE
SILVERS

MAJOR *
OWES’*

SUN.-MON.-TUES.
,

»

BOB HOPE j.
MADELEINE CARROUI
NW****!*
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Plus
DONALD DUCK CARTOON
MARCH ON AMERICA
LATEST PARAMOUNT NEWS

POWER

SON OF*
FURY

Btowoe
,W

Forty-five years of pastoral la
bors, the last 32 of which were
spent in Pittsburg and Cleveland,
came to a close a little more than
a year ago, when Rev. Dr. WUliam
J. Hutchison resigned from the
Boulevard Church ’ in Cleveland to
heed the demands of ill health.

7L
On The Screen
GUY KIBBEE
‘SCATTERGOOD RIDES HIGH*

I

|

E,
u A4d«,
I MARCH OF TIME

NO. 8
■ ‘THE ARGENTINE QUESTION’
■sUNDAYH^FjrHOjjR 6

The rebuilding of the physical
structures of the world after the

a number of

current orgy of destruction

will

i present mankind with the greatest construction problem man Jias
' had to deal with of all the ages,
Hint for delightful luncheon or
supper dish: 1 can shrimps, 15
pound boiled ham minced. 1 can
chicken soup, *.5 onion minced
very fine, 2 cups cooked rice (hot
and dry) 115 tablespoons butter,
salt, pepper. (Brown ham and
onion together in butter. Add hot
rice and soup. Season, then add
shrimp and simmer until boiling
hot and serve at once with a vege
table salad. Serves four good
helpings.

friends through its columns he has come

made during their annual visits to know many others who abide
tlons to this locality. There's an here, and to form a renewed af
other doctor In the Hutchison fection for his adopted home.
family—their daughter. Dr. Eliza
He takes a philosophic view of
beth Hutchison, wno will come the war situation. “We are going
down to Vinalhaven sometime to win when we get going strong,”
this season, if conditions permit. he declared. “The enemy is go
While in Florida Dr. and Mrs. ing to crumple, and perhaps much
Hutchison made it a special sooner than we expect.”
How
w
t d
f
The Hutchisons also like Florida ', ° you ran oe to drop a few
point to visit Fruitland Park. Fla.,
where they were guests of Frank and exipect to become permanent JracU ln the enemy countries
th something like this: “Note
H. Whitney, formerly of Rockland, * residents of Winter Haven.
invaders: Beware of this coun
try of America. Our fool drivers
COLSON-GEROW
Percy Colson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
killed over 40,000 and crippled
Leforest M. Colson cf Rockland, and
,
1.360.000 last year alone when they
Miss Mildred Gerow, both of Rock
,
were
not even trying. Better
land, were married Saturday eve
ning at their home on Gay street
Some Timely News Which | leave this country alone.”
• • • •
place, Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
Pertains To the Local
officiating.
Pershing’s Auto Number
Organizations
Routine
disclosures tliat Army
Miss Gertrude Waite of Ports
Registration
No. 17-561 has been
mouth, N. H., is in the city.
Morning Glory Troop
Issued to a light sedan assigned to
In the absence of the patrol the 503rd Parachute battalion at
!£ tn.l.flrL^?S„SL“1C*ni "Ltoxfcs at the meeting thia week. Fort Benning, Georg.a, recalls that
Park street, have announced the Mrs. W. Seymour Cameron was in
that was the number of the car
engagement of their daughter, Jose charge.
Jean Bailey was admitted used by General John J. Pershing
phine Rosalie, to Joseph Patton
a new member. Jean and her as commander of the A.EF. In
Bailey, Jr., sen of Mr. and Mrs. as
mother.
Mrs. Vera Warner, gave France almost a quarter of a cen
Joseph P. Bailey of Salt Lake City,
Utah. Miss Pellicani is a graduate the Scouts an interesting account tury ago.
• • • •
of Rockland High Schoci and is of the air raid1 on Pearl Harbor,
They
also
described
the
birds,
fish,
employed by the New England Tele
A minister, seeking new tires,
phone & Telegraph Company. Mr. flowers, insects and also the food turned to the Scripture for support
Bailey is a member of the United which the natives eat at Hawaii.
“Go ye into the world and
States Coast Guard, at present at Mrs. Warner played the ukelele preach the Gospel . .
he quoted
tending a petty officers’ schcol in and Jean did hula dances, both in a letter to Mark McGee, ration
Mrs. Warner and Jean being ing administrator.
New York.
graduates from a dancing school.
McGee, too, turned to the Scrip
were also played on an tures to support his refusal:
Mrs. Ada Payson entertained Numbers
Hawaiian guitar. Many
“I will saddle me an ass . . .”
members of Ruth Mayhew Tent electrical
things
of
interest were shown the
• • • •
daughters of Union Veterans Wed troop, such
as
gourds
to
dance
nesday afternoon and evening at
Did you ever notice that a per
her home. A dandelion green sup with and pieces of bamboo, a doll son. ' especially a woman with
per was served. Present were Mrs. in complete Hawaiian costume and abounding health, can hardly avcid
Maud Cables, Mrs. Jennie Pietrcski. Chinese chop sticks and hat. It looking well. Some of course feel
Mrs. Blanche Shadie, Mrs. Carrie was ah enjoyable meeting and the the need of a clean up and paint
House, Mts. Allie Blackington, Mrs. scouts were highly appreciative.
up.
• a • •
• • • •
Inez Packard. Mrs. Susie Karl, Mrs.
The Beaverette Brownies are
Bessie Sullivan, Mrs. Lina Carroll.
Well, well, well! Three holes in
Mrs. Lizzie French, Mrs. Lizzie Mur making interesting diaries of^the the ground and what are they?
ray and Mrs. Bessie Haraden. Spe things they do at home.
Get well, keep well, look well.
• • • •
cial guests present were Mrs. Hattie
• • • •
Davies, Mrs. Ella Overlock, Mrs.
Troop 5 of the Brownies, Mrs.
Healthy and sizeable wood piles
Anne Foley, Mrs. Eva Pease and Marguerite Perry and Mrs. Evelyn that Maine folks are more and
Mrs. Beulah Larrabee.
Cameron leaders, had a May more turning to. make minds com
party at their meeting Thursday. fortable this year. I noticed a
The brownies fashioned their own huge cne on Broadway.
• • • •
crowns. They selected Glennice
Thompson
Queen
of
May
as
her
The
w:se
ones
say that sea gulls
YOUR OWN
birthday comes this month, and which always fly inland ahead of
she acted as guest of honor at the raiding planes, are thus a valuable
meeting. She was greeted with warning note to defenders of Eng
the song “Happy Birthday To You” land’s coast and will be here.
• • • •
and each of the scouts performed
Lend your country 10% ol your pay
Metal is mined in more than half
some kind of a stunt for the en
or have the Naaia and Japa take
tertainment of the Queen. Punch of the counties of the State of
(not borrow) 100%l
and
cookies were served and then Utah and .new sources are still
That’s whet we end every one ol
the brownies left by the way of being turned up.
us lace today!
Victory or deleatl
the Magic Tunnel.
Buying War Bonds or selling our• • • •
A good motto for today: “Sit
aelves into slavery I
alert
and stand prepared.”
It is suggested that as many as
Getting tough with ourselves or
• • • •
possible see the Walt Disney movie
getting taken by the Asia!
Yes, ’tis true:
Your quota—and everybody’s quo
“Dumbo” over the week-end.
ta—ia 10% of wages or income
“From the time we’re bom
•
•
•
•
saved in WAR BONDS and
Until we ride in a hearse
STAMPS I
The next meeting of Troop 5
There
’s never a time
Join America’s all-out offensive
Brownie Scouts will be held at
That
couldn’t be worse.”
.. . increase your WAR BOND sav
Murray Whalen’s residence. Cen
ings to at least 10%—NOW I
So, cheer up all who pull long
ter
street,
and
will
be
an
outdoor
Get the details from your employ
faces and brighten the comer you
er. bank, poet office or other WAR
meeting,
weather
permitting. occupy. Thus the persons you
BOND sales agency . . . TODAY!
Members are asked to meet at the meet will find more to help them
home of Mrs. W. Seymour Cam in case they are in trouble.
eron, 289 Broadway, and proceed
D • • •
Julius Caesar is a special officer from there with the leaders.
Clipped
from
State Chat in the
• • • •
in a residential district of Houston,
Lewiston Journal and I agree with
■A successful rummage sale was her and compliment the club:
Texas.
held at the Mansfield store Sat
“It is no surprise that Mrs.
urday by the combined troops x of Mary Perry Rich has just been re
Scouts.
elected president of the unique
POSITION WANTED
Educational club at Rockland. She
As PMtoT Cook ia Boys’. Girls’ or
has led this large group of men
e it it
Adult Camp. Best of references.
and women for a long time, with
programs that have sustained in
MRS. M. G. GRAY, 6 Brooklyn St.,
MAKE
terest.”
• • • •
Waterville, Maine.
51*62
EVERY
When I was recently in New
York I was taken to see the gal
lant Normandie and it was a trag
PAYDAY
ic sight indeed. To think of that
great ship that was known to have
had the finest fire-detecting and
fire-fighting system ever installed
I Can Use a Few More
on any ship the world over. Now
j Philadelphia leads the nation in who. pray, is responsible for this
i
Marble Top Tables
the number of single family houses shiftless carelessness that would
permit this greatly needed ship to
with 364,457 at the last census.
Old Parlor Furniture^
be ruined by fire? What has hap
i
Lamps, Etc.
Try a can of “Slick", the slickest pened to public service at a time
dire need? This is just one of
all purpose cleaner in town. Cleans of
the tragic sacrifices which must
walls
and
paint
like
magic.
At
W. J. FRENCH
be endured because of the lack of
; Iff HIGH ST„
CAMDEN, ME- your Sunoco dealers.—adv.
Jgrsighted and clear thinking men
45Ftf
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette. at the helm. • • • •
Some persons are known for
their good deeds, others for their
mortgages.
• • • •
A brilliant gentleman of Rock
land’s business street suggests this
one':

Girl Scout Trails

quota,

is IO%f

★ ★ ★

Wreaths, Sphtys, Baskets, Pillows;

Crosses, Mounds, Etc.
We Rave a Complete Line As Usual, On Display
At Onr Shop

We will make up any special piece at no extra cost

MOODY’S FLORAL DESIGNS
TEL. 12-12.

The names in the appended list
are of men from Knox County who
are now in the armed forces of the
United States after having passed
■ threugh the local Selective Service
' Board. Some have enlisted and the
remaining ones have been Induct
ed. Theie is nc difference in the
status of an enlisted man who was
inducted from that of the men who
enlisted. They are in the Army and
serving together.
The list will be continued as rap
idly as it can be compiled and will
include all men frem the county
who are now ln the service. Men
whe were in the service prior to the
inception of the draft system, mav
,be missed and The Courier-Gazette
would be glad to publish their
names if turned into the office.
Michael Arico, Camden. Ind., Nov.
22. 1940.
Ralph Edgar Dyer. Washington,
Ind., Jan 13, 1941.
Herbe’t Martin Pendleton Thom
aston Ind. Jan. 13, 1941.
Hadlev Bedfield Mii.er, Lawry
(Friendship) Ind., Jan. 13. 1941.
Ralpn Earl Hcpka<s. Rockland
Ind. Jen. 13. 1941.
Kenneth Lloya Cru’.e, Cushing,
Ind., Jan J3. 1941.
Albeit Lewis Clark, Camden, Ind
Feb. 12, 1941.
Oscar Charles Simpson. Crieha
ven, Ind. Feb. 24, 1941.
Russell Linwood Simpson, Crie
haven. Ind. Feb. 24. 1941.
Harold Lercy Mitchell, Rockland.
Ind., Feb. 24. 1941.
Heber Clayton Farrar, West
Washington, Ind., March 15. 1941.
Clayton Ernest Ycung, Matini
cus Plantation, Ind. Marcli 15. 1941.
Merton Barrett Haskell, Rock
land. Ind. March 15, 1941.
LaForesl Vernon Eeverage, North
Haven, Ind.. March 15, lf*41.
Charles Edwin Smith. Thomaston,
Ind., March, 15, 1941
Geo ge Sherwood Hall, Thomas
ton, Ind. March 15, 1941.
William Burkley Mitchell, Bur
kettville, Ind. March 15, r«tl.
Ernest Charles Rose. Union, Ind.
March 19, 1941.
Charles Emery. Jr. , Rockland,
Ind., March 19, 1941.
Donald Glidden Pcole. Vinalha
ven, [March 29. 1941.
Robert Hazen Heald, Unicn, April
11. 1941.
Curtis Martin Payscn. Unicn. In.
April 11, 1941.
George Westerly Moody, West
Rockport, Ind. June, , 1941.
Austin Herbert Leach, South
Union. June 26. 1941. ,
Samuel Hiram Beverage. North
Haven, Ind., June 26, 1941.
Harley James Mcrrisson, Camden,
Ind., June 26. 1941.
Eugene Harvard Burgess, Vina’haven. Ind.. June 26. 1941.
Alfred Theodore Kiskella, Rock
land. Ind., June 26. 1941.
Wilbur Abbot. Rockland, Ind.
June 26, 1941
James Kenneth Blake, Unicn.
Ind, Aug. 4, 1941.
Norwood Rock Beve-idge, Cam
den, Ind. Aug. 4. 1941.
Evans Parker Grant. Rockport,
Ind., Aug 4. 1941.
Abraham Small, Rcckland. Ind.
Aug. 4. 1511.
Clarence Edward Waterman, Jr.
North Haven, Ind., Aug. 4. 1941.
John Russell Harlow, Rockland,
Ind, Aug. 4. 1941
Owen Edward Dyer, Vinalhaven,
Ind., Aug. 4, 1941.
Maynard James Bray, Owl’s Head,
Ind., Aug. 4, 1941.
Irving Wendell Blackman, Rock
land, Ind., Aug. 4. 1941.
Bernard LeRcy Roberts, Rock
land, Ind.. Ang.4, 1941.
Harry Chadbourne Richards Jr.,
Camden, Ind, Aug. 4 1941.
Benjamin Henry Benson, Cam
den, Ind., Aug. 4, 1941.
Earl Hurd Deane, Rockport, Ind.
Aug. 4, 1941.

Hospital
The operating room of the Knox
County General Hospital, Wednes
day afternoon was the scene of an
unusual occurrence for a room
ordinarily used for the perfor
mance of surgical operations. The
occasion was the presentation of
a General Electric clock to the
Hospital, for the operating room,
by the Rockland Lions Club.
The club was represented by
Lions Jackson. Kenyon, Samuel
Savitt. and Ingraham, and there
were also present Miss Ellen Daly,
superintendent of the hospital;
Miss Mildred Chandler, R. N., in
charge of the operating room. MLss
Priscilla Powers, student nurse,
and Lucius E. Jones.
Frank H. Ingraham, a past
president of the club, told “the
story of the clock," the idea orig
inating with Miss Lucinda S.
Young. R. N.. who spoke about it
to one of her former patients, a
Lion, who presented the matter to
the club, resulting in contributions
being made by members, so that
the clock, with some special fea
tures, was Installed April 28. H. P.
Blodgett and) L. E. Jones, of the
Central Maine Power Company
co-operated with the Lion9 Club.
Miss Daly, and Miss Chandler, m
the selection of the clock and in
determining its location on the
wall of the room. Theodore M.
Strong did the electrical work.
Mr. Ingraham mentioned the
Inspiration to those new carrying
on the work of the hospital, and
particularly in the operating room,
of the lives and service of those
who had preceded them, but now
passed on. as surgeons, physicians,
superintendents of the hospital,
nurses, and others, mentioning Dr.
Rowland J. Wasgatt, a Lion,
thcugh not identified with thi>
hospital; Dr. Frederick B. Adams,
"beloved physician,” for many
years in the community, and) con
nected with the hospital in its
earlier days, and Dr. William Ellingwood. generous and most high
ly esteemed, who had so often op
erated in tliat room, and witli his
surgical ability had brought heal
ing to many.
Mr. Ingraham regretted that
not only was Miss Young unable to
be present, but that Mrs. H. P.
Blodgett, a former superindendent
of the hospital, could not be there
by reason of another engagement.
He mentioned Miss Donovan, who
was superintendent of the hos
pital for nine years, and paid
tribute to Miss Daly’s long and
faithful service as superintendent.
Mr Ingraham said that further
inspiration could be found ln the
letters that indicated the make of
the clock. “G. E„” when one
thought of them as standing for
the words. ‘“God Enables.” Doubt
less few operations were iperlormed
without prayer, though not audible
in the operating room, but at least
from the lips cf those dear to the
one requiring surgery.
An invisible power moves the
hands of the clock, and so an in
visible Power, God, though un
seen, likewise moves the hands of
surgeons, nurses, and those assist
ing. when operations are perfoimed. Therefore, let us remem
ber that “God Enables,” through
keenness of brain and' skilful and
dexterous movements of hands,
the surgeons and assistants to
perform their God-given tasks.
Lendon C. Jackson, Jr., King
Lion of the Rockland Club, then
presented the clock, anu it was
accepted on the part of the hos
pital by Miss Daly, as superinten
dent, and Miss Chandler, in
charge of the operating room,
with gracious and appropriate
words of appreciation. Rev. Er
nest Ogden Kenyon, of the Lions
Chib. Rector of St. Peters Episco
pal Church, then offered prayer.
The exercises were concluded by
the Lions’ roar, by the Lions
present.

BABBIDGE-OSTASZEWSKI
Charles A. Babbidge, son of Mr
and Mrs, Adelbert L. Babbidge of
Rockland, and MLss Mary Ostaszewskl of Stamford, Ccnn., daughter cf
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Ostaszewski,
were married in Rockland, April 30,
Rev. J. Charles MacDcnald offi
Pneumatic lift rafts, carried ln
ciating. The couple was attended
by Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth M. Dag planes for emergency water land>gett.
Ings, contain 29 pounds of rubber.

BOND DAY

FOR MEMORIAL DAY

JiEKNFY

' -NOERS
IKANbtS IARMfR
RODDY Mr J0WA' :
PARR'; i
‘

Local Service Board

Yet he bore a rugged appearance
when he reached Rockland Tues
day night, bound, with Mrs. Hutch
ison. for their Summer home at
Vinalhaven, both very happy In
the prospect of spending their
20th season at one of the prettiest
Summer homes to be found in
that locality so rich in them—the
Penobscot Bay region.
Fresh from their Winter sMourn
at Lakeland, Fla., near Winter
Dr. Hutchison has been a read
Haven, they were guests over er of The Courier-Gazette ever
night at the Copper Kettle, where since he came to this section, and
they met

A Clock Presented

Partial List of Knox County Gift of Rockland Lions Club
Men Who Have Passed
Is Dedicated At Knox

and Mrs. Bertha Raymond of
Vinalhaven, friends whom they
had met during their visits to the
island.*
Or. Hutchison is a native of
Belmont County. Ohio, and his
principal pastorates have been in
Washington. D. C., Pittsburg and
Cleveland.
At Vinalhaven his eye was at.tricted V'the'^ld‘Newbert “farm.
about a mile from the village, and
there he has dwelt most happily.
working in a vegetable garden.
and matching a power mower as
it levels the greensward on his
three-acre lawn. This year he is
going to add berries to his vege
table products.

Antiques Wanted

s?

Tfctrtortirfky
HO RAfflff
__
_ _
T eirTMtrc
NEW MARCH OP TIME
AMERICA’S NEW ARMY
California Jr. Symphony Orch.
LATEST PARAMOUNT NEWS

In The Armed Forces

THE HUTCHISONS HAVE COME
Happy ln the Prospect Of Beginning Twentieth
Season At Vinalhaven

Private first class Thomas PieMiss Evelyn Willis is on a week’s
I tro'ki rt Port Lyons visited his par vacation from the office of Snow
ent- Mr. and Mrs. Louis Pietroski Shipyards Inc.

UY
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“One nation indivisible

With gasoline and sugar for all.”
• • • •
What is this remembered from
way back in youthful days about
the bad penny that always re
turns? Over in Harpswell they
have unearthed a 1748 English
nun Mti
di u m law haal.
penny where once grew and flour-,
UHT HT IF I
i ished .the Damarin Mansion built
NATIONAL COTTON WIIK MAY 18 TO M
’ before the War of King William
rin this happy land. Wonder if 346 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLANL. ME.
(lt is not worth its weight ln gold
____ _ .
MAIL ORDERS FILLED AT THESE PRICES
‘ today?
EndiSnXJ^Con,.
Plus Smnll Charge for Postage
• • ••
I

UNION. ME.
52* it

Top: WhiH buck and
tan alatticisad »pa<tator.Cavarad cwban
haal. Alta In white
bach and patent, in
high and caban
baal.
Ripht: White back
and tan elattieixed
HT I. S WH
tlip-an pump. Modi■ HIS Iffll
am round too, mo

'

Traveler: “Say, Mr. is this whit
you call a high-class town?”
“Sure.
They even have two
bread lines—one for white and one

rvo ”

EMDICOIT ^JOHNSON

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette. PrMav. Mav 1*.
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CH U RCH ESI

HIGH SCHOOL NEWS
By the Pupile

were defeated May 8, at SchofieldWhite Park by the Warren softball team 27-18. This was the
first league game for both teams,
but the Rockland girls are deter, in future games.
• • ••
Marie Dodge of the Senior shortmined to make a better showing
j hand class and Adelaide Hooper
j of the office practice class assisted
, Principal Blaisdell in the office
this week.
• • • •
Thcmaston girls had to forfeit
their softball game to Rockland,
Monday afternoon, because of the
strike which deprived them of
their practice.
• • • •
The Senior High Assembly
Tuesday morning consisted of a
movie ‘“The Road of Tomorrow,”
which was shown through the
courtesy of the Esso dealers. It
proved to be very interesting to
the students. The devotions were
led by Vina Delmonico. — Leona
Grindle.
• • • •
At the Junior High assembly,
Wednesday
morning,
Margaret
Steeves
introduced
Charles
Jillson
• • • •
! who spoke briefly upon the need
Senior members of the classical of boys and girls to sign up and
and Latin-scientific courses have i help with this season’s harvest in
been taking University of Maine the National Defense Program.
examinations this week.
' Principal Blaisdell also spoke up• • • •
' on the same subject following
Dudley Harvey has composed which two films, one on the Maine
the music for the Senior class ode. Blueberry Industry and one relat
• • • •
ing to the history of canning foods
Horatio Cowan treated all the were shown. Margaret Steevs also
teachers on the gas rationing to led the devotional exercises.
Fro-Joy ice cream Wednesday
• • • •
night.
The Junior Business' Training
• • • •
RHjS. had two entries in the classes, who have been studying
U. of M. Speaking Contest which banking, visited the First National,
was held Friday, April 24. They Knox County Trust Company, and
were: Milton Wooster in the Hu Rockland Savings Bank this week.
morous Reading division and ; Many interesting and helpful
Douglas Perry in the Original Ora points were demonstrated and dis
tion division. Dorothy Peterson cussed including safe deposit box
was to speak. in the Extemporan es, time combinations, ventilators
eous Speaking division, but was in vaults, and the unusual ceiling
picturing coins in the First Na
unable to attend the contest.
• • • •
tional. Samples of bank forms
Altogether 100 people from va and booklets were also received.
rious schools frcm all over the The groups and their teacher,
State competed. The seven main Mrs. Spear, wish to express sin
groups were: Serious Reading, Hu cere thanks to the officers and
morous 'Reading, Extemporaneous personnel of the banks for maktrips possible.—Lloyd
Speaking, Original Orations. Group ' ing the
Discussion. Radio Speaking, and Snowdeal' and Muriel Adams.
• • • 9
Interpretative
Reading.
These
seven divisions were divided into
Much admiration is being ex
several different groups. Milton pressed over the big cup on dis
Wooster placed sixth in a group play in the window of J. F. Gregory
of 10 and 'Douglas Perry placed Sons Co. which symbolizes the
third in a group of seven.
State Championship won by our
• • • •
Thespians at Bowdoin College a
While there, the Rockland rep few weeks ago.—Muriel Adams.
resentatives stayed at the Alpha
Mr. Smith announces that the
Tau Omega fraternity house.
semi-finals for girls in Sophomore
• • • •
Public Speaking is to be held
The Rockland softball lassies Tuesday, and for boys, Wednesday.
New Cumulative Records, sent
by the State Department of Edu
cation, for each pupil in Senior
and Junior High have been filled
out this week and filed in Prin
cipal Blaisdells office. The infor
mation has been written on the
cards by Leona Grindle, Betty
Clough, Evelyn Gray, Estelle
Jackscn, William Burns, Vivian
Falla, Charles Huntley, Dorothy
Carlson and Howard Edwards. —
Leona Grindle.
• • • •
Office boys this week have been
Clayton iDennison, Lloydl Snow
deal, Hazen Sa/wyer. Albert Payson, Robert Nash, Harold Payson,
Dale Lindsey, and Alvin Norton.
- • • •
principal Blalsdell has an
nounced the addition of possibly
three new courses in next year’s
curriculum: an elementary course
in aeronautics, a course in mah’ne shop work, and a course in
istributive education in the comlerclal department. The latter is
incerned
with
merchandise
owledge and sales training reyed through actual work in
es in conjunction with class

GUARDIANS
QF OUR COAST

SERMONETTB

What onr lightkeepers and
eoastguardsmen are doing to
protect coastwise shipping by
day and by night The day*i
news from many lonely out
posts along Maine's waterfront

FOOT OF THE CROSS
A Meditation and a Speculation

As Lent drew toward lt^ close,
a man broke into the parish
house of the Immanuel BaptLst
Church. He found himself Ln
the primary class room, the
most attractive of the many.
PORTLAND HEAD
The transom was open into the
Mr. and1 Mrs. Fred Sterling and
trustees’ room. Standing on
son Peter of Bath called Sunday one of the little chairs, he
on the Sterlings.
reached up and grasped the
A recent caller at the heme of wooden frame of the transom
W. C. Dow in Portland was F. O. and lifted his body up. He was
a large man and left the full
Hilt.
print
of his big hand. His
Mrs. R. T. Sterling was guest
weight 'bent and broke the
at the home of her son Robert In
brass mechanism that operated
South Portland last Friday and
the window. When he dropped
Saturday.
inside, it tore off the oak finish
Arthur Harlow who has been
and with it the piaster. He
confined to his home under the
broke into moat of the rooms
care of a doctor, with a nurse ln
and into the Byron Greenough
attendance, is out again and called Chapel. Somewhere he cut his
on the gang Sunday.
hand badly for his blood
R. T. Sterling was In Portland
stained the beautiful pulpit
Monday.
Memorial Bible.
He forced his way into most
W. C. Dow recently called on
of the many class rooms doing
the crowd.
Mrs. R. T. Sterling was in Port considerable damage, and fin
land Monday to consul her doc ally into the church. He left
many bloody prints. The po
tor. She was accompanied by
Mrs. Hilt, the latter doing a little lice doubted their ability to
dust these finger prints and
shopping.
felt they oould do nothing. They
All car owners were out to reg
ister for gasoline Tuesday Wed did exactly that—nothing.
When this desecrator of holy
nesday or Thursday. Here we go
again but not for “far" after the places found himself in the
great church itself he was in
freezing hour.
the altar between the com
Saturday night while Mrs. Hilt
munion
table and the 'baptistry,
was listening to the sports editor
and direetty in front of the
he gave out the news that Graham
beautiful brass cross.
What
MeNamie had just diedi—that voice
so familiar. Radio listeners will were his thoughts? He grasped
it in his wounded hand, and
miss hearing a great announcer.
his blood1 streamed down and
How often we have said, “Philips
stained its sides He remained
Carlin or Graham McNamee,
at the foot cf that cross some
which is it?" We would) make a
time as there was quite a pool
guess and then wait to hear the
of blood beneath.
Was he
sign off, and get the name.
ashamed’ and penitent? We
shall never know that. Did he
The finals take place early in the
think God. like the police, could
following week.
do nothing?
• • • •
That would depend) on the
The National Thespian Society is attitude of his own soul. An
holding a special meeting tonight
other thief hung beside the dy
at 7.30 for the particular purpose
ing Christ, in penitence and
of reporting on the trip to the New
out of his agony, he cried,
England Festival the U. of M.
“Lord remember me when you
Speaking Contest, and the Broad
come into your kingdom.”
way play recently seen by its
And the Master said, “This
members.
It is exipected that
day shalt thou be with me in
among individual honors conferred
paradise.”
at this time a certificate award
Many a sinner has found
of excellence in dramatics will be
salvation at the foot of the
presented the troupe by The Na- , cross. What happened in this t
tional Thespian Society.
case will never be known, but it
• • • •
is known that the Cross of Jesus
The band mothers will serve a
Christ is the power of God for
banquet Friday evening at 6.30 for
salvation.
the boys of the band.
—William A. Holman

“Mortals and immortals”' is the
subject of the Lesson-Sermon that
will be read in all Churches of
Christ, Scientist on May 17. Tlie
New* Items from all ef the Pa
Golden Text is: “They that art
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
after the flesh do mind the things
here.
of the flesh; but they that are
after the Spirit the thing* of the
Knox Pomona meets Saturday Spirit” (Romans 8:5). The cita
with Georges Valley Grange, Apple- tions from the Bible include the
ton. Guest speaker will be County following passages: “Man that is
Agent Ralph Wentworth who will born of a woman is of few days,
discuss garden topics. Other pro and full of trouble. He cometh
gram numbers planned are: Vccal forth like a flower, and is cut1
solo, Paul Simpson of Thomaston; down: he fieeth also as a shadow,
reading, Ida Goss, Union; piano and continueth not. (Job 14: 1-2).
• • • •
solo, Ada Simpson of Thomaston:
remainder of program by host
“Putting The Church On The
Grange.
‘Must’ List,” will be the subject
• • • •
of Dr. Lowe’s sermon at the Uni
Maple Grange of North Waldo versalist Church Sunday morning
boro observed neighbors’ and offi at 10.40, soloist Miss Lotte Mc
cers’ night Thursday. Officers of Laughlin.
The Church School
Goodwill Grange, South Warren, will meet with the adult congre
Seven Tree cf Union Meenahga of gation for children's story and
Waldoboro and Progressive of nursery department for younger
Winslow’s Mills filled the chairs. children during the service of
Norman Whitehill, master of Good worship. The YP.C.U. will hold
Will Grange conferred the third an outdoor meeting leavingi the
and fourth degrees on four candi
dates, three from Maple and one church at 2 p.• m.
• • •
from Progressive Grange; a former
Sunday
at
the
Littlefield Memomember was also re-instated. Gcod
will Grange furnished the program, ' rial 'Baptist Church, the pastor,
which was arranged by Wilbur Sen Rev. C. A. Marstaller. will speak
ter of Rockland. Moving pictures, at 10.30 on “Calling Central Con
war views and scenes of an interest trol”. Special music will include
ing trip he took last Winter, showed a solo by Mirs. Ruby Allen. Sunday
the beautiful buildings and scenery School follows at 11.45 with class
of Florida—Miami Beach and other es for all ages. Young People's
meeting at 6 o’clock with Miss
places of Interest.
• • • •
Sylvia Hooper as leader. At 7.15
Pleasant Valley Grange will the pastor will use as his topic
serve a (public baked bean and “Where Rationing Gards Are not
dandelion green supper Tuesday Needed” and there will be special
at 6; with Hazel Bartlett as chair music.
Mid-week praise and
man. This will be followed by prayer service Tuesday night at
penny beano. The public is invited. 7.30.
Pleasant Valley Juvenile Grange
• • • •
will meet Saturday at 2 in the
Dr. Guy Wilson wiU preach Sun
VP.W. hall. The degree will be day at 10.45 at Pratt Memorial
conferred. It Is hoped' that all Methodist ~Church on “The Bresmembers will' make a special effort sure Points of Our ChriSian
to be present.
Faith,” being the first of a series
on First Aid sermons. There will
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work be special music. Evening worship
is at 7 o’clock and after brief gos
Wondersl

GRANGE CORNER

STRAWBERRY ROYALE
ICE CREAM
Made of creamy Vanilla Ice Cream with rib

Tuesday-Friday

Chapman Memorial
Dedicated At Bangor In
Honor of Maine’s Great

1 •• •L*•
1 -•
r
1

Musical Genius

A granite bouldpr from the
shores
of Bar Harbor, with hewn
be on “The Good Judgment of
inscriptidn,
was unveiled *at the
The Common People”. Religious
school classes meet at 9.45 and at Bangor Auditorium Friday May 8
noon. Youth Fellowship at 6.15. in memory of Dr. William R.
Monday at 7.30 comes Knox Chapman who from 1897 to 1926
County Rural Religious Education was a leading figure in the musical
annual meeting, Tuesday at 7. life of the State. The ceremony
Mid-Week prayer, and Boy Scouts was conducted as a part of the
on Wednesday at 7.30.
annual convention of the Maine
• •••
Federation of Music clubs, held In
At the Church of the Nazarene Bangor Thursday and FYiday.
Mrs. Sumner Sewall brought
j services Sunday are: Sunday School
at 10.30 under the direction of Ray greetings frcm Gov. Sewall and
Easton, afternc:n worship at 3.00 paid her tribute to Dr. Chapman
o’clock with Rev. Mr. Neilson, dis and his contribution to the mu
trict superintendent, as special sical life of Maine, terming him
speaker; at 7.30 p. m. Rev. Arthur one of “Maine’s greatest citizens."
W. Gwynn will preach.
As Mrs. Everett L. Littlefield of
• • • •
Kennebunk, president of
the
The Sunday morning services at Maine Federation of Music clubs,
the Congregational Church will unveiled the memorial tablet cn
be conducted by the members of the lawn of the auditorium, Miss
the Young Peoples’ organization, Beatrice Wilson placed a wreath
the Comrades of the Way. The at its base.
Music for the program was fur
service of worship will be conduc
ted by the officers of "The Com nished by the Bangor Band under
rades,” John Munsey, Barbara the direction of Irving W. Devoe.
Lamb, Grace Bowley, Mary Rams Invocation was pronounced by Dr.
dell. Bickford Sylvester, and By Smith. Dr. Ashley A. Smith, pas
ron Keene. The discourses will be tor emeritus of the First Univer
on the theme of “Fellowship” and salist Church, an intimate friend
will be given by Carole Hall, Mary of Dr. Chapman for many years,
Louise Welker, and Douglas Perry gave the principal address.
“Dr. Chapman.” he said, “had
Church school will be held at 10.30
a. m. and the beginners and prl an American way, I had almost
said a Yankee tway, of locking at
xnaries will meet at 10.30 a. m.
• • • a
things and doing things. It was
“The Happy Life,” will be the superfluous to try to tell this
subject of the sermon at the First morning, and especially before this
Baptist Church Sunday at 10.30 auditorium, the scene of memory
The Church School with a class and in the unveiling of this memo
for every age group will meet at rial of the good sense, the public
noon. The Young People's groups spirit which were enfleshed in
will hold their sessions at 6 o’clock this man of the practical idealism
The Endeavorers led by Jasen which has always been character
Thurston will have as their sub istic of his native state of Maine.
Always, particularly in this
jects; “On Life’s Sea.” The Ber
eans will introduce a new series of hallowed ministry of music, we
subject in their meeting held in looked to him for sane counsel and
the upper vestry. The people’s self-denying service. How clearly
evening service will open at 7.15 he discerned the musical needs of
with the big sing. assisted' by the these Maine communities especial
instruments and choir. The ‘“Old ly in 'Bangor, and Portland, and
much
he
accomplished
Glory Special’’ which many are how
enjoying will be a feature in this throughout this State of Maine in
service. Mr. MacDonald's subject musical standing and achievement
will be: “Three Needy Men." The and I ami afraid I must add—how
choir will sing at both services, we have declined in these ways
Fast living is really but slow dy since his passing.
“The Maine Federation of Music
ing.
Clubs is to be congratulated on
the foresight and devotion by
which this modest memorial is
being dedicated. The various Fes
Burton Stevenson, manager of tival Choruses of the State have
the Talbot-Stevenscn Insurance contributed generously of their
Agency, Incorporated, Camden funds for this purpose.
Maine, spoke to the students and
“From the year 1898 to 1926 Er.
faculty of Ballard Business School Chapman conducted the Maine
Thursday morning. He outlined Festival Chorus in this very build
the growth of real estate and prop ing and for the same length of
erty insurance from the early be time in the city of Portland. The
ginnings, explaining very carefully well deserved doctrate of music
and in detail the progress of this .w'as conferred upon Dr. Chapman
great’ institution and the benefits by the University of Maine in the
derived by those who are fore- year of 1926. In passing it is well
sighted tnough to carry Insurance to note that a living memorial
Each listener felt that he had has beep planted in the great
profited by the careful instruction
given, and the faculty and stu
dents of Ballard Business School
wish to take this opportunity to
express their appreciation, not only
to Mr. Stevenson, but the many
other speakers who have given so
generously of the r valuable time
to the school this year.
Placement of Students
Class of 1942
Rachel U. Robinson, of Tenant’s
Harbor, has been engaged as a
stenographer in the office of the
Bicknell Manufacturing Company.
Earl R. Cook, of Rcckland, is em
ployed in the shipping department
cf the John Bird Company.
Class of 1943
Carolyn Andrews, of West Rock
port, is employed afternoons and
Saturdays in the office of the M.
& G. Sportwear Company as book
keeper.
Nathalie Edwards, of Rockland,
is employed in the office of Alan
A. Grossman, attorney, for a few
days.
Civil Service Appointment
Ione Lorraine, night school stu
dent, has received a Civil Service
appointment and is employed in an
office of the Textile Branch of the
War Department in Washington,
D. C. Mjtss Lorraine reports that
she finds her work very interest
ing and also has secured an excel
lent place to l ve. with good food
and all the attending comforts of
home.

pel song service the address will

At Ballard School

'I •

WH
wn

HH,

Agriculture

metroplis’ Central Park, and it is
the sentiment of every heart, —
long may it flourish in immortal
green!"
The visits of Dr. Chapman to
Wight Philharmonic Society of
this city were prized occasions. Dr.
Chapman regarded this chorus as
an important unit in his great
undertaking.
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Beethoven Deaf

Beethoven.
great musical com
poser. showed symptoms of deafness
at the age of 28.
Peaches

Peaches are supposed to be na
tives of China.
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SPECIAL OFFER!
For a Limited Time Only

500 Sheets 8l2xll
Yellow Second
Sheets
A clean, smooth sheet, for busi

ness—for school—for typewriter.

' Only 45c
FOR 500 SHEET PACKAGE

We Do Not Break Packages

A new bulletin-U Available
of the farm woodlot by A
ting, forestry specialist, anc.
obtained by writing to the
sion Service Rockland. Als
one would like the clrcuii
estry Facts which is rented
qucntly by the Extension
so indicate on the request
bulletin.
The orchardists of the dist
soon be applying the pn
spray. This will be follower
calyx snray.
Claude Wylie of Tenant's
has a fine piece of strawbei:
year. He also has a plot <
berries which Ls dc-ing very
Donald Johnson who ha
the Enright Orchard and
Jefferson has started in
spray program. He has app
pre-pink spray and will
through the season with tl
4>raysCharles Grinnell of Burke
setting cut 1000 white pi
year. Two thousand spruce
ing set out on the Lce e
Camden by Mr. Knight the n
With the Homes
The Extension Service is
ating with the Civilian Deli
ganizatlon in giving seme inon Emergency Feeding—Ik v
up and how to equip and
a canteen feeding unit ln a
gency period. This Ls being
communities where the R>
have not given their 20-hc
teen course.
May 6, the home demoij
agent, Lucinda Rich, held
instruction class in Bristol
towns in that vicinity. Tl
tending were: The canteei
man in South Bristol, Mr;
and two assistants; in Bris'
Florence Prentice and twr
ants; and in Waldoboro,
ton Stahl, and feur assi
May 7. the Bcothbav pen
received training were Mi
canteen chairman, and tw<
ante.- Another date was
for the second class whici!
lASt.
Slptilar classes will be hei
commodate pecple from a
munities in Lincoln County
MSss Edna Cobb, heme
ment specialist, conducted
ing called “War-time bu\
Tenants Harbor, May 8
out many “do’s and don’ts"
ing* what to buy and whal
buy during this war period

Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra

The Courier-Gazette
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Call us f
the lew oth red-marked hoi

lilMI

YOU can help
A. P. Blaisde
TEL. 255
5 PARK ST., ROCKLAN

—7~.

x\

OWL’S HEAD
Residents interested in taking a
standard 20-hour first aid course
are asked to contact Edna Trembly,
Tel. 386-23. A class will start im
mediately if sufficient number en
roll. Time and place will be an
nounced.
|
The first savings bank was said
to have been instituted at Berne,
Switzerland In 1787. It was for
servants only.

THE N

bons of luscious strawberries all through it.

A receiver out of place signals ’’line out of
order,” so a series of steps must be taken.

Buy it in the Sealtest Pint Package. At foun

First, an effort is made to attract the sub
scriber’s attention. A testman makes a spe
cial check. If these steps bring no result,
a man is sent to the subscriber’s home.

tains selling Sealtest Ice Cream, ask for the

UL'VECETABU
UUMTIVB

radio fountain specials—Strawberry Royale

Fiesta - vv - Strawberry Royale Whip-

FRO-JOY

Even if Cracked
er Broken

\

CASH...
or Allowance on New Records
We will accept any records, whole or broken, if made of solid
shellac. We cannot accept laminated records old Edison discs
—or any records manufactured of materials other than shellac.
Look around yoar attic and torn yoar old records Into cash!

(M. <
Pncna Tbnap. n r.R, nc M

MAINE MUSIC CO.
397 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 706

• In NR (Nature’s Remedy) Tablets,
there are no chemicals, no minerals,
phenol derivatives. NR Tablets are dif
ferent—act different. Purely vegetable—a
combination of 10 vegetable ingredients
formulated over 50 years ago. Uncoated
or candy coated, their action is depend
able, thorough, yet gentle, as millions of
NR’s have proved. Get a 25< box today
... or larger economy size,

ffff TO-HtOHT; T0H0RMW AUUQH7

Pleuc replace receiver properly
. . . NOT like thia. Unless bar is
down, the Une is “out of order.”
You cannot be called.

When an exjgnsion telephone is
used end the call completed on an
other telephone, please be sure to
put back the first receiver.

CAMPY
COATO
er REGULARI

I

LISTIN
call yo'

numbei

"out of Qrder” number. On party lines,
other telephones are "out of order.”

AODIT

You can see how m uch apparatus, some
now very difficult to obtain, is tied up when
receivers are left off the hook about 1365
times a day in our territory. And 368 of
these times repairmen must be sent out to
restore lines to service. This means at least
451 hours when tied-up equipment cannot
be used for messages that may be impor
tant to our armed forces or industry. Will
you help?
NIW ENGLAND TELEPHONE « TELEGRAPH CO.
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one would like the circular Ptortftrv Facts which is rented cut ftequcntly by the Extension Service
<0 indicate on the request for the
lai’ctin.
The orchardlsts of the district will

applying the pink bud
| spray. This will be followed by the

soon be

FnJr fs

URGLARJ
WHO TTOtC
t«l FR.OOA
AN INOIANAPOLIf
sroae taxT a notx
PRO(VTIJIN<Z
TO REPAY IT
with iNTfRErr#

E ctlvx soray.
Claude Wylie of Tenants Harbor.
1
a fine piece of strawberries this
vear He also has a plot of rasp
berries which is doing very well.
Donald Johnson who has bought
I the Enright Orchard and farm in
[ Jefferson has started in with his
I spray program. He has applied the
pre-pink spray and will continue
through the season wtth the other
sprays.
Charles Grinnell of Burkettville is
setting cut 1000 white pine this
rear Two thousand spruce are beI mg set out on the Lee estate in
Camden by Mr. Knight the manager.
With the Homes
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The Extension Service is co-oper
ating with the Civilian Defense or
ganization in giving seme Instruction
on Emergency Feeding—hew to set
up and how to equip and manage
a canteen feeding unit In an emeri gency period. This is being done in
I communities where the Red Cross
| have not given their 20-hour can
teen course.
May 6, the home demonstration
agent, Lucinda Rich, held the first
Instruction class in Bristol for the
towns in that vicinity. Those at
tending were: The canteen chair
man in South Bristol, Mrs. Clifford
and two assistants; in Bristol, Mrs.
.Florence Prentice and two assist
ants; and in Waldoboro, Mrs Clin
ton Stahl, and four assistants.
May 7, the Boothbay people who
received training were Mrs. Butler,
canteen chairman, and two assist
ants. Another date was arranged
for the second class which is the
last.
Sipiilar classes will be held to ac
commodate pecple from all com
munities in Lincoln County.
MJss Edna Cobb, home manage
ment specialist, conducted a meet
ing called “War-time buying” at
Tenants Harbor, May 8. She gave
out many “do’s and don’ts” regard
ing what to buy and what not to
buy during this war period. There

„ J*Tal -reports of Cle«n-Up Week
activities for the week of May 2-9
have come in. The Jolly Highland
ers with their leader, Mrs. Lura
^^Cr’„cleaned up the Rockland
Farm Bureau Hall.
The Jolly
Hustlers of Burkettville, Margaret
j Linscott, leader, cleaned up the
Orange Hall and yard where the
Sunday Schcol classes were held.
The Chewonki boys of Wiscasset
cleaned up the South School, schcol
yard. The Georges Vallley boys of
Warren report individual work by
seven members raking yards, cleanin& up barns cr sheds, helping
neighbors raking lawns, piling wood,
removing rubbish and leaves. The
Hatchet Mountain boys of Hope
cleaned up the school and Orange
yard in prepaiation for Pomona
Grange May 2.
The first tree planting of the sea
son was reported by the Pleasant
Cushingites of Cushing. May 2
LOVELY MAY
Sidney Orne, William Young.
(For The Courier-Gazette J
Courtland Prior, Kenneth Hyler,
Jack Ames, Kenneth Orne and O. lovely, lovely May,
Lemuel Miller and their leader, Ever welcome, ever gay.
is here with zephyrous breeze.
Henry Van Deman, planted a pine Now
Kissing nascent leaves on trees.
at the tewn hall to be known as Nature, once so Winter bound.
the General MacArthur Victory Now bursts forth from ’neath the
ground:
Pine.
The swallows come and flit about.
The Pox Islanders of Vinalhaven The owls at night their "hoot, hoot"
shout;
and their mothers were guests of The spider
spins Its silken thread
the local Chapter of the Eastern To catch the fly we so much dread;
Star at a special Maybasket party. The bees are buzzing ’round their
hive.
At this time they gave two pub
on the posies’ nectar thrive.
lic demonstrations. Ruth Carver And
Where once aU seemed so dead and
still
demonstrated making corn meal
Now breaks forth ln new-born thrill!
muffins, Matia Robinson, Mildred Then
why should we repine and
Philbrcok and Marion Johnson
moan.
Or
rue
the day that we were born?
demonstrated correct table setting.
we re destined for to die.
Mrs. Ann Carver is the leader of the Because
And ln the cold, cold grave to lie?
club.
Nay. but Jesus broke Death's bends,
The Winners 4-H led by Miss A’nd His precious promise stands—
He will bring us forth again.
Mary Maker and the Fox Islanders That
And with Him through all ages reign.
led by Mrs. Ann Carver will attend
W. B. Walter
Church ln a group May 17 ln ob
North Waldoboro.
servance of Rural Life Sunday.
The Amateur Farmers of West
More than one-flfth of the total
Rockport voted to collect scrap iron poulation of England and- Wales
and old tires to earn money for their
club at a meeting of the club May lives in Greater London in normal
6, at the home of their leader. • times.

Pertinent questions about gas rationing and the official an
swers to those queries are listed below:
Q. How much gasoline can I get with my ration card?
A. This depends on the value in gallons of each unit on your
card as publicly announced by executive order.
Q. Can I get the same amount of gasoline for each unit?
A. Not necessarily, the value of the units remaining on your
ration card may be changed from time to time as publicly an
nounced by the office of price administration.
Q. Can I spend all of the ration card at one time?
A. Yes.
Q Am I the only one who can use this card?
A. No, any person operating the vehicle for which your card
was issued can use it.
•
Q What if I do not have any card with me and want to pur

—...V

Call us for
» • ,«a.'
)•»• law oth rsd-merksd hard caal

A. P. Blaisdell
TEL. 255
5 PARK ST,

ROCKLAND, ME.
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chase gasoline?

A. Dealers are not allowed to sell you any gasoline unless the
ration card issued-for the vehicle for which gasoline is being pur
chased is presented. Keep the card with your celt at all times.
Q. What if I need more gasoline than this card is good for?
A. If it is absolutely necessary for you to have more gasoline

SUBMARINE MOTHER SHIP—Thia is an artist’s conception of a new
submarine tender, one of several such ships being rushed to completion
for the United States Navy. Each of these vessels will be used as a sup
ply base and mother ship for a fleet of submarines in action against the
Axis powers. Both the main and auxiliary engines in these vessels are
General Motors Diesel engines. Such service demands high speed, ready
mapeuverabilitv and everntionallv wide cruising range.

you can make application to your local rationing board.
Q What do I do if my ration card is lost, stolen, destroyed or
mutilated?
A. You may apply at your local rationing board for a re
placement.
Q. Can I get gasoline for nothing with this ration card?
A. No. this only entitles you to buy gasoline and determines
the amount you can buy.
Q Do I have to use up all of the units on my ration card?

J. Elwin Wright

A unique service will be held on
Monday night at the First Baptist
Church to which all Christian peo
ple of the area are invited. Spe
cial music will be provided by the
Rev. Douglas Davies, well-known
baritone soloist and song leader who
broadcasts daily over Station
WHDH in Bostcn and is constantly
conducting services in churches of
all denominations in eastern Mas
sachusetts.
Rev. J. Elwin Wright, president
of the New England Fellowship, will
bring a message of interest and
value to all the Christians of this
area. The New England Fellowship
has sponsored the monthly Bible
Conference program of all New
England, bringing speakers to 25
centers.
Mr. Wright has also directed the
great mass meetings of the Old
Fashioned Revival Hour throughout
the country, and has been active in
a vast inter-church movement
which held a convention in St. Louis
recently. He will give highlights
from these events and will discuss
plans for Christian work in this
area and throughout New England
for the Fall and Winter months.
One of the special features of the
evening will be beautiful colored
moving pictures or Kodachrome of
religious work in all sections of New
England, especially in rural areas
of Maine and Vermont.
Chairman of the conference on
Monday evening will be the Rev. J.
Charles MacDonald, pastor of the
First Baptist Church. Assisting him
will be pastors of churches in sur
rounding towns.

SOUTH WARREN

'ourier-Gazette
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and Lucille Oliver
demonstrated how to make muffins
at a meeting of the Snackety Sew
ers Ciuib of Nobleboro at the home
of their assistant leader Mrs. Mii
dred Ricker,' May 2.
Several new names have been
added to those already enlisted in
the 4-H food for victory drive this
week. From Owl’s Head were: Gar
dening, Robert Dow, Charles Stone,
Harold Payson, Mary Ilvonen,
Charles Johnson, Fred Smith,
Thomas Smith; canning, Mary Ilvo
nen, Margaret Dennis, Elizabeth
MacPhail; beans, Frank Ross, Jr.
William Woodman, Stickney’s Cor
ner school reports: canning, Marion
Linscott, Marjorie Miller, Marion
Christianson, Dcrothy Orff, garden,
Russell Orff, Evelyn Brann; chick
raising, Joan Christianson and for
Boothbay Harbor, garden, Robert
Jones, Eart Brown, Marion Pink
ham; chick raising, Allen Brewer.
This brings the total county enroll
ment to 756 of which 476 projects
are food production or conserva
tion.

ANTI-TANK GUNS

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
ON GASOLINE RATIONING

Rev. J. Elwin Wright Will
Speak In Rockland
Monday

was a good discussion and a lot of
A new bulletirr«MMHMe cn care questions concerning this subject. Daniel Andrews.
I of the farm woodlbTTy A. D. Nut- Dinner was served by Mrs. Daisy Marilyn Hall

E jag. forestry specialist, and can be Davis and Mrs. Jcsie Conary.
' obtained by -writing to the Exten
4-H Club Notes
sion Service Rockland. Also if any-

Page fling

B H. Club members were enter
tained Tuesday night at the home
of Mrs. Frank Bean.
Mr. and Mts. George lermond and
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Hyler motored
Sunday to Bretton Woods, N. H.,
where they were guests for the day
at thc heme of Stanley Small.
Mrs. Rena Fales was hostess
Thursday to the Rug Club at her
home in East Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Anthony
who spent the Winter in Florida
have returned and are at the home
of the latter’s son Herbert Spear.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Day and Mrs.
Myra Day of Mcnmouth were re
cent callers at O B. Libby’s.
News has been received of the
birth of a daughter to Mr and Mrs.
Harold Rettew (Ruby Davis) at
Honolulu, Hawaii.
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Jordan of
Bucksport were callers Sunday at
Mrs. Bertha Jordon's.

ASH POINT
Regular morning services will
begin Sunday in the chapel with
Rev. JM Dunbar, pastor. Services
will start at 11 o’clock and Sun
day School at 10.

A.

No, if ydu do not need the gasoline, do not buy it.

Q. ’ Can I sell any of the gasoline I buy with this ration card
to anyone else?
A. No, it is contrary to government regulations.
Q. If I sell my car, what do I do with my ration card?
A. Turn it in to your local rationing board and tell them the
reason.
Q.

What If I change cars?

A. Apply for new ration card at your local rationing board,
turning in your old card at that time. You cannot buy gasoline
for one car on a card issued for a different car.
Q. I am a Christian Science reader. What is my ration?
A. You may make application fcr card “X” If you are a first
or second reader.

Q. I cannot walk and need my car frequently to go to the
doctor.
A. You may upon application to the local rationing board be
given whatever ration card is necessary to cover this requirement.
Q. Being in the used car business, how much gas will I get?
A. You can receive an “A” ration car for each State auto
mobile registration card that you own.
Q I own and operate a big truck. What do I need?
A. If your truck can be easily recognized by anyone as such,
you are entitled to purchase gasoline and need no ration card,
however, if you think some may not recognize your truck as such,
you can apply for an “X” card, which also has no limitation.
Q. I don’t use my car fcr work at all. What do I get?
A. You are entitled to card “A,” the minimum ration.
Q. I have been issued license plates to replace those lost off
my car. What shall I do?
A. Report these facts to your local board. They will issue you
a new card to replace the one upon which identification is
Incorrect.

Now Showing at the New Camden Theatre

Arch enemies are Hoppity, the
grasshopper hero, and C Bagley
Beetle, the villain of Paramount’s
feature-length Technicolor car
toon, “Mr. Bug Goes To Town."
Hoppity is at a temporary disad
vantage, being at the moment a

KALAMAZOO STOVE OR FURNACE?
YES!
Under new government rulings you can buy a stove or fur*
nace if you actually need one.

Q. Is there a lot of red tape about ordering?
A. No—not if you see us. We have all the latest informa
tion on regulations. We can answer any questions. We can give
you valuable help.

line out of
must Be taken.
Ittract the suhin makes a spe'ring no result,
’Her's home.

LISTING CHANGES — If you are moving, or expect to move soon,
call yo«f Business Office at once to list your name, address and

ng to call the
>n party lines,
r»f order.”
[?paratus, some

is tied up when
ok ahout 1 365
v- And 368 of
he sent out to
means at least
ipment cannot
bay he imporoidustry. Will
TEIBGRAPH

co.

Q. Can I still get easy monthly payments?
A. Yes, you can, but these terms may be changed any day.

Q. Can I get immediate delivery?

0444 &jbtedd

number correctly.

ADDITIONAL LISTINGS — In the alphabetical pages, additional
<£ Ratings under firm listings, or of other members of a household unce listings, may be made for a small additional charge.
(SH yottt Business Office.

CLASSIFIED TELEPHONE DIRECTORY — Business subscribers get
one free listing in the classified pages for each initial listing in the
alphabetical section. . . . Additional representation, or special dis

play advertising, at moderate cost

NEW ENGLANN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

WEST ROCKPORT

He Likes Politics

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Keller of
Milton, Mass., were week-end
Lloyd Morton, New State guests of relatives here.
The Page family were here from
Chairman, a Native Of
Lynn. Mass, to spend a few' days
Washington
at their Mirror Lake cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer S. Bird 2d.
Lloyd B. Morton of Farmington,
are
spending the week at their
new chairman of the Republican
State Committee, was born in cottage on the shore of Mirror
Washington, Maine, 47 years ago Lake.
The Mother’s Day observance at
not D. C„ and that may be par
the
church Sunday wfis impressive
tially responsible for his flare for
politics. Washington, like the na and well carried out by Mrs. C. V.
The oldest mother,
tion’s capitol, has always been a Overman.
strong political town, though it youngest mother, one with largest
isn’t so terribly big. However, he family, youngest mother from an
only remained tnere until he was other community (Rockville) each
nine years of age, when his family received a corsage and1 all mothers
moved to Farming‘on, whicn has present were given a pansy plant.
been his home since. He was Beautiful bouquets of cut flowers
educated in the public schools, and potted plants adorned the
graduating from Farmington High platform. All the flowers were
School, then completed a course gifts mothers had received1 and
at the Burdette Business College taken to the church for the service.
Mrs. Overman had to leave at
and attended Boston University.
His first venture in business was the close of the exercises to give
in the operation of a bakery, hav the morning message at the War
ing one in Farmington and Win ren Baptist Church where she
throp. He continued in this busi supplied both morning and eve
ness until 1920, when he shifted to ning.
automobiles.
National 4-H Day will be ob
His father. John C. Morton. Jr., served Sunday at the church.
was the first automobile dealer in There will be a sermon in keep
Farmington, having started the ing with the 4-H emblem and
business in 1910. In 1920 Lloyd pledge of head, heart, hand and
bought the business and has con health. All local 4-H members,
ducted it to the present time.
both boys and girls, are urged to
He has always had a liking for be present and members of clubs
■politics and has taken a great in in neighboring villages are invited.
terest in town affairs, as well as
John T. Andrews has returned
those of State and county, but to his Massachusetts home after
has never held but one public office. a visit with his parents Mr. and
He has been a member of the Mrs. Sidney Andrews.
Farmington schocl board for 20
Miss Carolyn Andrews who is a
years and its chairman for the past student at Ballard Business School
eight years. He succeeded Daniel in Rockland is employed after
F. Field on the State committee in noons at the Modern Pants Oo.
1934. but he had served on the office in Rockland.
town, and county committees for a
number of years and been chair
man of the county committee.
OVER THE TOF
At the present time he is chair
man of the Franklin county com
FOR VICTORY
mittee handling the sale of war
-.taa.
with
stamps and bonds and the counry
has hung up a great record. He is |
UNITED STATES WM
also chairman of the committee in
charge of building the new Farm- j
ington Community Center building,
which is one of the finest in the
State—By Sam Conner in the Lew
iston Journal.

2c Each

ROUND POND
prisoner, sealed jn an
Hoppity and Beetle are
the affections of Honey
beauty of Bugville. The
eventually win*.

envelope.
rivals for
Bee, the
best man

In, the meantime

there's a lot of fun, music and ex
citement.
'

CAN I STILL BUY A

THE NEW TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

T

BONDS-STAMPS

Maintenance of identity thorugh
Gold was discovered ln New
advertising is necessary now more
WASHINGTON
than ever, according to the De Hampshire in 1854—at Plainfield,
The
pupils
of Miss Frances CrookIn the Connecticut valley.
partment cf Commerce.
er’s school received frcm the Pub
lic Health Association, a gift of a
book, for having sold the most
Health Stamps.
Miss Crooker attended as visit
ing offioer at Wiwurna Chapter
Tuesday. Mrs. Nellie Lincoln, and
Mrs. Lydia Morse accompanied her.

\’>d Army Cam/)

HESE vicious two-pounder guns German and Italian tanks. Canada
are bot unlike the famous whiz- is shipping vast quantities of war
bangs of the last World War. Theymaterials to Russia and. in addition
are being* manufactured by the to making an outright gift of |1.«
thousand in Canada and they have 000,000 to Great Britain, is financing
done effective work in Russia and the purchase of virtually all the
Libya where they have proved to weapons which Britain jnust get
*
he deadly against certain types of from Canada.

A. Yes! We have Gas Ranges, Combination Dual Oven
Ranges. Coal and Wood Ranges, Heaters and Furnaces in stock.

Q. Is there likely to be a real shortage of stoves and
furnaces?
A. Yes, indeed! Only a few more Kalamazoo Stoves and
Furnaces are to be made. When present stocks are exhausted,
no more wiH be available. All of our factories are now being con
verted into war work.
Is your stove, your furnace, prepared to last this year, next
year, possibly the year after? If not, buy repair parts now. If
your unit is beyond repair, get your new Kalamazoo while you
can. Come in today.

P A. Crooker

Crooker, 49, of Marlboro,
Mass., died May 6 at the Memorial
Hospital after an extended illness.
P. A.

Mr. Crooker had been in the candy
business fcr 23 years and for thc
last few years was a candy broker,
covering New York, Chicago, Phila

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Doering and
son Paul of Needham, Mass., are
guests of Mr. ftnd Mrs. Fred Doer
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. John Marcroft
and daughter of St. Albans, Vt.
have been visitors at Eugene Le
land's.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Brown
and daughter Louise and Mrs.
Brown's mother, Mrs. Andrews of
Medford. Mass., were in town Sat
urday to visit relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Swett of
South Boston are at their cottage
on the North Shore for a week’s
vacation.
Frank Steer was home Sunday
from Portland.
Several Summer residents have
arrived, among them being Mrs.
Jane Blakemore, Mlary Nichols,
Carrie Nichols, Mrs. Rickie Saw
yer, Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Brown
and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cham
berlain.
Mrs. Herbert Bryant who was in

Bdston the past month, arrived
delphia and Syracuse.
home
Saturday.
He was a member of the Legion,
Earl 'Bennett of Eliot is in town
having served as corporal two years
in France with the Harvard Unit. for a few days.
He was a Mason of the the John
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
Abbott Ledge, Somerville, Mass.
Several from Massachusetts were
present for the services.

Mr. Crooker leaves his mother
Mrs. Nellie V. Crooker. a brother
Sebra Crooker of Damariscotta and
a sister Frances Crcoker.
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

FOR OLD

VICTROLA RECORDS
Even If Cracked or Broken

CASH ...
Or Allowance On New Records

We will accept any records,
whole or-broken, if made of solid

shellac. We cannot accept lamin

ated records—eld Edison discs—

or any records manufactured of

materials

other

than

shellac.

Look around your attic and turn
your old records Into cash!

MAINE MUSIC CO.
397 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 798
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This Year, Above AU, You Must
Protect Your Valuable Furs And

Other Winter Garments

Telephone CUTLER’S
PROMPT

288

AND

Exclusive

5

RELIABLE

Fix Yoifr Furnace NOW. Next Fall the part you need may
be part of a battleship or gun.

f

RADIO

Rockland Representatives for

We clean and repair all makes of furnaces.

6

SERVICE

SCOn CERTIFIED COU

call. . .

FUR STORAGE

KALAMAZOO STOVE & FURNACE CO.

HAROLD B. KALER

TEL. 721

Sales Representative Kalamazoo Corporation

WASHINGTON, MAINE

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
442 MAIN ST,

BOCKLAND, MS.

Enjoy the Maximum of Protec
tion at a Minimum of Investment'
46-57

Good Fishing Month

Canned Crabmeat

C.Even the; Frosting is Sugarless!

Speedy Growth Of An Indus
try Started By Stoning
ton Man
Although crabs have been har
vested along the Maine coast for
more than 40 years to supply an
expanding market for fresh meat,
canning of these crustaceans is a
comparatively. new industry in the

Pine Tree State. From 1800 to
1938 various packers experimented
with the product in a small .way
and placed a few cases on the
market but no major operation
was attempted until R. H. Barter
or
Stonington
developed
hls
process three years ago.
Seeing possibilities ln his prod
uct which proved to be of excel
lent Quality Barter packed sev
eral hundred cases, but soon ran
into difficulties in marketing. Ap
pealing to the Maine Development
Commission for assistance. That
organisation got behind the in
fant industry and through vari
ous promotional activities secured
Phote, Country Rumford fating Pt.wder
retail outlets for Barter and' other
tanners who were anxious to start
N quest of a cake that doesn’t 25 to 30 minutes. Cool and frost as
packing.
use sugar? Then look at this desired. Yield: 2 layers.
The war and a higher tariff im
lovely
layer developed in the Rum
VARIATIONS
posed by Congress on imports gave
ford Kitchens. No sugar is needed Yellow Cake: Use 6 egg yolks
added impetus and at the present
for the cake or frosting, and sinceand no whites. Beat with a rotary
time no less than six firms are
sugar tends lo mask ingredient egg beater until thick and lemon
either in the business or about to
flavors Rumford, being an all-phos colored; add the corn syrup gradu
start. It is significant that while
phate baking powder, leaves no ally, beating constantly.
Barter had but 18 women pick
after taste in sugarless recipes.
White Cake: Use 5 egg whites
ing and packing, the meat during
Here’s how to bake the cake and and no egg yolks. Beat the egg
its variations, and the frosting that whites until stiff, then gradually
his first year of operation more
tops them all:
than 150 were on the payroll 12
beat in the M cup corn syrup.
months later.
Chocolate Chip Cake: Add %
Sugarless Cake
Consumer acceptance of the
cup semi-sweet chocolate, broken
t cups sifted
1*4 cups corn
prodi
duct has been highly favorable,
into small pieces, to the cake
cake flour
syrup
4 teaspoons Rum- 3 egg yblks
batter just before folding in the
The
ie meat is sweet and firm and
ford Baking
2 teaspoons grated beaten egg whites.
contains no bones or hard sub
Powder
orange rind
% teaspoon salt
1 cup •milk
stances. Once a can is opened the
Sugarless Frosting
% cup shortening 3 egg* whites
1(4 cups corn
1 teaspoon Rumhousewife can immediately pre
syrup
ford Baking
Sift together flour, Rumford Bak 3 egg
pare any number of tasty dishes.
whites
Powder
ing Powder and salt. Cream short
There is absolutely no waste and
2 teaspoons flavoring (vanilla or
other
flavoring)
ening,
add
1
cup
of
the
corn
syrup
the price compares favorably with
gradually, and cream until fluffy.
Boil corn syrup in a saucepan
crabmeat canned in other states
Add egg yolks, one at a time, and over direct heat until it spins a
and in foreign countries. Seafoods
beat well. Add sifted dry Ingredi thread when dropped from a spoon.
taken from the clear, cool waters
ents alternately with milk, stirring Beat egg whites foamy; add Rum
off the Maine coast have long, been
well after . each addition. Add ford Baking Powder and beat until
famed for their excellence and
grated orange rind. Beat egg whites stiff. Add corn syrup -slowly, beat
crabmeat is no exception.
until stiff, add remaining V4 cup ing vigorously while adding. Add
The canning processes have
corn syrup gradually, beating until flavoring and continue beating until
been developed after long years of
mixture stands in stiff peaks. Fold frosting is stiff and stands in peaks.
research .and experimentation by
Into batter until well-blended. Bake Yield: Frosting for 2 9-inch layers;
the leading can manufacturers.
In 2 greased 9-inch layer cake pans 1 medium loaf cake; or 16 large
in a moderate oven 1375° F.) for cun cakes.
Before being sealed the meat is
carefully picked from, the shells
after cooking, thoroughly inspec
UNION
GROSS NECK
ted under government supervision
Francis
Watts
has bought a
Irvine
Genthner
of
West
Wal

and then wrapped in especially
treated waxed paper. The size of doboro was a visitor Sunday at farm in Washington and is mov
ing there.
the cans vary but contain a small the William Gross residence.
Mrs. Selinda Jones who has
enough quantity of meat for two
Miss Esther Genthner who visi
people or a large enough quantity ted her sister Mrs. Irvine Condon been very ill with pneumonia, Is
for a family.
of Thomaston the past two improving. Mrs. Myrtle Watts has
been her nurse.
The bulk of the supply of crabs months, has returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Burgess of
comes direct from the lobster
Mirs. William Thorne and Mrs.
fishermen and they are cooked Robinson and: daughter of War Massachusetts were called here
only a few hours out of water* ren called Tuesday on friends in recently to attend the funeral of
Mr. Burgess’ aunt, Mary Ware.
Every crab must be alive before this neighborhood.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Violette of
it is cooked and only the best
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow* Sim
specimens are selected.
The mons of Westbrook visited1 rela Augusta are boarding at Sennebec Farm.
crabs are found all along the tives here Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. John Poole of
Maine coast. They are smaller
Recent
guests
at
Melvin
Gen

Gardiner
called on friends here
than the Japanese and) Russian
varieties and therefor much more thner’s were Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd recently.
The district superintendent Rev.
tender, and: sweeter. The supply Light and children, Mrs. Fred
Libby of Camden, Mr. and Mrs. Jchn Neilson of Melrose, Mass.,
is virtually unlimited.
Maine canned crabmeat can be Irvine Condon of Thomaston and preached Sunday morning at the
found in most of the better stores Mr. and Mrs. Millard Creamer of Church of the Nazarene and Lin
wood Choate of Augusta conducted
including several of the larger Dutch Neck.
Abdon Simmons, also hls son the evening service. Next Sunday
chains. The industry is growing and
family of Damariscotta .have the Sunday School will meet at 10
fast and should soon become a
’clock; topic, “The Answers Jesus
major factor in the fishing in been at the home of Frank Sim oGave,
” lesson fcund in Matthew,
mons
on
a
visit.
dustry.
John Simmons and Melvin Gen 21-23. Rev. Arthur Gwynn will
thner were visitors Monday in preach at 11 o’clock, and due to the
omission of the delegates’ reports
Friendship.
IIBERFY VlMEfflCKS
Mrs. Eldora Gross has been in last Sunday, they will ibe given dur
Bath and! Rockland recently and ing the morning service. The N. Y.
also was a recent caller at Little P. S. will meet at 6 and the regular
Nursing Home in Waldoboro to church service will be at 7.
see her second great grandson.
More Pianos
Kendall Winchenbach, the infant
Despite the advent of the radio,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
the production of pianos in the Unit
Winchenbach.
Mrs. Charles L. Eugley has been ed States has been rising for the
visiting her daughter Mrs. Villa past 10 years. Last year’s output
exceeded 136,000.
Morse in Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy H. Gross,
More than One Trunk
/
Miss Marjorie Gross and Elroy
Gross, Jr. of Dover-Foxcroft were
The banyan tree of India and
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs. tropical Africa sends down from its
William Gross.
branches great numbers of shoots
which take root and become new
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette trunks.

I

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Said a Boy Scout named
Anthony Gray,

Answer to this puzzle on Page Eight

Is a dime af a timd

i& rrw

imr

“Gee whiz—about all I can

H

IT

Going to own ■ Savings

iT

15

Bond some day!**

10
Even yonr p<
America da

at tba Axle,

Save them

id buy U. S.

Nail Making Machinery

A patent for nail making machin
ery was received by Ezekiel Reed
of Bridgeport, Mass., in 1786. The
first steel cut nails were manufac
tured in 1883 by the Riverside Iron

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Robinson
were callers Sunday on relatives in
this community.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Sevon and
sons James and Kenneth and
Gwendolyn Stimpson were guests
Sunday cf Mrs. Addie Warren in
Camden.
Richard Dunr. returned recently
from Portia nd where he spent a
few days’ vacation.
Kenneth Sevon motored to Port
land Tuesday. He was accompan
ied by two friends of Thomaston.
Miss Eliza Cook recently enter

IT

. King Gustavus III of Sweden
wrote plays and acted on a private
stage.
- *

rArayeai

tained her niece Mrs. Maud Stone
and her nephew Charles Stone of
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)

HORIZONTAL

89- Bo vine
40- Small (Scot.)
41- Half an cm

13- Ascend
14-South latitude
(abbr.)
15- Walks
16- Prefix. Apart
17- Half a score

42- Toil
45- Exists
46- 0ne who eaves

avariously
47- ldle talk
49-Wakefulneee

18- Seized with the
teeth
19- Deflnite article
20-Because
22-Crimson
23- Snare
24-Cut

**•

11-Cross country races

37- Reeent

12-Worahip

VERTICAL
i
1- Sly cowardice
2- Loitere
3- Very
'

27- 0Id length measure
28- Hold
4- Weep
, j’..
30-Related on the
6-Musical note
father’s side
32- Etruscan god
33- A fungus on .grain

6- Maas

7- Anger

VERTICAL (Cont.)

10- Tellurium (abbr.)

36- lnterjection

1-Differentlatea

Are you nervous, weak, fretful, blue at
times, perhaps suffer dizziness, hot
Bushes and distress of “irregularities*
—due to this cause?
Then try Lydia X. Ptakbam’s Vege
table Compound—the best known
medicine you can buy today made «speciaUp /or women. Pinkham’s Com
pound is famous to help relieve dis
tress due to this female functional dis
turbance. It has thus helped thousands
upon thousands of women thru trying
symptoms of “middle-age.** Also bene
ficial tor younger women to help re
lieve distress of monthly functional
SstHrt*ncea >®Uow label directions.
trying! _____

PLEASANT POINT
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Herrick and
sen Frank of Hope, were week-end
guests of Leslie Young and Lawlence Stimpson

school in Thomaston.

Metal mining is conducted in
more than half the 29 counties of
Utah.

Fsrlod In a Woman's Ufef

Higher prices and larger catches
Sea moss is to be found quite
favored Maine fishermen during tlir abundantly the entire length of the
month of March with a total income Maine coast, growing in a strip or
of 8211,730 as cctnpared with $145 - ,belt at low water mark rn
i rocks and ledges; also along the
0”Q for the same perlcd last year i rocky coast line of outlying islands
according, to the monthly report re and extending peninsulas, f.om
leased by Commissioner Arthur R. April to October of each year.
Greenleaf today. The price on
The same can be harvested by
practically every specie showed an means of a special instrument
increase of from 10 to 100 percent. called a moss rake, built especially
Outstanding items included 1,951,- for the purpose, and with which,
501 pounds of redflsh which brought according
to our best information,
$53 666 and 66.219 bushels of clams the individual
can gather from 500
which sold for 880.974. The lebster pounds up to 1CC0
per low
catch was slightly up with 106 0l»0 tide, (about four pounds
hours actual
pounds bringing 333.COO. Catches working time.) Thomas
Dwyer cf
and income for the first three Scituate, Mass, makes these
rakes,
months of this year are new well which are 14 feet long, for approxi

ahead of the same period last year
mately 812 each.
and a new all time hieh.
The curing cr drying process bv
Among the items listed were:
307,COO lbs, cf codfish; 346.000 lbs. which this moss is finally prepared
of haddock); 15.000 Itos, of hake; for the ultimate market or con
111,COO lbs. of cusk: 146.000 lbs. of sumer is more or less delicate. Most
flounders; 47,000 cratos; 112,500 sand important in this process is not to
and blood worms; 24,206 Itos, of scal allow fresh water in any form, not
lops; 14,363 Itos, of smelts: 36,655 lbs. even fog or mist to touch the moss
of sea eggs; total poundage. 3,109,- during the drying precess. On the
other hand it does need to be
560.
washed or rinsed in salt water
every morning for at least eight
ROCKVILLE
or 10 mornings while being cured.
A reception for W. Raymond The complete process requires 14
O’Jala and bride will be given days of sunshine. Every evening
Saturday at 8.30 o’clock at Glover and when damp or wet weather
hall in Warren. All in this com threatens the mess is packed Into
munity are invited) to attend.
covered tubs or other containers
(Recent callers* on Mrs. Florence and spread out again in the
Bolduc were Mrs. Virgie Phiibrick. morning.
The reason for not allowing
Mts. Edw. Shute, MSss Dorothy
Phiibrick, andi Mrs. D. Henerson fresh water to touch the moss 's
because it breaks down the tiny
of Lewiston.
Callers from out of town at the cells in which the desired content
home of Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Tol of the product is contained and
man Mother’s Day were Mr. and, therefore bleeds the moss of its
Mrs. Lyndon Bunker and children goodness and destroys its value.
of Cranberry Isle, Mr. and Mrs. The salt water application serves
Preston Gray and family of Or- to wash out all grit, gravel, and
ringiton., Mr .and Mrs. Theodore foreign matter, and still allows
Sylvester and/ children of iRock the moss to retain all its value.
Prices fcr bleached moss vary.
land, Mrs. Carl Hilton and daugh
ter of Bremen, Mr. and Mrs. Er Last year in Massachusetts the
nest Crockett and son of Rockport price jumped from 3 cents per
and Mr. and Mrs. Evans Tolman pound to 25 cents per pound, and
prices even higher than that were
of Glencove.
Esther Hall spent last week on obtained. The price of raw moss
North Haven, guest of Lucille is from 2 cents to 2Vfe cents per
Quinn who lives with her grandr pound.
The moss In its cured state has
pa rents.
Mr. and Mrs. Lauri Monden and a large and varied field of uses,
therefore the market is practically
son Lauri of Worcester and Mr. unlimited.
In the fieCd of foods,
and Mrs. Eino Heikikila and son Kraft’s Cheese
is one of the large
Thomas of Norwood spent from
This firm alone uses sev
Friday to Sunday last week with buyers.
eral hundred tons annually. It is
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Monden and
Mr. and Mrs. William O’Jala. Fri- also used In the manufacture of
various drugs, therefore, whole
evening joining these guests at the sale
drug, firms are very large
home of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas purchasers.
also found in
Monden were Mr. and Mrs. Rich extracts used Itin isa great
many of
ard Benner, Miss Vivian O'Jala our soda fountain beverages,
also
and Miss Geneva Pearse of Cam medicinal and chemical proper
den, Miss Helen O’Jala of Rock ties are contained in sea moss, so
land and* Mr. and' Mrs. William once the product is properly cured
O'Jala and Raymond O’Jala.
The observation building has there need be no fear of finding a
been erected on Dr. Fogg’s land ready and profitable market and
and is a neat white building 8’xlO’ the Maine Sea and Shore Fisher
Department can toe relied upon
with extending roof at the front ies
at
all
times to render such assis
over a narrow platform. Two men tance as
possible in this and all
will be on duty with two-hour
matters pertaining to this
shifts for the 24 hours during the other
industry.—From the Sea and Shore
warm weather, at least. These men Fisheries
Department.
on the “look-out” are under gov
ernment orders now.
Harland Gray and1 family are
Why ‘Hoodlum*
occupying the Castera Cushman
Why is a young ruffian called a
house.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Keller of hoodlum? In the early days of San
Milton has spent a few days her? Francisco, a gang of young rowdies
at their Summer house andi visit was headed by a man named Mul
ing Mrs. Keller's sister Mrs. Nel doon. A newspaper reporter coined
a name for the gang by spelling
lie Perry.
Returning from the Washington Muldoon backwards: noodlum. A
trip last week Harold Hall spent compositor changed the “n” to “h”
a short time with/ his aunt and in error, and it was allowed to
uncle. Mr. Bnd Mrs. Herbert But stand. The word has been “hood
lum” ever since.
ler in Albany, N. Y.
The Sawyer family has moved
from the Clarence Lamson house
Making Beef Juice
back to iRockland.
To make beef juice, add one pound
The Massachusetts General Hos of fresh, raw, finely chopped round
pital unit of which Miss Louise C. steak without fat to six ounces of
Sherer, iR. N. is one of the 120 cold water. Add a pinch of salt,
nurses, leaves today for damp put the beef and water in a glass
Blanding,
Fla.
Miss
Sherer jar and stand it on ice overnight.
youngest daughter of Dana A. Shake and strain it through coarse
Sherer is commissioned second muslin, squeezing hard to obtain
lieutenant.
all the juice.
•

Mr. and Mrs Walter Joy of Cam

For Savings Stamps, but
I’m

i
r.. t

S4-Entry in an account 6-Pincheo
( g-Stupid person
35-Terminat^
. .

15- Fog-horn

Port Clyde, on her birthday.
It tock 70 years to complete
Capitol at Washington, D. C.

16- Second person
singular of “ahafl"
19-Give pleasure to
21-A beverage
24- Scatter
25- Contend with

26- lncite
29- Conaumed

30- Enthuaiam
31- At present

33-Call for a repetition
36-Sende forth •
38-File "down

42-A falsehood
43- Chief god of the
Babylonians
44- Eagle
46-Mvaelf
47- Postcript (abbr.)

48-Oiphthong

Man-Sized-Main Dish

Higher Prices and Better A Product Which Is Destined
Catches Marked the
To Have a Larger 1 Month of March
Demand

den visited recently at L O. Young’c.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Frank Day of
Friendship and Mrs. Leihl Pinkham
cf Boothbay Harbor were recent
callers at Lawrence Stimpson's.
Miss Doris Davis has returned to

12

About Sea Moss

the

Works ot Wheeling, W. Va.

Youth Prefers Neatness
A poll conducted among Chardon.
Ohio, high school pupils to deter
mine what girls admire most in
boys and what boys admire most in
girls showed that neatness is first
choice with both sexes.

By BEULAH V. QILLA8PIE
Director, Sealteat Laboratory Kitchen

Probate Notices

IJERE’S a meal in itself—tempt** ing, succulent, satisfying. The
men-folks and the girls, too, will
welcome a dish like this through
the Lenten Season. Easy to pre
pare; easy to look at; easy to con
sume.
COTTAGE CHEESE VEGETABLE
CA88EROLE
18 small onions Salt and pepper
4 medium.
Hot milk
potatoes
1 No. 2 can
Butter
tomatoes
2 cups cottage cheese
Cook the onions in boiling salted
water until tender. Drain. (Reserve
the liquid for a soup or sauce.)

Take Care of Potatoes

New Synthetic Rubber
A new synthetic rubber is being
extracted from butane, a petroleum
gas. By catalytic refining the bu
tane molecules are reformed into a
rubber-like molecule.

Three hundred and fifty sales
books a minute—this is the number
that is being used by retail and
wholesale sales people in America.
New Tay Bridge

The New Tay bridge across the
Firth of Tay, near Dundee, Scot
land, is believed the longest in the
world. It is 10,780 feet long.
First Newsreel Stunt Subject

The first newsreel stunt subject
was a parachute jump from the
Statue of Liberty by Rodman Law
; who barely escaped death.

Cook the potatoes in boiling salted
water until tender. Drain and mash.
(Reserve the liquid for a soup or
sauce.) Add 1 to 2 tablespoons of
butter to the potatoes and season
with salt and pepper. Add hot milk
(the amount of milk will depend
upon the dryness of the potatoes)
and beat until smooth and fluffy.
Line a buttered baking dish with
about half of the mashed potatoes
and fill with the onions and drained
tomatoes sprinkled with salt and
pepper. Spread the cottage cheese
over the top and sprinkle with salt
and pepper. Cover with the re
maining mashed potatoes and bake
in a moderately hot oven (375’F.)
for 25 to 30 minutes. Six servings.

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mrs. Calvin 'Bragg of Orffs Cor
ner spent Thursday evening) with
Mrs. Ediward A. Reed.
Mrs*, Leland Winchenbach is
visiting relatives and friends in
South Weymouth. Mass.
Mrs. Dorothea Twenstrop has
arrived home from six weeks' visit
with her daughters ln Champagne,
IU.
Edward A. Reed, son John of
North Waldoboro, Joseph Studley
of the village and George T. Pal
mer are employed! in war work in
Boothbay Harbor. They commute.
Dr. Hahn has recovered from a
long period of Illness.
'Mrs. Stella Collamore is at her
home here, after three years’ em
ployment at the residence of Le
forest A. Thurston in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick C. Vogel
who spent the past week at their
Summer home here, have returned
to New York. Mr. Vogel is mak
ing extensive repairs on his
buildings and having a three-car
garage made.
A cleaning bee was held Monday
at the Baptist Church, 12 toeing
present. A thorough renovating
was accomplished.

GLENMERE

jenny Wise
' sags...
"In war times-

save dimes"

MPTY the dirt bag of your
vacuum cleaner after every
cleaning job. This will keep the
cleaner at peak efficiency, prolong
its life, and reduce repair bills.

E

You’U save many dimes through
handling your electrical equip
ment with care. Invest those
dimes in u. s. savings stamps—
for the sake of democracy!

Mr. andi Mrs. Thurley Hocking
and children of Melrose High
lands. Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Warren of Lexington, Mass., were
at “Home Acres” over the week
Notices of Appointment
end.
I, Charles L. Veazie. Register of
Mrs. Harold) Dowling was guest
for the County of Knox, In
the past week of her daughter, Probate
the State of Maine, hereby certify that
Marign, a student nurse at Massa ln the following estates the persons
were appointed Administrators. Ex
chusetts Memorial Hospital.
Guardians and Conservators
Miss Verona Miller of Port Clyde ecutors.
and on the dates hereinafter named:
visited the past week with her
ADELBERT T NORWOOD, late of
aunt, Mrs. Walter Barter.
Warren, deceased; Howard L. Norwo
d of said Warren was appointed
Mrs. Eva Covalt and Mrs. Alice Admr
April 7. 1942 and qualified by
Washburn are at “Beau Bell’’ cot filing bond
on same date.
tage for the Summer.
CASTERA NEILSEN CUSHMAN, late
Byron Davis spent the week ot Rockville, deceased, Jerome C Bur
rows of Rockland was appointed Exr
end with his daughter, Mrs. March
17. 1942 and Qualified by filing
Chauncey Keene in Rockland.
bjnd on April 8, 1942.
Mr. and Mrs. William Adams
IRENE BELLE WINCAPAW, late of
deceased. Alfred H. Mor
and son of Worcester, Mass., and Friendship,
ton, of Friendship was appointed
Mr. Adams* mother of Jamaica Admr. April 21. 1942 and qualified by
Plain, Mass., are at their cottage filing bond on same date.
ROSE F. MARSHALL, formerly ROSE
Donald Watt who has employ
F BURNHAM, late of Warren, de
ment in Bath, passed Sunday with ceased.
Nettle E. Copeland of Warren
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Winslow was appointed Admx. April 21, 1942,
without bond.
Watt.
MARTHA E. NEWBERT. late of
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Cowan of Thomaston.
deceased.
Alpheus
N
Edgewater Park, N. J. were in town Jones of Thomaston
was appointed
a few days recently. They left Admr. AprU 21. 1942 without bond.
FRANK F PAYSON, late of Hope,
their car here for uture use and
deceased, Edna M Payson of Rockland
returned Friday by train.
was appointed Admx April 21. 1942,

New under-arm
Cream Deodorant

Checks Perspiration

Spectacles Only for Ricb

Keep leftover cooked potatoes in a
shallow dish in the refrigerator. The
potatoes must have air and should
not be heaped. They should be used
within two days. Potatoes sour eas
ily.

FmI Years Younger, Full of Vim"

Don’t blame exhausted worn-out. run-down fw itsg I
an your age. Thousands amased at what a llta'l
pepping up with Ostrex will do. Contains gener*i,
tonics often needed after 40— by bodies larUns I
Iron, calcium pboaphate. Vitamin Ui. Introductur* I
•tse Ostrex Tonle Tablets owty 85c. Why feel old f'
Start feeling peppier and younger, thia very day
For sale at adl good drug stores every

where. tn Rockland at C. H. Moor A Co

For more than 100 years after
spectacles were invented in the
Fourteenth century they were very
expensive, costing from $75 to $100.
Only the rich could afford to buy
them.

Salesbooks

I

HBMM

Safety

Men, Women! Old ai
40,50,60! Get Pi.

1. Does not rot dresses or men's
shirts. Does not irritate skin.

2.

No waiting to dry. Can be
used right after shaving.
3. Instantly checks perspiration
for 1 ro 3 days. Removes odor
from perspiration.

4. A pure, white, greaseless,

sratnleu vanishing cream.
has been awarded the
Approva 1 Seal ofthe American

5. Arrid

Institute of Laundering for
being harmless to fabrics.

Arrid ia the LARGEST SELLING
DEODORANT. Tay a jar today!

ARRID
39ga'ar

At all •tores aelliag toilet gee4*
(else ia 1O< ae4
jars)

How To Hold

FALSE TEETH
More Firmly In Place
Do your false teeth annoy and embarrass by slipping, dropping or wabbling when you eat. laugh or talk?
Just sprinkle a little FASTEETH on
your plates. This alkalfne (non-acid)
powder holds false teeth more firmly
and more comfortably.
No gummy,
gooey, pasty taste or feeling.
Does
not tour. Checks “plate odor" (den
ture breath). Oet FASTEETH today
at any drug store.

j
I
‘
i
|

and qualified by filing bond on same
date.
JOHN W. NIEMI, late of Warren,
deceased, Ida Niemi of Warren was
appointed Admx. April 21, 1942 with
out bond.
HENRY O. WALL, late of Rockland,
deceased. Jessie B. Wall of Rockland
appointed Executrix April 21, 1942
without bond.
ANNIE S. MOODY, late of Warren,
deceased. Oeorge E. Moody of Rock
land appointed Exr. April 21. 1942
without bond.
JOHN L WOOD, late of St Oeorge.
deceased. Grace B. Wood of St. George
appointed Exx. April 21, 1942 without
bond.
REBECCA F THORNDIKE, late of
South Thomaston, deceased. Gilford
B. Butler of South Thomaston was
appointed Exr. April 21. 1942. and
qualified by filing bond on same date.
OEORGE K. JAMESON, late of
Rockport, deceased. Lizzie S. Blacking
ton of Rockport was appointed Exx.
April 21. 1942. and qualified by filing
bond on April 22. 1942.
ANDREW J. PETERS. late of Bos
ton. Mass . deceased. Harold L Clark
of Newton and Richard E. Keating
of Somerville. Mass , were appointed
Trustees April 21. 1942 without bond:
Gilbert Harmon of Camden was ap
pointed Agent ln Maine.
MYRTIE M YOUNG, late of Rock
land. deceased, John A. Frost of Rock
land was appointed Exr. April 21. 1942
and qualified by filing bond April 23
1942
OBORGIA H. COOK, late of Frlendshln
deceased, Elden L. Cook of
Friendship was appointed administra
tor AprH 21. 1942 and qualified by
filing bond April 24. 1942.
SANFORD P. COOPER.
late of
North Haven, deceased, Murray N
Stone of C.mden was appointed Ex
ecutor April 27. 1942 without bond.
C. HENRY MASON, late of Rochester
N Y., deceased. Berlew Hill of Roch
ester. N Y. was appointed Executor
April 21, 1942. and qualified by filing
bond April 21. 1942; Charles T. Smalley
of Rockland was appointed Agent ln
Maine.
WALTER DODOt late of Rockland,
deceased. Lorenzo Dodge of Rockland
was appointed Administrator with the
Will Annexed April 29. 1942. and
qualified by fiitng bond on April 30
1942
Attest:
• __
__
CHARLES L VEAZIE
Register
48 F-52

STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested ln either
of the estates hereinafter named
At a Probate Court held at Rock
land, ln and for the County of Knox,
on the twenty-first day oi April ui
the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and forty-two and by
adjournment from, day to day from tlie
twenty-first day of said April
The
following matters having been pre
sented for the action thereupon here
inafter Indicated Jt ls hereby or
DERED:
That notice thereof be given to aJl
persons interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three |
weeks successively in The Courier
Gazette a newspaper published at
Rockland ln said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to he
held at said Rockland on the nn>"
teenth day of May A. D. 1942 at nine
o'clock ln the forenoon, and be heard
thereon If they see cause.
HENRY V. STARRETT. late of War
ren. decased. Will and Petition lor
Probate thereof, asking
tliat
the
same may be proved and allowed and
that Letters Testamentary issue to 1
Katie F. Starrett of Warren, she be
Ing the Executrix named ln said Will,
without bond.
JOHN 1 BEL, late of St. Oeorge. de
ceased. Will and Petition for Probaie
thereof, asking that the same may be
proved and allowed and that Letters
Testamentary Issue to Ralph Teel, ot
St. George, he being the Executor
named in said Will, without bond.
ANNIE A. STEVENS, late of Rock
land. deceased. Will and Petltton for
Probate
thereof, tasking
that
the
same may be proved and allowed and
that Letters Testamentary Issue to
James E. Stevens of Rockland, he be
ing the Executor named ln suld Will,
without bond.
OSCAR
S
GRINNELL.
late of
Union, deceased.
Will and Petition
for Probate thereof, asking that the
same may be proved and allowed and
that Letters of Administration with
the will annexed lssue^to Charlotte M
Gleason of Union, without bond.
JOSEPH C. INGRAHAM, late of
Rockland, deceased.
Will and Peti
tion for Probate thereof, asking that
the same may be proved and allowed
and that Letters of Administration
with the will annexed Issue to Mat tie A. Peters of Boston, without bond
CHARLES F. BROWN, late of North
Haven, deceased.
Will and Petition
for Probate thereof, asking that the
same may be proved and allowed and
that Letters Testamentary issue to
Marian E. Brown of Augusta, she be
lug the Executrix named ln said Will,
without bond.
ESTATE SUSAN M SMITH, late of
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration, asking that Harris P
Smith of Rockland, or some other
suitable person be appointed Admin
istrator, without bond.
ESTATE WALTER J. RICH, late ofl
Camden, deceased.
Petition for Ad - |
ministration, asking that Walter J
Rich. Jr. and Eugene C. C. Rich both
of Camden, or some other suitable ]
person be appointed Administrators, j
without bond.
ESTATE SARAH M WYMAN, late of |
Newton, Mass., deceased. Authentic*
ted copy of Administration, together I
with Petition for Administration, ask - '
Ing that the said copies may be filed
and recorded and that Gladys W
Pride of West Newton. Mass be ap
pointed Administratrix with bond
ESTATE ELLA D SHIBLES, late of
Rockport, deceased
Second Account
Including the private claim of said
Executrix presented for allowance by
Georgia B. Pendleton of Islesboro,
Executrix.
ESTATE ORRIS C. COOK, late of
Friendship, deceased First and Final
Account with the will annexed, pre
sented for allowance by Elden L
Cook, Admr. with the will annexed
ESTATE ISAAC W POLAND, late of I
Friendship, deceased. First and Final I
Account of Administratrix, presented
for allowance by Laura E. Poland. Ad
ministratrix.
ESTATE LESLIE E. LAMPSON, late
of Rockport, decased. First and Final
Account, presented for allowance by
Gratia L. L/mpson. Executrix.
ESTATE EMMA G. SMITH, late of
Vinalhaven.
deceased.
First
and
Final Account presented for allowance
by Cora H. Smith and Ines H Conant,
Executrices.
ESTATE ALVAH J. LINEKEN. late
of Thomaston, deceased.
First and
Final Account presented for allow
ance by Gertrude M Lineken, Special
Administrator.
ESTATE ANNIE S MOODY, of War
ren.
Frist and Final Account pre
sented for allowance by Austin J
Moody and George E. Moody. Con
servators.
HELEN ADELLA HALL SPROWL. of
Rockland
Petition for Change of
Name asking that the name of Helen
Adella Hall Sprowl be changed to
Helen Adella HaH.
ESTATE EMERSON C. SIMMONS
late of Friendship, deceased Petition
for
Allowance
presented
by
Ada
Murphy of Friendship, widow
ESTATE MARCELLUS M CONDON
late of Rockland, deceased. Petition
for allowance presented by Kathleen
D. Condon of Rockland, widow
WILLIAM E. HATCH, late of Camden,
deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
bate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary lseue to Lena
F. Hatch of Camden, she being the
Executrix named ln said will with
out bond.
ESTATE ANNIE L. A. CHAUVENET.
late of Boston. Mass . deceased
P» tltlon asking that the appointment
of Thomas Allen of Brookline, Mass
and the Merchants National Bank of
Boston be confirmed as Trustee of the
estate given in trust under Clause 2u
(a, of the Will of said Annie L. A
Chauvenet for the benefit of Loud
Chauvenet et al.
ESTATE ANNIE L. A. CHAUVENET
late of Boston, Mass., deceased Peti
tion asking that the appointment of
Tit-mas Allen ol Brookline, Mass and
the Merchants National Bank of Bos
ton be confirmed as Trustees ot the
estate given m trust under Article 20
(b) of the Will of said Annie L A
Chauvenet for the benefit of Loud
Russell Chauvenet et al. children of
Louis Chauvenet
ESTATE MINIE E HEAL, late of
Cainden, deceased.
First and final
Account presented for allowance by
Olive E Annis, Administratrix.
ESTATE MARGIE 8
INGRAHAM
late of Rockland, deceased. Will and
Petition for Probate thereof* asking
that the same may be proved and
allowed and that Letters of Adminis
tration with the WIU Annexed issue
to Charlotte S. Simmons of Everet'
Mass without bond.
ESTATE MINIE E. HEAL, late of
Camden, deceased
Petition for Dis
tribution presented by Olive E Annis
Administratrix.
ESTATE E j. BARTER, late of
Rockland, deceased. Sixth and Final
Acoount -presented for allowance by
Homer E Robinson. Trustee
ESTATE E J. BARTER, late of
Rockland, deceased
Petition asking
the approval of the Court to con
veyance of certain real estate fully
described ln said petition to Elizabeth
Barter, beneficiary under the Will
of aald E J Barter. presented by
Homer E Robinson. Trustee
MARY X. WARE, late of Union, de
ceased. Will and petition for probate
thereof asking that the same may be
proved and allowed and that Letters
Testamentary issue to Clarence Moody
Of Union he being the Executor named
in said WIU without bond
Witness. HARRY E
VILBUR. Bf
^Uie. Judge at Probate Court for
Knox County. Rockland. Maine
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE
Register
48 F-S3
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On the stage will be presented
“Major Bowes 1942 All-Star Re
vue.” Thia show is byi far one of
the most entertaining stage shows
to come to' Rockiand in a long
time as its AU Star cast is made
up of a group of versatile and
talented entertainers taken from
the famous Major Bcwes’ Radio
program. In the cast, just to
mention a few. are Cyril Smith,
master of ceremonies and al--o late
star of the Rudy Valle program;
Jean Clark, talented imitator of
bird calls and whistler: Sheila
Rogers.
impersonator:
Virginia
Tkill, amateur Scphie Tucker;
Jerry Bergman, who wants to be
a Houdlni; and many more in
cluding singers, dancers, come
dians. and musicians On the
screen will be shown Guy Kibbee
in “Scattergood' Rides High.”

• • • •

■often needed after

ilcluiu ph'Mjphate, Vitamin i_
it rex Tonio TableU only 85c." Why
ellLMt lieppter and youncer.

A review from The Courier-Gasette of happenings which Interested
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Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1917.
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Probate Notices

STATE OF MAINE
S
all persons Interested In eltheife
lie estates hereinafter named
?ru Probate Court held at Rockln and for the County of Knox ’
he twenty first day of April bj
year of our Lord one thousand I
hundred and forty-two and by I
iirnment from day to day from tha ■'
ty-first day of said April.
The I
wing matters having been pre-, £
;d for the action thereupon here- '■
ier Indicated Jt U hereby or:
W:
lat notice thereof be given to all B
I,ns Interested, by causing a copy I
his order to be published three '
s successively In. The Courier, r
■tte a newspaper published al t
iland ln said County, that they ft
appear at a Probate Court to i-w I
at said Rockland on the ntneth day of May A O. 1942 at nine
ck In the forenoon, and be hearc
eon If they see cause.

I

SNRY V STARRETT. late of War
decased
Will and Petition forw
late thereof, asking
that
tha
“ may be proved and allowed and
Letters Testamentary Issue to
ie F Starrett of Warren, slie be
the Executrix named ln said Wlil
lout bond.
,>HN TEEL, lute of St. George, de
Will and Petition for Probate
‘eof. asking that the same may ba
/ed and allowed and that Letters
iamentary Issue to Ralph Teel, of
George, he being the Executor
led In said Will, without bond.
■JNIE A STEVENS, late of Rock-1.
1. deceased Will and Petition for'*’
bate thereof, tasking
that
thelie may be proved and allowed and R
Letters Testamentary Issue to*,*
ies E Stevens of Rockland, he be-K
the Executor named ln said WllI.H
bout bond.
led

SCAR 8.
GRINNELL.
late
ofl
ion. deceased.
Will and' Petition!
Probate thereof, asking that the
ie may be proved and allowed and*
t Letters of Administration with ■
will annexed lssuc’to Charlotte M.ffi
ason of Union, without bond.

L

JSEPH C
INGRAHAM, late of
;kland. deceased
Will and Petlr» for Probate thereof, asking that
same may be proved and allowed
that Letters of Administration
,h the will annexed Issue to MatA Peters of Boston, without bond.
1ARLES F BROWN, late of North
ven. deceased.
Will and Petition
Probate thereof, asking that the
ie may be proved and allowed and
it Letters Testamentary issue to
rlan E Brown of Augusta, she be
the Executrix named ln said Will,
lout bond
STATE SUSAN M SMITH, late of
skland. deceased. Petition for Adinlstratlon. asking that Harris P.
ilth of Rockland, or some other
ltable person be appointed Adminlator. without bond
STATE WALTER J. RICH, late of
Helen, deceased.
Petition for Adlnlstratlon. asking that Walter J.
Ich. Jr and Eugene C. C. Rich both
Camden, or some other suitable
irson be appointed Administrators.
Ilthout bond.
ESTATE SARAH M WYMAN, late of
ewton. Mass., deceased. Authentlcacopy of Administration, together
1th Petition for Administration, asfcig that the said copies may be filed
id recorded and that Gladys W
ride of West Newton, Mass be apslnted Administratrix with bond.
ESTATE ELLA D SHIBLES, late of
lockport. deceased
Second Account
deluding the private claim of said
Ixecutrlx presented for allowance by
leorgia B
Pendleton of Islesboro
Ixecutrlx.
ESTATE ORRIS C COOK, late of
'rlendshlp, deceased First and Final
ccount with the will annexed, pre•nted for allowance by Elden L
took. Admr. with the will annexed.
ESTATE ISAAC W POLAND, late of
'rlendshlp. deceased. First and Final
iccount of Administratrix, presented
or allowance by Laura E. Poland. Ad-

<V. 8.

Maritmu

CmnmiMion PkiM

This modern lifeboat, being lowered away on a trial run, is typical
of the safety equipment for the 2,300 American ships being built by
the Maritime Commission to carry war cargoes to United Nations battle
fronts, these Victory ships will make up the safest, most strongly
armed merchant fleet in the world.

Strand Theatre, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday

That little gadget in Bob Hope’s
hand Ls supposed to be a grenade
and with it he's frightening as
choice a gang of German spies as
ever infested a movie. It all hap

pens in “My Favorite Blonde,” the
Paramount comedy. The blonde
beauty beside Bob. is of course,
his favorite blonde. Madeleine
Carroll.

Preparations were being made to Farrand Spear & Co., quarries, the
register for the first World War Bartlett quarries and the original
draft.
A. F. C.ockett quarries giving it
Play.ng on the Rockland High practically complete control of the
School team were: Oney. A. Rogers. mineral north to Middle street. A
Hart, Daniels, Gilley, Brewster, L. S. Black bought the Stackport and
Rogers, Farwell, French, Soffayer, Thorndike quarries, and a half in
and Wotton.
terest in the Case and Glcver quar
Many safety razors went into cir ries.
Rev. Dr. Roderick J. Mooney re
culate n after the local barbers in
creased the price from 10 cents.
signed as rector of St. Peter's Epis
William Tarbox, formerly of copal Church to accept a call to
Thomaston was appointed district .the Church of Our Fathe.r in South
passenger agent for the Eastern Bostcn.
Dr. Martin P. Judkins, who had
Steamship Lines and the Boston &,
Yarmouth S. S. Line.
, been in practice here 25 years died
Earl J. Alden was serving on the at his home on Spring street, aged
,64 years.
U. S. S. Oklahoma.
The Estabrook and Berry houses
Manley W. Hart sold his grocery
and market at the North End to ex- |Cn Pleasant street were being disi mantled.
Mayor G. H. Blethen.
John J. Wardwell bought the Nel I Clifford O. Perry bcught the C
son B. Ocbb homestead on Suffolk IH. Moor residence on Masonic
■ street.
street.
Mrs Ellen M. Dcnohue formerly The board of health organized
of Rockland,, died in Augusta, aged with George E. Clark as chairman
and David L. McCarty as secretary.
75.
J. Walter Rogers, 59. died in Ha Ernest A. Campbell was the third
member.
verhill, Mass.
Miss Jessie Davies sold her prop The new wing of Knox Hospital
erty on South Main street, and was formally opened.
• • • •
bought the residence at 19 Union
The
marriages
for this period
street, Camden
Joseph H Farwell became mana were:
Rockland. April 25. Harold W.
ger of Central Garage.
Mrs. W. F. Lakeman died, at the Look and Miss Edna I. Simmons.
Whitinsville, Mass., April 14, Al
age of 38 years.
Dr. T. L. McBeath was elected bert Martell of Whitinsville and
president cf the Rockland Country Miss Grace Snow of Rockland.
Club, with A. C. McLoon as vice Whitinsville Mass., April 29, Ar
thur H. Mecham of Somerville and
president, William B. Burpee, sec Miss
Maude B. Guptill. formerly of
retary and Arthur L. Orne, treas
Rockland.
urer.
Greenwich, Conn.. April 28, Ar
The new schooner Frank A. thur
Stewart and Celia M. Pear
Morey was launched from the Cobb, sons A.
of
Bridgeport. Conn.
Butler & Oo.’s shipyard.
Newport,
I., April 17, Joseph
Fred M. Blackington superintend A. Kelley ofR. Rcckland
ed the removal of the Rockland B. Weaver of Newport. and Anna
Trust Company vault, which have
Warren. April 11, Maurice Mcbeen sold to the Medomak National Quilkins
of Solon and Abbie Wiley
Bank in Waldoboro.
of Warren.
Mrs. Charles H. Cables and her
Camden .May 3, Frank L. Flan
eight children moved to New Lon ders of Fulton, N. Y, and Grace W.
don, Conn., where Mr. Cables was Bass formerly of Rockland.
employed.
Atlantic, April 28, Maynard F.
Arville C. Perry died suddenly in Herrick and Marion E. Trask.
Oroville, Calif.
Biistol, Conn., April 7, Welden M.
Herbert R. Mullen received his Arey of Bristol and Harriet E.
commission as ensign in the Coast Borneman of Warren.
Patrol.
Rockland. May 8, Lucius S. York
Miss Hazel Bryant, a graduate of and Delia F. Rowe.
Emerson Hospital, Boston, -became Rockland, May 16. Chester W.
superintendent of Silsby Hospital. Munro and Miss Golden A. Haskell.
Al'oertus W. Clarke and James F.
Waldcboro, May 12, Dewey Win
Carver were re-elected members of chenbaugh and Emily Eugley.
the Registration Board.
Warren, May 5, Ernest Achorn
George A. Gilchrest of Thomas and Miss Bertha Borneman.
ton bought the George F. Kaler The following births were re
residence on Masonic street. It corded:
• • • •
was to be occupied by John I. Snow
and family.
Rockland, Ap/il 26, to Mr. and
James A. ’ Collins bought the Mrs. Pasquale Lombardo, a son—
Frank O. Haskell house at Ingra Gaspare.
ham Hill.
South Thomaston. April 27, to Mr.
The Rockland & Rockport Lime and Mrs. Archie H. Rackliffe. a son.
Company bought interests in the
Rockport, April 28 to Mr. and

T

ilnlstratrlx.

ESTATE LESLIE E LAMPSON, late
f Rockport, decased. First and Final
iccount. presented for allowance by
iratia L. Lampson. Executrix.
ESTATE EMMA O. SMITH, late of
Inalhaven.
deceased.
First
and
'Inal Account presented for allowance
>y Cora H Smith and Ines H Conant,
Sxecutrlces.
ESTATE ALVAH J LINEKEN. late
>f Thomaston, deceased
First and
, 'Inal Account presented for allow
ance by Oertrude M Lineken. Special
Administrator
ESTATE ANNIE 8. MOODY, Of Wariren
Frist
ented lor

and Final Account pre
allowance by Austin
J
George E Moody. Con-

vx

(Moody and
,senators.
HELEN ADELLA HALL SPROWL. of
Rockland
Petition for Change of
Name asking that the name of Helen
Adella Hall Sprowl be changed to
Helen Adella Hall.
ESTATE EMERSON C. SIMMONS
lute of Friendship, deceased Petition
for
Allowance
presented
by
Ada
Murphy of Friendship, widow
ESTATE MARCELLUS M CONDON,
late of Rockland, deceased. Petition
for allowance presented by Kathleen
D Condon of Rockland, widow.
WILLIAM E HATCH, late of Oamden,
deceased
Will and Petition for Pro
bate thereof, asking that the same
may be prut cd and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Lena
F Hatch of Camden, she being the
Executrix named ln said will, with
out bond
ESTATE ANNIE L A CHAUVENET.
late of Bo-ton. Mass, deceased. Beasking tliat the appointment
of Thomas Allen of Brookline, Mass ■
and the Merchants National Bank of
Boston be confirmed as Trustee ol the
estate given ln trust under Clause 20
(a) of the Will of said Annie L. A.
Chauvenet for the benefit of Louis
Chauvenet et al.
ESTATE ANNIE L. A. CHAUVENET.
late of Boston. Mass., deceased Peti
tion asking tliat the appointment of
In inas Allen of Brookline, Mass, and
the Merchants National Bank ot Bos
ton be confirmed as Trustees of the

f

...

v'anc

Nation-wide tribute wili be paid on Maritime Day, May 22, to American
shipyard workers and to American merchant marine officers and seamen
for the job they are doing in building and sailing new ships like these to
carry the implements of war to United Nations battle fronts. Maritime
Day will also mark the achievement of the “two ships a day*’ stage in the
Maritime Commission’s gigantic shipbuilding program. That is the rate
at which American shipyards will be delivering new cargo carriers into
service with our Victory Fleet.

Mrs. Ralph Cripps. a son.
Seattle, Wash., May 3, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward O. Gregory, a daugh
ter.
North Haven, April 16 to Mr. and
Mrs. H. T. Crockett, a daughter—
Blanche May.
Rockport, May 3. to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Carleton, a daughter.
Rockport, May 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence H. Richards, a daughter—
Vera Rosemond.
Thomaston, May 1, to Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Woodcock, a daughter—
Helen Florence.
Rockport, May 9, to Mr. and Mrs.
George Turner, a son.
Hope, May 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
Irvin Wright, a daughter.
Thomaston, May 1, to Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Woodcock, a daughter.
Rockland, May 8. to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur L. Woodcock, a son—Edwin
Eugene.
Rockland, May 13, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Lilly, a daughter—Anna.
Rockland, May 9, to Mr. and Mrs.
Antonio Magito, a daughter—Anna.
Friendship,—to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Bradford, a daughter.
Port Clyde, May 8, to Mr. and
Mrs Wiiliam Palmer, a son.
South Hope, May 9, to Mr. and
Mrs. Halver Hart, a son.
Thomaston, May 14, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin A. Anderson, a son.
• • •
The Thomaston Sea Breeze was
issued with Harriet Burgess as edi
tor and Enoch M. Clark as business
manager. z
Capt. E. O. Patterson was ap
pointed inspector of submarine
chasers.
Mrs. Emily Stevens was elected
regent of Gen. Knox Chapter, D.
A. R. in Thomaston.
Arthur E. McDonald of Thomas
ton went to Plattsburg, N. Y., where
he enrolled as a 2d lieutenant of
engineers.
The Camden High School ball
Dlayers were Taylor, Morin, Thomas,
Magee, Dougherty, McGrath, Rich.
Chandler and Richards.
Oapt. Charles E. Ranlett, who
died in Boston at the age of 100. was
a former resident of Thomaston.
'Frank Joscelyn, 69 died in Cam
den.
Orris I. Gould, 70. died at his
heme on Mountain street, Camden.
Work began on the extension of
the Camden Anchor-Rockland Ma
chine Company’s plant in Camden.

1O%!
if

if
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Lend your country 10% of your pay
or have the Naris and Japa take
(not borrow) 100% I
That'a what we and every one ol
ua lace today I
Victory or defeat 1

estate given in trust under Article 20
(b) of the WUl of said Annie L A

Chauvenet for the benefit of Louis
Russell Chauvenet et al. children of
Louis Chauvenet
ESTATE MINIE E HEAL, late of
Camden, deceased.
First and final
~Vcount presented for allowance by
O.ive E Annis, Administratrix.
ESTATE MARGIE 8
INGRAHAM,
late of Rockland, deceased. Will and
Petition for Probate thereof.* asking
that the same may be proved and
allowed and that Letters of Adminis
tration with the W1U Annexed Issue
to Charlotte 8. Simmons of Everett
Mass without bond.
ESTATE MINIE E. HEAL, late of
Camden, deceased
Petition for Dis
tribution presented by Olive E. Annis
Administratrix
ESTATE E J
BARTER, late of
Rockiand. deceased. Sixth and Final
Account presented for allowance by
Homer E Robinson. Trustee.
ESTATE E J. BARTER, late Of
Rockland, deceased. Petition asking
t.ie approval of the Court to con'ey*nce of certain real estate fully
described ln said petition to Elizabeth
r Barter, beneficiary under the Will
of suid E j Barter, presented W
Homer E Robinson. Trustee.
MARY E WARE, late of Union, de
ceased Will and petition for probate
-hereof asking that the same may he
proved and allowed and that Letters
restamentary Issue to Clarence Moody
f Union he being the Executor named
ln said Will without bond
Witness, HARRY K
VILBUR. ■»
lUlie. Judge of ProLate Court tor
<nox County. Rockland. Maine.
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE

U. S. A/arHimt Committioa Photo
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Buying War Bonds or aelling ouraelvea into alaveryl
Getting tough with ourtclvei or
getting taken by the Axis!
Your quota—and everybody’a quo
ta—ia 10% of wages or income
lived in WAR BONDS and
STAMPS!
Join America’a all-out offenaive
. . . increaae your WAR BOND aav*

--*****“
the gun

inga to at least 10%—NOW I
Get the details from your employ
er. bank, post office or other WAR
BOND sales agency . . . TODAY!

Every

:
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STAR-UTES

THE LYRIC MUSE

Publication Limited to Brief

Poems

of Original Composition
By Subscribers
OF

SPRING

| For The Courier-Gazette]

I court the am lie ot Spring
When birds begin to sing
And brooklets laugh and roar
Along the forest floor.
I like her cloak of green
And light of silver sheen
As buds begin to snllle
And blossom mile on mile.
I love the bright rainbow
Whem flowers bend and blow
As silver rain falls down
To cool the warm, earth brown.
I like to walk a mile
And feel her gentle smile
And follow valleys deep
To where the roses sleep.
And if on life's stern way
I falter In the fray,
Spring melodies that blend
Will cheer me to the end.
Maurice- P. Hill
Rockland.

•t at at at
SPRING

Icy fingers of Winter’s blast
Just a memory, dear at last;
Now the birds are singing sweet their
lay;
Trees are budding, skies are blue
All the earth awakes anew.
There Is music ln the rlv'lets
Murmuring, dearest I love you.
Now that Winter time ls past
It Ls Springtime, dear, at last,
And I guess you know the reason
why;
Birds are happy so am I
Fleecy clouds are In the sky.
All the earth ls full of promise
And there’s promise In your eye.
Rae of Belfast

M >1 M
VESPER

HOUR

|For The Courier-Gazette)
When hallowed hour prevails
And shifting lights glorify
The carvings of the altar rails.
When grace of chancel and choir stall
Charm the view with reverent call.
Then ls time to concentrate
Thought on heaven's gift estate
And bow with fervor to our God
In praise for life and fatherhood.
From Him who always understood

Hollywood
(Exclusive) — The
largest Star show in history with
36 Hollywood personalities left upon
a tour of 120 cities from ccast to
coast to sell War Bonds. Sonja
Henie loses her husband to the
Navy shortly—and that means she
may take over the management of
the Brooklyn Dodgers—however, if
she handles that team as well as
her ice show they ought to be able
to retire after next season.
Errol Flynn tried to enlist in
both Army and Navy and was
turned down because of physical
difficulties
Ann Rutherford, Mickey’s sweet
heart in those Hardy Family epics,
has moved her contract to another
studio and her first effort will star
her in one of the biggest musicals
of the year—"Orchestra Wife."
Anne replaces Linda Darnell in the
lead and heads a cast of Glenn
Miller and his band, Lynn Bari,
George Montgomery, Cesar Romero
—and so that sweet character Polly
Benedict is no more.
Linda Darnell, the little girl from
Dallas, tliis week cut the strings
from mama's apron, and moved
into her own apartment—this 18year-old beauty told me yesterday
that she intends to take a crack at
the Broadway stage. Reason for
getting her own place was not a
quarrel but a desire to be by her
self for a change as she had her
mother, father, sister and brother
living with her.
• Mae West as Catherine the
great! This came as the big sur
prise of the week when she an
nounced that she has been working
on her own version of the life of
this great woman for five years
and is now at the wardrobe select
ing stage. Now I’ve heard every
thing—one of the make-up artiste
hasi invented a machine which
tells the lad)y which colors of
make-up she should use. Remem
ber Richard Travis, the handseme
young boy fnend of Bette Davis in
“The Man Who Came to Dinnei."
Vaughn Paul, husband of Deanna
Durbin, ls in the Navy.
Following the departure of Lew
Ayres frcm the screen—MGM is re
filming the latest Kildare film.
Lionel Barrymore will be the main
stay.
Humphrey Bogart says he’s going
to spend his vacation watching hLs
wife iweed her victory garden. Tim
Holt enlists in the Army Air Corps.
Bonita Granville, Ilka Chase. John
Loder, Gladys Cccper, Lee Patrick.
Charles Drake and Michael Ames
complete the roster with Bette Da
vis in “Now Voyager.” Roger Pryor.
Ann Sothem's ex. is now a Navy
flying instructor. Ann Corio, the
celebrated burlesque strip-teaser, is

quite a hit for the curvesome tukeroffer.
The Orson Welles-Dolores Del Rio
break-up Ls said to be final and
there won’t be any marriage in
South America as expected What
a trio—Marjorie Main, Aline Mc
Mahon and Zasu Pitts have been
cast together in "Tish”—’Member
Ann Harding—well I talked witli
her yesterday for the first time in
many many months—she’s lost 18
pounds and looks so well don’t be
surprised if she makes a movie.
Shirley Temple celebrated her
14th birthday a week late with the
completion of her "Miss Annie
Rooney." Judy Garland wants me
to tell everyone that tliose ugly
rumors ubout a separation with Oi chestra leader Dave Rose are not
true.
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Answers to Quiz for Drivers
A.—A tack-spitter is the man who
tacks automobile upholstery in place.
He puts a handful of small tacks in
his mouth and removes them one at a
time with a magnetic hammer.
A.—Pneumatic rubber tires were in
vented in 1845 by Robert William
Thomson, a British engineer, and were
first used on carriages.
A.—A total of 86,168,702 cars, trucks
and busses worth more than 58 bil
lion dollars at wholesale had been
manufactured when the Government
ordered production stopped this year.

Winter night in the polar re
gions is not pitch black. Even when
the sun is at its greatest distance
ccming back to filmland to make a
second picture, “Jungle Siren”— below the horizon, th night Ls a
her first “Swamp Woman” was somber gray.

yiCTORY

BUY

Anger Cools Fingers

Summer or winter, just get good
and mad and your fingers will be
come cold. Experiments at Cornell
university’s medical school showed
that strong emotions resulted in
temperature differences of as much
as 21 degrees in Ihe fingers.

UNITED
STATES
DEFENSE

Bonds

Distributing Food in England

The distributing of food in shel
ters in England is in charge of the
ministry of food, aided by local
authorities. The more than 1,700
large shelters in the London bor
oughs feed an average of 300 per
sons every night.

AND

STAMPS

Mt. Rainier Once Tallest
Mt. Rainier was once the tallest

To Rouse Flow
of Liver Bile
Do This Every Morning For 30 Days

WW
’LL-------------------------- --------BBACON
colonial

...VISIT WISED!
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By Chuck Cochard

our every need belore we knelt
of Melrose and Warren celebrated To
Intercede -In place divine
their golden wedding.
Where prayers assured through faith
and time.
Miss Harriet Burgess led the class
shafts of light anthems weave
of 1917, Thcmaston High School, These
On carvings clear Into our dreams
with the high rank cf 97.73.
Directing thoughtful praise to Him
Lester D. Eaton was appointed Who guards our every Interim.
K. S. F.
deputy warden at the State Prison.
Rockland.
Darius Rackliffe was appointed
warden of the Thomaston alms
house.
No. 1 Customer
John Boardman, 84, died in
With rapid improvements in cars
Thomaston.
in recent years, the automobile in
Mrs. Mary L. Hopkins, 86. died in dustry has become the nation’s No.
Vinalhaven.
1 customer for steel, malleable iron,
nickel, lead, mohair and other com
modities. The motor plants spend
about $1,000,000 an hour for raw ma
YOUR OWN qi/ota,
terials and fabricated parts when
production is good.

.... used to control

*

HOLLYWOOD

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Montgomery

J ...

Major Bowes’ Show, Park Theatre, Mon.-Tues.

O

Product’
mt co-.*”1'
ey.ua

peak in the United States, towering
some 16,000 feet above sea level, but
a violent volcanic eruption blew
2,000 feet off its top, reducing it
to third place among U. S. moun
tains.

Get a bottle of Kruschen Salts to
night. Start right ln tomorrow morn
ing and take as much aa will lie on
a dime ln a glass of water (hot or
Haunted by Hoodoo
cold) half an hour before breakfast
D’Annunzio, Italy’s famous poet,
or ln your morning cup of tea or
coffee and keep this up for 30 days. believed that he was haunted by a
Kruschen taken this way helps re
lieve such symptoms as sick heodachs. hoodoo, and believed that he only
bowel sluggishness and so-called bili kept the jinx at bay by wearing a
ous Indigestion when due to Insuffi bracelet of monkey hair as a “good
cient flow of bSle from ttie gall-blad
der You can get Kruschen, a famous luck’’ charm.
English formula made in the U.S.A.,
at Comer Drug or any drug store.
Lawn Fanoela
You must be satisfied or money back.
<vx'-sTn>^oxr pTre-fTHERfi Note:
Several sill or lawn faucets in
For an occasionaJ cathartic or purga stalled at various places around the
tive. to relieve common constipation,
we beueve there Is nothing better house will eliminate the bother of
than quick-acting Kruschen ln larger | dragging a long hose to water the
dose-—try lt according to directions
lawn and garden properly.
on tbe bottle.

WAR NEEDS MONEY!
It will cost money to defeet our enemy atfressora.
Your Government cells on you to help now.

Pledge today to buy Defense Bonds regularly. Make
every pay day Bond Day by participating in the Pay
roll Savings Plan.
Bonds cost $18.75

and up. Stamps are 10/, 25/, and up.

The help of every individual is needed.

Do your part by pledging to buy your share every
pay day.
----- -------- ------------------
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North Haven High’s “The Pilot” Is Out

WASHINGTON-AND YOU

Realm
Music

By Margaret Chase Smith

Washington, May 13—The un have turned this over to WJPB.
certainty of the legislative situa but there are so many official de
tion prevents Members of Congress mands I am not to hopeful of an
from making definite plans for exception even for this purpose.
From an air-minded woman flier
long vacations at home this Sum
mer. I am planning to spend a comes a plea for designated land
“Jong week-end” in each of the ing fields for civilian fliers. For
seven counties of the Second Dis lack of these the Civil Air Patrol
trict, having “headquarters” open has not been able to keep up their
from Friday to Monday where I flying in some places and thus
will be glad to see Second District their ability to serve is reduced.
people who may wish to discuss She is much interested in the pro
matters with me either official or posed flight strips and suggests
that these might help civilian
otherwise.
There is usually little happening fliers; also she asks what can be
on the Floor of the House on done to have an air field cleared
week-ends so that is the best iime off for an auxiliary landing field
to be away. Because the time will for the CA? Tires are scarce
be short and tires and gasoline ra and fliers cannot go long distances,
tioned, it seems best for me to to get to planes or fields, she
“stay put" in one place so you will points out.
know where to find me.
• • • •
NORTH HAVEN
The tax bill is being put togeth
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Sherer had
er by the Ways and Means Com as recent overnight guests Mir.
mittee for presentation to the
House within a few weeks. Hear Sherer's sisters, 2d1 Lt. Louise
ings are over but Members of the Sherer, ANjC., of Boston, Mass.,
House may still put in a word with and Mrs. Herbert Waldron of
Members of the Committee in re Olen Cove.
gard to final form. The bill may,
Miss Doris Brown was in Cam
of course, be ..mended on the Floor
den
Iast week-end to attend the
if enough Members wish to get
together and do it but usually the committal services for Mrs. Jen
structure of a tax bill is so com nie W. Stone.
plicated that few Floor changes
Lyman Hopkins is an appendec
i re made since to touch one part
tomy
patient at Knox Hospital.
would affect other parts.
Mrs. Stanley Harkinson of
* • • •
An inquiry from Belfast asks if Salem, Mass, and Mrs. Florence
churches are to be taxed. I am in Witham of Danvers, Mass, were
formed by Committee Members week-end guests of Mrs. Harkinthat if a tax of this sort is in the son's parents Mr. and Mrs. H. T.
final form of the Bill, it wiU ap
ply only to income-producing Crockett.
property, of churches, andi even j C. S. Staples observed his 90th
then, there will be a flat exemp birthday Saturday. He was the retion of $5,000. This will apply to ceipient of many gifts, letters and
activities "not necessarily incident
to their exempt activities.” Wit , cards. Mr. Staples is the holder of
nesses from the Treasury told the the Boston Post cane.
Word has been rceived of the
Committee that it would be proper
to tax the income from a trade marriage April 18, of Miriam Eliza
or business run by churches which Staples daughter of Leon and the
were not necessary to the regular
edtrca tional. charitable and re late Alice Staples to Thomas E.
ligious activities which are exempt. Aykroyd at West Hartford, Conn.
• • • •
Mr. Aykroyd is a teacher of
Several letters have come from manuel art at Melrose, Mass.
star mail route carriers about the
Mother’s Day services at the
rise in costs since they bid, for
their contracts. As a Member of church Sunday morning were well
the House Committee on Post Offi attended and a fine sermon was
ces I am interested in this situa delivered by the pastor. Among
tion which is'general all over the the 'beautiful floral tributes were
country; as well as because of the
hardships in our Second, District. those in memory of Mrs. Jennie
Thdre is no provision- in law for Lermond and Mrs. May Beverage.
changing Star route contracts or At the evening service a Mother’s
increasing pay of carriers. There Day program was presented by*
is, however, a provision of tew
which permits a carrier to ask for the pupils of tbe grade schools.
a release from a contract so that
APPLETON
new bids can be called for and new
contracts made. Members of the
Four Score And Ten
Post Office Committee have been
The home of Mrs. Julia Morse was
discussing this situation and) I the scene of a happy occasion Sun
have taken up individual cases day afternoon when 25 relatives,
frcm our District with the 'Post neighbors and friends gathered to
Office Department.
assist in celebrating her 90th
• • ••
birthday.
Families of Service men in the
Mrs. Morse, dressed in American
Philippines write me saying that beauty, with pearl beads, her white
mail to the men has been returned hair faultlessly arranged, was taken
with the information that mail to completely by surprise when the
the Philippines is suspended. The first guest arrived, but proved her
best procedure to get mail to men self equal to the occasion, greeting
whose whereabouts in the 'Pacific all in her usually cordial manner.
is not known to families is to ad
She was recipient of a large bou
dress the letter to the man, with quet of cut flowers, a potted hyd
his rank and organization as usual rangea in full bloom, jonquils, box
care of the Postmaster at San of “Mother’s Day” and other can
Francisco, and then put the word dies, prettily decorated birthday
“PLUM” at the lower left hand cake, several greeting cards and
corner of the envelope. This is a other gifts.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
code word which the Postmaster
will understand. The 'Postmaster J. Asbury Pitman of Belfast, Mr.
has the latest information as to and Mrs. Percy Keller and daugh
the whereabouts of the different ter Margaret, Mrs. Annie Boynton,
organizations and holds the mall and Miss Mary Molver of Camden,
until he has the chance to send Ashton iRipley of Rockland, Mr.
and Mrs. Johnson Pitman of North
it in the right direction.
• • • •
Vassalboro, Arnold Pitman of U.
Many inquiries come from peo of M., Miss Adna {Pitman, Mr. and
ple hit by priorities. One letter Mrs. A. G Pitman. Elmer Sprague,
from Waldo County is from a Azuba Sprague. Mrs. Addie Hawkes,
family who has been saving up Mrs. Evie Perry, Mr. and Mrs. W.
to build a small house and has M. Newbert, Miss Birdie Fisher, Mr.
most of the materials together. and Mrs. Benjamin Mitchell and
But since the man has not begun infant daughter Maureen.
to put the material into actual
•
STONINGTON
construction, he must have au
The honor roll. Grades 5 and 6 is;
thorization which can be asked for
at the Maine Federal Housing Ad Arithmetic, Donald Fifield, Rose
ministration at Bangor who will Hutchinson, Donald Libby, Eng
be able to say just what materials
and fixtures are available, if any. lish, Alvin Jones, Beverly Trundy,

The 17th annual edition of “The
Pilot" published toy the students
of North Haven High School is
fresh from The Courier-Gazette
press — a splendid edition dedi
cated to “all North Haven men
in our fighting forces throughout
the world.” The service stars of
North Haven are for the following:
Charles Baird, Pvt., Philippine
Islands. Army Aiir Corps.
Jasper Beverage. Ensign, Jack
sonville, Fla., Naval Reserve.
Keith Beverage, Corp., Mont
gomery, Alabama, Army Air Corps.
LaForest Beverage. Corp., Camp
Shel'bourne, Miss., Army 103 In
fantry.
Milton Beverage, Sgt.. Washing
ton, D. C. Army Medical Corps.
Samuel Beverage. 'Pvt., Man
chester, N. H., Army Signal Corps.
Paul Brown. P.FJC., Cana! Zone,
Panama, Army Signal Maint. Co.
Phillips Brown Pvt., Nahant.
Mass.. Army Coast Artilley.
Arthur ' Calderwood, P. F. C.,
Philippine Islands, Army Air
Corps.
Harold Joyce, PFC., Oahu,
Hawaii, Army Field Artillery.

SWAN’S ISLAND
Mrs. Charles Burns and chil
dren of Torrington, Conn, are
spending a few days with her par
ents the Roscoe Chandlers at the
Lighthouse. Mrs. Charlene Carter
and two children and Mrs. Helen
Billings and child) of Stonington
spent Mother’s Day with Mr. and
Mrs. Burns.
The first aid classes closed Wed
nesday. This course consisted of
20 hours with. Miss Elizabeth
Cuddy of Bluehill Falls as instruc
tor. A handsome Maybasket full
of gifts was presented to Miss
Cuddy in appreciation of her
services.
Rev. and Mrs. Carl Hall attend
ed the Fryeburg Congregational
Conference the past week but re
turned recently in order that Mrs.
Hall might conduct services in
both churches here Sunday. Rev.
Mr. Hall went to Loud’s Island! for
services. Their son David is visit
ing friends in Bluehill.
Mrs. George (Smith has returned
home after spending the Winter
with her daughter in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Young of LaMoine spent a few days last week
at the Trask House as Mr. Young
was here in the interest of Old
Age Assistance.
Mrs. Lillian Soule of Boston has
bought the Humphrey homestead
and has come to occupy it for the
Summer.
She was accompanied
by her son Richard Kent who re
turned Monday to Boston.
Mahone Holmes. Richard Holmes
and Robert Holmes of Boston
spent Mother’s Day with their
parents Mr. and Mrs. William
Holmes.
Libby;

Most private building is forbidden Lillian Billings, Donald
spelling, Howard Cleveland, Verna
for the duration of the war.
Another inquiry comes front a Oross, A. Jones, B. Trundy, L. Bill

lady who has a large old house
which would be available for an
emergency hospital. But ft needs
a bathroom and that takes priori
ties on materials ahd fixtures. I

WE’LL SELF TOD DO'
THAT FAINT JOB MONT!

Ask us for FREE

advice on any
painting—before
you start
Don’t gamble on yoar paint jobs!
Jnat ask na about them and wall
tall you bow to do them right
—tha first time... How to pmpara tha snriaca, tha correct
finish for beat results, and the
right method of application. Onr exclusive DuPont Color Selector
shows rooms like your own, painted any color you chooee. We’U even
help you locate a good painter if you need one. Use our paint advisory
•errioa — it’s absolutely free!

J. A. JAMESON CO.
TELEPHONE 17,

NORTH APPLETON

Week-end guests at O. T. Keene’s
ings, D. Libby, Theodore Stinson,
Frederick Austin; geography, Law were.Philip Keene of U. of M. and
Christine Bartlett of Portland.
rence Oliver, L. Billings, E. Shep Miss
Mother’s Day visitors at the Me
hard.
servey home were Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Mleservey, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Meservey of Camden, Mr.
and Mrs. William Carter of Jef
ferson, Mr. and Mrs Frank Me
servey, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Elwin
Mank, and Mrs. Crosby Johnson.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Mrs. George Fish is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Leonard Quinn in

Bath.
Mrs. Hilda Kempton, R N. of
Waltham, Mass., is guest of her
father, Charles Towle. Mrs. Lillian
Gilley of Augusta visited there
8unday.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Rolfe and
children and Mr. and Mrs. Bennett
of West Bethel spent the week-end
at their former home here.
Callers Sunday at George But
ler’s were Mr. and Mrs. Merrill But
ler, son Chester and Mrs. Clara
fiweetland of Searsmont.

James Lewis, Lieut. Commander, , William Hopkins; ‘‘An Indian’s
Boston, Nautical Training School. ' Stronghold,"
Victor
Beverage;
Harold Morrison, Pvt., Philippine I “The Lost Diamond,” Grace Beverage; “Turkey For Dinner,” Bur
Islands, Army Air Corps.
Hugh Parsons. Pvt., Philippine tts Brown, Jr.; “A Snowstorm,"
Islands, Army Air Corps.
• Hershall Haskell; “Mr. Ringtail’s
John Stewart, Seaman 3d' class, Morning Call,” Milton Dyer; “A
Cavalry Horse,” Marion Carver;
Newport. R. I. Naval Reserve.
Clarence
Waterman,
Corp.. “A Narrow Escape,” Burtis Brown,
Portsmouth, N. H., Army Coast Jr.; “The Suicide of Miss Sabrina,"
Dorothy Thayer; “Dreamland,”
Artillery.
David Wooster, P.V.C., Iceland, Carolyn Greenlaw; “Across the
Army Quartermaster’s Corps.
| Bay,” Emery Hopkins; “Ghost
Harold Wooster, Pharmacist’s Valley,” Donald Stone; “An Unex
Mate 1st class, Norfolk, Va., Naval pected Inspection," John Water
man; “A Long Leap,” Sherman
Medical Corps.
The editorial board, which has Baird; “My First Duck," Wilfrid
worked so hard to make the cur Mills; “The Indians Return,” Betty
rent issue a success, comprises: Haskell; “This, Too, Shall Pass,”
Editor, Grace Beverage; assistant Lillian Gregory.
A wealth of poetical contribu
editor, George Young; literary
editor, Lillian Gregory; business tions, shows the school' to possess
manager, William Hopkins; assis its Longfellows and its Edna St.
tant business manager, Donald Vincent Millays.
Letters to the alumni editor
Stone; treasurer, Dorothy Thayer;
alumni editor, Hershall Haskell; came from Clara Waterman,
assistant alumni editor, Marion Marblehead, Mass.; Lawrence Bev
Carver; diary editor, Burtis Brown, erage, West Lynn, Mass.; Winona
Whitmore Howard, South Port
Jr.; joke editor, Emery Hopkins.
Literary contributions are: “The land; Bobby Crowell, Hartford,
Welcome Home," Betty HaskeHi; Conn., and Sherman Cooper, West
“Landing in 'Rough Weather,” Lynn, Mass.

SEARSMONT

contrast to thousands who once as
sembled for the Maine Music Fes
tivals conducted by Dr. Chapman
However, the majority of the peo
ple present were people with whom
Dr. Chapman was closely asso
ciated during his work in Bangor
' and other parts of the state—peo
ple to whom the occasion brought
back memories and thoughts of
the days when such figures as
Nordica. Schumaijn-Heink. Calve
Ay GlaJyt St. Clair HeistaJ
and others df ifke Tame, trod the
stage andi spnttfbrtU their glorious
song. Dr. Asfidey. A. Smith gave
While it was not possible for that culture must be made to serve the principal address’’for the oc
me to attend the annual conven the people—that no culture can casion, his ea,rbep^trA?ibute inter
tion of the Maine Federation of long survive unless it does, and spersed with dpt ’ stories and
Music Clubs held in Bangor last pointed out that morale needs the memories of his own acquaintance
week, I was able to follow it close inspiration of the arts. Mr. Gilson and association with Dr. Chapman
ly through the excellent detailed called for the teaching of a stu and the Maine Festivals. In one
reports which appeared in the dent “to want to sing before he is part of his address he said:
Bangor Daily News. It ls gratify taught how to sing” and appealed
“Chapman had an American
ing to note that Mrs. Faith G. to his listeners to catch the spirit way. I had almost said a Yankee
Berry of Rockland has been re of the arts. He suggested that way of locking at things and do
elected treasurer, and atlso that community programs be fostered ing things. Enfleshed in this man
Miss Louise Armstrong, known to as a means of building morale in was the good sense, public spirit,
so many In this section, is the such things as music.
and practical idealism which has
newly elected president.
always been characteristic of his
Miss Armstrong has long been
Highlighting the sessions was a native State of Maine. Always
prominent in the Maine Federa Victory Breakfast at the Bangor particularly in the hallowed min
tion of Music Clubs, having held House, the proceeds of which were istry of music, we locked' to him
numerous offices. She now holds donated to the American Red jor sane counsel and self-denying
the office of corresponding secre Cross. Covers were laid for 127 service. How clearly he discerned
tary of the National Federation of and Mrs. Littlefield presided. the musical needs of these Maine
Music Clubs and- is a member of Samuel Sorin, the youthful piano communities, and how much he
that organization’s executive board. soloist, who won the $1,000 prize accomplished
throughout
this
Mrs. Berry, too, has been a valu of the National Federation of Mu State of Maine in musical stand
able member of the Maine Fed sic Clubs at its 21st biennial con ing and achievement and I am
eration for several years, giving vention, was heard in a recital afraid I must add how we have
to it the intelligent and devoted during the morning session, his declined in these ways since his
service that characterizes any playing) showing full-bodied and passing.
thing she undertakes. She is so intelligent grasp of his instrument,
“Dr. Chapman fulfilled the fa
quiet and1 self effacing in manner as well as tremendous technical miliar words of one of our minor
that I often wonder if we fully accomplishments and superb ar poets who said ‘That man has
understand and appreciate the tistry. He played this program achieved success who has lived
important place she holds in local which will be of interest to pian well, laughed often and loved
musical circles and in the promo ists and students alike:
much; who has enjoyed the trust
tion of the best in music.
Organ Fantasle and Fugue. G
and respect of intelligent men and
Mrs. Guy P. Gannett of Port
minor,
IBach-Llszt women and the love of little chil
land .president of National Feder Impromptu. B flat major, Op. 142.
3,
Schubert dren; who has filled his niche and
ation, was not present, being in Song No.
Without Words,
Mendelssohn i accomplished his task — who has
the western part of the country Rondo Oaprlcctoso.
Mendelssohn I left the world' better than he
B mkior, Op. SB.
Chopin
making official visits to music Sonata.
Suite.
Everett Stevens found it; who has never lacked
dubs in that section. However,
Prelude. Minuet. Caprice,
appreciation of the earth’s beauty
Badinage. Toccata,
through Mrs. Charles W. Cameron
or /ailed to express It; who has
Prelude.
O
major.
Rachmaninoff
of Bangor, Mrs. Gannett’s mes Suggestion Dlabollque.
Prokofiev always looked for the best in
sage was presented. In it she re Etude. Op. 8, No. 11,
Scrlablne others and given them, the best he
minded members of the Maine or Danse Russe (from Petrouvha).
Stravinsky had; whose life was an inspira
ganization that “we are faced
• • • a
tion, whose memory is a benedic
with a challenge, the greatest
Rockland figured in programs— tion.’
challenge we have ever faoed” as
On this May Day when all Nain
the senior clubs concert. Mrs.
she referred to the prosecution of
ture is bursting into life and leaf
Ruth
Hoch
and
Miss
Gladys
Grant
the war. She said1 it is the re
and renewal, it is good again to
sponsibility of every music club gave a duet "Entreat Me Not to be gladdened by his close ap
Leave
Thee
”
from
Broad
’
s
cantata
to make every sacrifice called upon
proaching, through unseen fel
—the opening of homes to service “Ruth and Naomi,” with Mrs. lowship, and to believe that
Berry
a
ccompanying.
In
the
first
men and the giving of talent. “We
heard melodies are sweet, but
must give and give as long as we appearance of the Junior Orches ‘those
unheard are sweeter.’ and
tra
of
more
than
50
members,
have anything to. give, ff we ex
that
the
‘choir invisible’ is also in
with
Charles
A.
Warren
conduct

pect to win this war,” she said1 in
except to our hearts of
her message as she urged members ing, Dudley Harvey played “iSea audible,
friendship and affection. For if
to "'be noranal, think sanely, act Flower Polka" by 'RoMinson as a we believe in immortality at all.
trumpet
solo,
Mrs.
Berry
accom

wisely.” She particularly stressed
then Dr. Clfapman has left us the
the value of the continuation of panying. The reports of these inspiration of that which no grave
artists
are
gratifying
and
we
are
cultural life during the war
can enclose or death itself disin
period despite the physical parti proud.
• • • •
tegrate, the life of a man lived
cipation in a world War, always
nobly and well, the life of broad
A
significant
feature
of
the
con

keeping before us the great need
humanity, of useful activity, of
for the cultivation ot the spiritual vention was the establishment of simple and sincere manhood and
a
memorial
to
William
Rogers
values of life.
'
Chapman, whose name will always American citizenship."
• • • •
outstanding in Maine music
Mrs. Everett Littlefield, the re •be
annals.
The memorial, a granite
Now conceded to be the tallest
tiring president, told members boulder from
the
shore
of
Bar
tree
in the world) is a 364-foot red
“The hardest duty to perform in Harbor, was unveiled at the Ban
these times Is standing by. How gor Auditorium Friday noon, May wood standing in Humboldt State
ever, to do so, is to achieve.” She 8, by Mrs. Littlefield, with Miss Redwood Park, Calif.
too, urged the continuation of Beatrice Wilson, placing a wreath
music during the war period' in at its base. It was only a small
The island of Malta is 122 square
order that this great cultural art gathering, we are told, a marked
miles
in area.
may find its rightful place when
hostilities are over. _ Mrs. Little
field covered many of the activi
ties of the State Federation, re
porting contributions to the Youth
Contest Fund and to the Little
Red House Fund, and the purchase
of $350 of Defense Bonds through
This is to announce that due to the present restrictions on
the Hannibal Ingalls Kimball En
the purchase and selling of materials, I have accepted a job in
dowment Fund.
the Electrical Department of the Bath Iron Works. This does

Austin and daughter Frieda of
Gardiner also called on Mrs.
Howes.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ratten,
who have been visiting at the
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Ratten, have returned to
Manchester, N. H. where Richard
is stationed in the Army.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Cross have
returned to their farm at Moody
Mt. after staying at their home in
the village for a time.
Rudolf Hedberg of Waltham,
Mass, was overnight guest Sunday
of his uncle, Daniel McFarland.
Mts. E, May Gregory of Bucks
port is employed as housekeeper
at the home of Daniel McFarland.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kimball of
Rpckland. Mr- and Mrs. Benjamin
Edgecomb and son Charlie, How
ard Collins and Irvine Durkee, all
of Danvers, Mass., Richard Edge
comb and Kenneth Esancy of
Burkettville, and Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Harriman were callers Sun
day on Mrs. Mary Collins and Mr.
aiid Mrs. Raymond Harriman.
Miss Martha Hartshorn visited
Mionday with her parents, Mr. and

The school children of Searemont, North Searsmont, South
Montville, and Belmont will dem
onstrate Monday night the type of
work which' they have been doing
in the 'Religious Education course.
Each school is visited once in two
weeks during the school year by
a Bible instructor. This particular
group of schools is now complet
ing its fourth year of such instruc
tion, first three years under Miss
Blanche Palmer, and the past
year under Miss Isabella Hewins.
The closing program will be . held
at the local church May 18, at 8
o’clock. Interesting features will be
provided by the different schools.
A display of notebook work and
of unusual and interesting Bibles
is also planned. All parents and
friends are invited.
,
Mrs. Lola Ness, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Ness, and Miss Priscilla Beals, all
of Belfast, called on Mr. and Mrs.
F. A .Dunton recently.
Mrs. Ada M .Hawes, who spent
the Winter in Augusta, has re
turned to her home here for the Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn, in Swanville.
e e e e
Summer.
At the closing 'banquet Harry V.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Wiley and
Gilson, Maine’s Ccmmissioner of
family of Westboro, Mass, were
A dime eut ol ovary
Education, was principal speaker.
week-end guests of Mrs. Belle
Having “American Culture in
dollar wo oom
Howes and Fred Wiley.
American
Schools.” Mr. Gilson
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ness of Bel
termed
culture
“the enlighten
our
quota
fast were recent callers on Miss
ment
which
results
from educa
Belle Lowell and W. C. Creamer.
for
VICTORY
wMi
tion
and
moral
training,
’’ and told
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Adams were
of the problems facing educators
in Augusta Saturday on business.
u.s. war toms when the times are challenging the
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Welch
value of the arts. He emphasized
of Machiasport were week-end
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ira Pack
ard.
iiiimiimiii
Mrs. Rollie Austin and daughter
Frieda of Gardiner visited Sunday
with Mrs. Grace Higgins.
Mr. and Mrs. Colby Howard, son
Carl, and daughter 'Lillian were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Olin Bonnin in Skowhegan.
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Higgins
spent the week-end at the home
of his mother, Mrs. Ethel Higgins.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hemenway
and family visited Sunday in
Union.
Mrs. Ada Hawes, Mrs. Alleine
Adams, and Mr. and Mrs. Harold
NOT RATIONED, exactly, but for many
P. Cobb called Sunday on Mrs.
people the new order of the War Production
Sarah Burgess, Mrs. Sophie Shep
ard. and 'Mrs. Charles M. Burgess
Board may result in some restriction of their
and family in Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Warman,
telephone service.
son Fred, and daughter Laura, all
of Knox were guests Sunday of
Neither the War Production
Mrs. Belle Howes. Mrs. Rollie
Board nor the Telephone Com
pany wants to restrict telephone
Telephone

is

ISSUED

TUESDAY
AND
FRIDAY

Established Jan

'sea sal
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The work cf placii.
ling Miramichi sea sa;
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Fish and Game Dep
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NOTICE TO MY CUSTOMERS

not mean that I am closing up my business; my store will be
open for the sale of small appliances, and telephone calls will be
taken for repairing, servicing and small wiring jobs. Also all
service obligations on Major Appliances which I have sold will
be fulfilled.

E. K. JONES.

TELEPHONE 633-J,

THE ELECTRIC SHOP
ROCKLAND, ME.

51-52

ev

Telephones rationed too;

Now She Shops
“Cash and Carry”
Without Painful Backache

When disorder of kidney function permits
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
may cause nagging backache, rheumatic paint,
leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up
nighta, swelling, puffiness under tha eyes,
headaches and dininesa. Frequent or scanty
passages with smarting and burning some
times shows there is something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.

Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
Pills, used successfully by millions for over

THE BURGESS FARM FOR SALE
Tbe C. T. Burgess Property, one of the best farms In Union,
is for sale. It Is 125 acres; cuts 70 tons of hay; fields in high
state-of cultivation, all machine mowing. Plenty of spring water
running to house and barn; house has all hardwood floors below;
chambers all finished; bath and all modern Improvements. Cel
lar cemented. One of the best barns in the State 42x180 feet,
M foot posts. King system of ventilation, nice cement cellar.
Linter ties 32 head of cattle, wtih water bowls between cattle and
in four horse stalls. Linter box stalls and grainary, all below,
sheathed up; also one Surge milker, and electric cooler. This
has been a dairy farm 60 years. Beason for selling, I am tee old
to work much, almost 85 years old. No business done on the
Sabbath. C. T. BURGESS, Unlo^ Maine.
47&50-52

Safety, are being fully met and
will continue to he.

How wiil it affect you? Per
haps not at all, perhaps to a
great extent. Extension telephones, for exam
ple, can no longer be installed except in a fe^w
Ifyou move—.

service, but telephone plant

essential cases. If you move to a new house, you

requires rubber, copper, lead,
zinc, tin, aluihinum, and other metals. These

may not be able to have telephone service or,
if service is available, it may bex>n a line shared
with neighbors.

plant require!
topper

days, every pound of copper and every ton of
steel that can be made available is being di*
verted to the Nation’s war job.
Copper, for example, goes into the wiring sys
tem of every bomber, every fighter plane, every

So, if you learn through our local Business

Navy, of the war industries and of Civilian

NEW

ENGLAND

TELEPHONE

I earnest!]

zens for V.
supporters s|

disabled vet<
as well as
Rapids, Midi

B

Office that it is impossible to give you the service
you want, we hope you will know that our re
grets are sincere, and that every
pound of copper which we can

cruiser, every destroyer, every submarine. It also
goes into shells and cartridges,
and into many other articles of
war. It is more useful there, to
into every
you and to the Country, than
ramoxr
would be in telephone cables
for any but the most essential needs. These es
sential needs, including those of the Army and

sl

Defense, of Public Health and

save will help speed Victory.
While telephone service may
not
be available here to atl whp
specJ
victory
want it, that is something that
neither the Government nor the 'telephone

302 BANK

Company can help. Your cooperation with us
and with your neighbors will help to keep serv
ice available to as many people as possible.
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